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Foreword
The nature, structure and organization of the borl~' of
knowlerlg-e identified as industrial arts is emerging as the
foremost prolJlem facing this area of the education profession.
Yearbook Thirteen identified this problem as one of the five
areas selected for continued study and further research. :\Iany
educators believe the lock of a universall!l acc£pted bod!! of
kIlOIc!Ct!l/£ is th lI'al'till(1 the IJ/"dll'l!l alld PI'Of!l'c.<;.<:z"l'e dC1'dlJjiIII ( lit of indll,·t!·ia! al't"" They question whether industrial arts

should continue with its myriarl of programs ba. erl on di\'ergent
and often conflicting- philosophies; or whether one broad philosophy should he accepted with a hody of knowledge which is
adjustable to the \"<l.rying needs of student and communit~· but
,.;ufficiently consistent to e~tablish content unique to industrial
art:-;. The authors of this ~'earbook do not attempt to provide
a panacea to this problem but rlo provide a thorough analysis
of prentiling approaches to course content as \vel1 as a refreshing analysis of the "Conceptual Approach to American
Industry."
The last half of the yearbook anal~'zes part:' of two of the
remaining area,-- of research identified in the thirteenth yearbook-methodolog~' and ph~'sical setting. This was accomplished
by l)ermitting indi\'idual authors to select a new or unique approach to teaching industrial arts and analyzing this approach
through classroom experimentation and critical thinking. The
result:-; have produced many insights into the development of
creative thinking- abilities and the use of mass production, progTamed instruction, team teaching-, advanced cla.'s placement
of capable student,.;, and open laboratory scheduling.
In a unique approach. the ~'earbook editor and authors were
selected from one educational institution. The editor's preface
alludes to some of the ad\"Cll1tage: and problems resulting from
thi~ approach. However. the resulting continuity of the pre-
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sentations in the yearbook provides a more than favorable
evaluation of this procedure. Therefore, whenever feasible, future yearbook staffs will be selected from one teacher education
department.
The preparation of a yearbook is a dedicated and time consuming endea\"or. It represents a time of reflective thinking
leading to a thorough analysis of the problems facing the profession. Personal sacrifices of time must be made in order to
meet the rigorous schedules required to produce the yearbook.
In the past, the:,e activities have been spread among- a number
of teacher education :,taffs. However, Yearbook Fourteen has
been edited and authored solely by the faculty and administration of Stout State University. The ACIATE g-ratefully acknowledg-es and appreciates this professional contribution and hopes
the sacrifices are offset by the personal g-rowth and development which re.sulted from this endeavor.
Ralph C. Bohn
Pi'('.~id(,lIt
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Preface
To have all the writers of a Yearbook on one campus was
considered by the Yearbook Planning- Committee as a practice
\vorthy of trial. It is sincerely hoped that this, the first with
that makeup, will be found more than passably acceptable.
The seeming ease of communication with this structure,
between the editor and the several writers, must be acknowledged. However, the problem' facing any writer were found
to be present. as one's usual assignments must be carried on,
and in this instance were probably aggravated by an enrollment increase well be~'ond that which had been projected.
This Yearbook \vas originally conceived by the Committee
to be concerned with implementing industrial arts. and a request was made for \'olunteers from the staff at Stout State
University. It was decided in conference that this should not
be a "methods" book in the usual 'ense. It evolved that the
Yearbook might well take a look at what must be done if industrial arts is to fulfill its place as a curriculum area. and
survey some practices in teaching industrial arts which are
as ~"et not firmly accepted.
It should be made clear that the writer. of the several
chapters were not given any dictates to follow in what they
'hould report-there being- no official "method" at Stout State
University to promote. In fact, effort was made to encourage
those to contribute \vho could report on something ne\v. It is
regretted that several other promi:ing new practices could not
be reported here, due to commitments which precluded staff
members from doing more writing.

As editor, more than the usual "Thanks" is extended to
the ten author:" for their willingness to participate in face of
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the increased demands of large enrollment upon their time, as
thi" work would not have materialized without them. Special
appreciation is extended to John A. Jarvis, Dean of Instruction,
for his valuable cOU11.'el in planning and his assistance in preparing the manuscript.
G. S. Wall, Edito/'

CHAPTER ONE

Introduction and Cr-tique
G. S.

WALL.

b'ditul"

Overview

t the outset it may well be expressed that this yearbook
is concerned with three broad aspects of industrial arts: (1)
its place in education and the LJasis on \vhich it should be organized as a curriculum area: (2) teaching procedures that
will bring the desired deyelopment; and (3) organizational
practices \vhich promote cffici ncy. \Yhether the several chapters can be positively identified and labeled to fit even such
a loose structure is not important-the important thing is that
the reader define a concept of industrial arts for himself, be
cognizant of some "new" and effective teaching practices, and
finally introduce as much efficienc.v in operation as possible.
The first part (Chapters II, III and IV) is concerned \vith
identifying industrial arts and its place in the scheme of education. The reader should not assume that Chapter II, "Indu~
trial Arb and Education" provides a ready solution. It simpl,\'
presents the author's concept of the relationship that could
exist-industrial arts as a part of education. The reader will
still be in a position to decide for himself, as will LJe brought
out later in thi~ chapter. Special emphasis should LJe placed on
the chapter which deals "'ith the question "Industrial ArtsWhat Is It~ Body of Know ledge'!" and the following chapter
(1\') which deals with the application of the conceptual apIn'oach to the teaching of "industrial arts." Ample opportunity
is presented in these two chapters for the reader to remov~
himself from being a "traditional" industrial arts educator.
13
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The second part (Chapters Y. YI and YlI) presents first,
some insights into developing creative thinking abilities which
most readers will agree is a desired goal. This is followed b.\'
a report on appb"ing the mass production technique using hand
toob-at the junior high school level. Chapter VII provides
excellen in .. ight into the much heralded programed instruction.
Each is oriented to applications in teaching indu:,trial arts,
The last part (Chapter~' YIlI, IX and X) is concerned "lith
efficienc.\' in operation: but. not at the expense of quality in
education. Each of the three reports is focused on industrial
arts teacher education. the first being a report of a study on
the open laboratory plan of scheduling a technical course-industrial graphics. The report on team teaching. although not
preci..ely parallel to the open laborator.\" plan of scheduling,
utilizes the principle of lecture for large groups. The final
chapter-advanced placement-reveals increased efficiency in
the de\'elopment of the .:tudents through wisely taking freshmen
from where they are as a result of demonstrated high school
achievement and permitting them to eliminate a prerequi. ite
course in industrial graphics at the college level.
There will follow. in the remainder of this chapter. a few
commenb on each of the chapters, pointing out highlights,
limitations. and inter-relationships.
Chapter Two.

Industrial Arts and Education

It should be emphasized that the reader should not look at
this chapter as pro\-iding a positi\"e an 'weI' to the question concerning the nature and the place of industrial arts in the scheme
of education. It is recognized that it may be con.. idered by some
as a brief for the "traditional" industrial arts. (Compare with
Chapters III and 1\'.) However, in ;'pite of the seeming emphasis
on the heirarchy of purpose, function:'. and objectives. there is
ample opportunity for the reader to accept or reject it.s tenets
in whole or in part.
The presence of function .. of education-displacing as the.\'
do some of the long accepted objectives-should not be disturbing, However, when viewed individually there may well be
concern as the "general de\'elopment" function stands in lieu
of "general education" which is therefore denied existence. Thi.'
does not. however, deny the industrial arts in.'tructor the right
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to empha:-;ize this a~pect in his teaching. even to the extent of
excluding- the ":-;pedal development" function. Similarly the
""pecial development" function "tands in lieu of "vocational
education" which like\\"i"e is denied existence. All of this simply
,.;1 res:-;es that education-the proce.'s which societ~" provides on
an organized ba"is in the schools-i" an all encompa:sing de\"elopment. .\Jeither of the functions denies existence of the other.
It should be recognized. that the age old question, as to whether
industrial arts . ;hould IJl'ovide any "special de\-elopment" (vocational edllcation). remain" UtHl./lswered. The answer is to be
found only in the minds of those \\'ho determine what society's
concept of education is. There i:-; little douht in the mind of the
editor-author that the "guidance service" function which was
as;;umed !J~' educators as being in its domain, will continue as a
service to })(' I'endel'ed lJ~' the "chools. To ignore or ca:-;t guidance
aside ma.,' \\"ell I'e,mlt in "dri\'ing OUI' ])ig-" to a poor market."
The simplified statement of objectives-the acquisition of
knowledge, the development of skills, and the de\'elopment of
attitudes-ma.v be found by . ;ome to be O\-erly .'implified. Yiewing- them in light of their relationship in the heirarch,v-pu}'·
pose. functions and objective.. ;-:-;hould, however, add to their
significance. especiall~" as they are intended to provide a measure
of needed specificit~". (Compal'e ,,"ith Chapters III and IV.)
Thc questions at the clo:-;e of the chapter should be reviewed
with some caution I>~" maintaining a "wait and "ee" attitude
until the reader has read Chapters flf and IV. Thcse chaptc}'s
will ])re..;ent some \"iewpoints which ma~" help one answcl' some
of the question,.;. (This is not intended to impl~" that the rcmaining chapter,.; will h,we no bearing on the an,.;wer,.;-the~' will.
Howe\'er. the~" will sel'\'c better to determine how one can attain
the g-oab and do it efficiently rather than a,.;"ist in determining
wha t the con ten t anel obj ecti \'es will be.)
Chapter Three. Industrial Arts-What Is Its Body of Knowledge?
The que"tion posed by Swan"on in the title "Industrial Arts
-What'" Its Dody of Knowledge'!" turns out to be a challenge
(or is it an indictment'.') when he clOKe" by writing that ,..
industrial arts cannot long delay the definition of a bod~" of
knowlcdg-e from which to draw its content."!
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The reader should recognize that Swanson presents no brief
for what the objectives of industrial arts should be. nor does he
identif~' it. body of knO\vledg-e, per' se. He does, ho\vever, present
critical anaylses of four groups of proposals which" . , , define.
explicitly, the borly of knowledge from which content of inrlustrial arts should be drawn." These groups are: life needs, crafts
and trades, applied 'cience, and study of industry, (Another
approach to the study of industry is recognized but is not discussed as it is the subject of Chapter IY.)
Briefly, the "life needs" approach, which dra\vs its content
from a rather ill-defined area, can include almost any need of
the citizen which is reasonably related to a technical area.
Implicit in this discussion is rejection of the "life neerls" illdefined body of knowledge. However, it must be stated that
without a set of objecth'es it is difficult to accept or reject the
approach simply becau. e the borly of knO\vledge is ill-defined.
If the objective' to be reached b~' the "life needs" proponents
demand content from a spread of "technical" areas in life,
aren't the boundaries likel~' to be indistinct '!
Possibly the fir,t question to be ans\verecl, if the present
concept of industrial arts is not fu1fi11ing its rightful service in
education. would lle: What are the objectives of industrial arts '!
which would then lead to defining the body of knowledge, Even
of more seriou: consequence may be the implications in the following que:tions: ::Olust the objectives of education be restricterl
to selection of content from a previously established body of
knowledge '! Who should determine the body of knowledge and
upon what clearly defined basis should it be established? Is it
wrong for education to create a body of knO\vlerlg-e on which it
can draw to fulfill its service'!
As concerns the crafts and trades approach, with its processes, tools, machine:, materials, and products, Swanson implies the presence of a body of knowledge. This is brought
about throu.Q"h the process of anal~·,;is which ", .. provides a
neat, tight organization of subject matter. , ." He continues
by enumerating scvcral adnllltages to this approach. including:
('ont\Ont i~ rC'latin'\y ~a:'y tn idl-ntify and ol"l<aniz~. . . . It is possible to
a:'sign a wide variety of pUl'Jloses to th,- stud~- of the ~uUI'l'(, conlt'nt, SOlllC
:,tudents may usc it fur leal'ning- a job, oth!')'s may base furth\Ol" h-arningon it. and ~till uth\Ors nJa~- develup probhom :,oIving abilities for use in
fUtUl'!' adi \iti~s.
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However. it: major ,'hortcoming according to Swanson
. is its atomism. Time does not allow study of all the 'parts'
and often the relation,'hip among the, egmenL' studied are not
grasped." The paradox must be recognized that the atomism in
this approach produces both advantages and disadvantages. Of
more significance, howevel', are the closing words above: " . . .
often the relationship among the 'egments studied are not
grasped," which is what Swan.'on, Face. and Flug seek to overcome in presenting the conceptual approach to the study of
American industry, (Chapter IV).
The third approach analyzed by Swanson i: the teaching
of "Industrial Arts as the Study of Applied Science (Technology)." He aptly describes the applied math and ;'cience approach as "an attempt to integrate and use learning: from
other disciplines in the ;,tuc1y of industrial arts." Swanson implies that the "Pre-Tech Lab" u. ed in "The Richmond Plan"
rna." not be industrial arts even though "it makes u,'e of shop
equipment" for th testing of principles learned in math or
science. After briefly presenting the applied science approach
in which "some parts of the disciplines of .'cience have been
adopted bodily for study in industrial arts," Swanson concludes
that the applied math and science approach "ma~' lead one to
wonder about the need for industrial arts."
The fourth and final approach analyzed by walL'on is
'imply labeled: "Industrial Art: as a Study of lndu.·try." IndlL·try in thi: approach, "is defined as a complex of organization,' which utilizes the basic resources of men, materials,
machines and money to produce goods or provide service:."
(Compare with Chapter IY.)
In thi,' discussion. Swanson capably simplifie: "The Functions of Industry a,' a Basi: for Industrial Education Programs"
b~' W. l\T. Rateson and Jacob Stern as an approach which would
re:trict industrial education to a .'tudy of the production and
sen'ice functions of indu,'try, Similarly, he reveals that Henry
R. Zie!'.' proposal is "based on the need to study the functions
of industry rather than the isolated parts."
Also included in this ",-'tudy of Indu:try" cla,'sification are
Delmer W. Obon's eight categories of indush'~': Paul W. DeYore's classification of man' .. major technical role:: and Ronald W. Stadt': "Stud~' of Forces Generated by Industry."
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S\vanson concludes his analysis of this approach with:
Proponents of drawing on industry as the source of content for industl'ial arts point out that it provides a more comprehensive body of
knowledge than any of the previous proposals. Criticism [however] is
often leveled on the basis that it is too broad and consequently offers
little integrating force.

Finally to an"'wer the question "Why Identify a Body of
Knowledge?", Swanson writes that
an~'

subject worthy of time in the school must demonstrate that it is
based on an organized body of knowledge . . . . A further purpose is in
the integrating- force it can provide . . . and [finally] to clarify its relationship to other bodies of knowledge.

One cannot help but agree that industrial arts should have
a body of knowledge. However, the reader should not assume
that none exists-industrial arts could not have been functioning for these many years without it. That revision or amendment leading to more precise identification may be needed can
probably be assumed. However, when one reads that "Observers
have long noted the great diversity of programs labeled industrial arts; "'orne claim that such diversity is good," the question
comes to mind-Does a clearly defined body of knowledge
necessarily eliminate diversity or does it simply confine its
spread?
Chapter Four.

Conceptual Approach to American Industry

This chapter presents a current study in \vhich concepts
are used as a basis for organization and study of industry.
The reader will promptly be confronted with a change in name
as the authors, Face, Flug, and Swanson, propose "a new program, called American Industry," which is the title they would
assign to this curriculum area as one to displace industrial arts.
The proponents advance two objectives for American iI/dustl'y based on their acceptance of the central purpose of
education-"development of the rational powers of man"-expressed by the Educational Policies Commission. The two objectives are: "(l) To develop an understanding of those concepts \vhich directly apply to industry, and (2) to develop the
ability to solve problems related to industry."
The reader should have no difficulty in accepting these a.'
desirable major goaL' for A.merican II/dl/stl'!j. Ho\ve\'er, the
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crux of the matter hinges upon acceptance of American Industrlj
in place of industrial arts. Unfortunately, more specific objectives of Amel'ican Industry are not listed in the presentation,
Thus. those \vho have more specific goals to be fulfilled by industrial arts cannot make a truly complete evaluation of it.
To provide the necessary structure in this approach, ", .. a
unified, basic nescription of the several facets of industry .. ,"
is illustrated in a figure representing American Industry, It
should be emphasized that inrlustry is conceived by Swanson,
Face, and Flug as being an institution-"a complex of organizations that utilizes the basic resources of men, materials, machines, and money to produce goods or provide services to meet
the needs of man." (Also compare with Chapter III.)
It is the singleness of the institution-industr:v-which in
itself is a basic, major concept, that provides the proponents
with "a discipline in that it has an identifiable structure." :\Tajor facets (concepts) of industry, such as processes, materials
and production are included in the figure, all of which add up
to American industry-the institution. It may safely be conclurlen that the "bod~' of kno\vledge" in this approach will be
the same as that referred to in Chapter III by Swanson in his
"Study of Industry" approach for industrial arts content.
Concepts are obviously the key to this approach. A concept
i: nefinen as "a psychological construct resulting from a variety
of experiences (detached from the many situations giving rise
to it), fixed by a word or idea, and having functional value to
the individual in his thinking and behavior." The interesting,
virtually self-explanatory exercise in concept formation which
they include should lead to more understanding of a concept.
That unity can be approached and possibly reached through
an organized alTa~' of concepts, which by their very nature
represent an integration of the many processes, materials. antI
machines man utilizes is a \'ery commendable goal. Howe\'er,
will the "variety of experiences" necessary for concept formation need to be restricted in view of the time available'! Would
this result in the same process of selection they attribute to
"traditional" industrial arts?
Similarly with skills. How will the specific skills be restricted? If on a pt'e-netermined basis-what is the basis? If
not restricted-what of the time and facilities factors?
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\Vithout any thought of dra,ving a conclusion relative to
the desirability of this approach in comparison to the others
presented in Chapter III, the editor wishes to express the
follo\ving opinion.
The conceptual approach to the study of industry has the
potential to overcome a serious problem in society-that of displacement of workers and their subsequent need for retraining.
If the conceptual approach will truly lead to understanding
and application of knO\vledges and skills which cross boundaries of materials (\vood, metal, plastics, etc.) and machines,
the learners will have achieved truly general-industrial development. This ,'tatement implies that the special development function of education will need to be served; but, it need not be the
prima!'y function. However, it should not be interpreted as
denying the same potential to the other approaches, including
the most common concept of industrial arts-the "traditional"
one. This, brings the focus of any evaluation back to: what are
the functions and objectives of industrial arts in the scheme of
education? One might well ask: How broad is industrial arts
in comparison to American Industry? \Vill AllluicQII Indllstnl
encroach on the domain of other disciplines?
It cannot be denied that the approach has merit. The profession should look forward to its full development in the years
ahead.
Chapter Five.

Developing Creative Thinking Abilities

This chapter should help industrial arts teachers overcome
the "neglect of developing the creative thinking potential of
students" which Sommers a;.;cribes "to a lack of understanding
about creati'"e thinking abilities and how these can be developed
in the classroom."
Although only brief space is devoted to defining creative
thinking, Sommers does present his choice (too lengthy to present here) which should enable the reader to readily grasp the
significance of the :,;tudy he reports on developing creative
thinking abilities. Sommers follows this b:-" pointing out the
problems involved in such development which he generalizes
to be: "( 1) The general environment of classroom and (2)
specific learning activities." This leaves no doubt that the industrial arts teacher can do something about developing crea-
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tive thinking abilities if he will do something about the flll'irOllment and the actil'ities in his laboratory or classroom.
Of particular note is the fact that Sommers set out to test
whether or not "the use of specific teaching methods designed
to increase certain creative thinking abilities will increase those
abilities without affecting learning outcomes of an industrial
arts laboratory type course." As a result he reports "a significant difference between the two groups (in favor of the experimental group) . . ."
Among the activities used in the study to promote the development of creative thinking abilities are brainstorming and
sketch-storming. Other activities are also presented.
To add to the evidence applicable to industrial arts, a study
by Anderson is reviewed in which it was shown that " ... other
methods in a different type of subject matter course could be
effective . . ."; and revealing also that "a variety of learning
activities could be used to improve creative thinking abilities ..."
From his brief commentary on the implications for industrial arts, it is relath'ely ea. y to conclude that industrial arts
teachers have a challenge to meet in the development of creative thinking abilities as Sommers states: "A major responsibility of the school is to develop the creative potential of all
students." However, he reiterates that deliberate effort is
necessary to accomplish this. That this effort is rewarding to
both the student and teacher may be concluded from his statement that "increasing the creative potential of students does
not necessarily mean sacrificing other learning activities."
The chapter closes with comments on some suggested references for those interested in further study and with a selected
bibliography.
It should be noted that the two studies concerned with
indlL trial arts students, reported by Sommers, were on the
college level. This should not deter secondary teachers from
applying such procedures for the same purpose. The \'ery nature of the activities may prove to be more than .,timulating
exercises-they may well start the :tndents on the road to
c/,('otive thinking.
There should be no quarrel in accepting development of
creative thinking as a goal a.' this is essential to problem
solving.
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Chapter Six.

Mass Production with Hand Tools

At first the title-l\fass Production with Hand Tooll'iseems to be an anachronil'im as this il'i an age of machines.
However, Prichard promptly reveals that masl'i production with
hand tools il'i carried on "to provide or stimulate an interest,
insight or understanding- of industry and its place in society."
And, it is worth noting, this is being done at the junior high
school level as he reports on its application by DeBrauske. He
presents a g-ood brief for adopting many aspects of industry"jigs and fixtures, flow charts, division of labor . . ., work
Rimplification, ... and industrial ps:vchology." This procedure,
however, is not restricted to the theoretical study of mass production; it is also aimed at the development of basic skills with
selected hand tools. (Compare with Chapters III and IV.)
As with any procedure, this requires preparation on the
part of the teacher. Prichard presents some insight into selection of a project, the making of a pilot model and the preparation of jigs and fixtures. A list of fifteen principles for jig
and fixture construction should prove to be helpful to those
contemplating such activity.
The actual teaching of the unit, to which Prichard devotes
most of the chapter, should g-ive one a sound basis for planning
and implementing the activity. Although it is not specified, it
may safely be assumed that mas' production with hand tools
is not intended to be the sole type of instruction. It is implied
that there is need for as much variety in teaching- techniques
as in the usual practice. However, much of merit is to be found
"in that it is a group project :md involves individuals gettingalong with their peers."
As Prichard bring-s out, the trial application indicated "that
the students did enjoy this type of unit and thought they were
more accurate with hand tools when aided by jig-s and fixtures."
Reactions from parents also revealed their approval.
Some questions, however, need to be answered, and the
answers should enable industrial arts teachers to evaluate mass
production with hand tools. These questions are: (1) Does it
increase or decrease the amount of knowledg-e and understanding acquired by the learner? (2) What is the change, if any.
in the nature of the knowledges-less of the technical with
more empha:'lis on organization and operation of industry?

on
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Is there a reduction (or an increase) in manipulathre development? (4) l\Iust all or most of the planning, including the production of jigs and fixtures, be done by the teacher? Or, can
planning and production of jigs and fixtures be designed to
involve the students? (5) Is mass production with hand tools a
retrogressive activity-in view of the "machine age"-or, will
it make the "studr of industry" more meaningful for junior
high school youth?
Although Prichard offers DeBrauske's work as evidence,
it seems that mass production with hand tools merits further
and more detailed study along the lines indicated by the questions above.
Chapter Seven.

Programed Instruction

Programed instruction is not a fad, a passing fancy, according to Ruehl and Hofer. In fact, it is reasonable to conclude
on the basis of their presentation that the industrial arts teacher can and should do his share in aiding the "students to acquire certain intellectual abilities and skills which will enable
them to meet everyday situations." This, as they express it,
would mean that the students have "received an education and
teachers have effectively completed their tremendous responsibility."
The authors make it clear that programed instruction is
more than simple organization of the content "into small sequential steps," demanding "considerably more student involvement." It requires that "the author of the program ... provide
objective evidence of the program's effectiveness." The program ma~' be "linear"-one in which all students follow the
same path-or "branching"-one in which students may follow
different paths.
The program may be presented through books or by the
use of machines, the simple machines having no advantage over
the books except added control over cheating. Complex machines, "especiall~' the computer-operated machines, appear to
have distinct advantages over programed books." The process,
in either case, is step-by-step presentation of the material. The
authors point out that "the mode of program presentation
should be secondary to the selection of the program itself."
Studies revie\veo by Ruehl and Hofer show that the Air
Force Training Command is firmly convinced that programed
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instruction is effecth·e. Its greatest concern is to develop programs which will meet the criterion that "90 percent of the
trainees could make 90 percent or higher scores . . ." The industrial :·tudies reviewed, also reveal ~mbstantial gains in the
amount learned as well as a reduction in the time required
for learning. Even when it comes to manipulative activity the
gains made seem to justify programed instruction.
Cnfortunately, the authors report that "studies of the
effectivene:s of programed instruction in the industrial art:area are quite limited." They could, however, report from one
:-tudy that although no significant difference in informational
achievement resulted from the use of programed instruction,
a smaller amount of time was required by the eighth and ninth
grade .,tudents studied to acquire the knowledge. As related
to manipulative development, Hofer's study brought out that
student: follo'sing printed programed material required far
less indh-idual as;'istance than those who had the usual teacher
demon.·tration.
One cannot help but concur with Ruehl and Hofer in their
.'tatement of implication: of programed instruction for industrial art: because the~' :tate that it provides: (1) ::\Iore effective study outside the .'chool. (2) ~Iore opportunity for depth
of stud~' according to ability, (:3) Learning at a speed appropriate for the individual, (4) Reduction in the amount of time
needed to teach manipulative operations and, (5) Increa:ed opportunit~· for problem solving de\'elopment.
The value of programed instruction is epitomized in the
simple statement: Industrial art:- educator:-clon't \vait. do it
now!
Chapter Eight.

Open Laboratory

The open laboratory plan of :cheduling laborator~' and chtssroom work in industrial graphics is, in effect. an effort to introduce more operational efficiency.
In e:sence. the open laboratory plan which Erickson reports, schedules four regular class section: to meet as a lecture
:ection, which in turn is divided into two recitation discu:sion
:edion'. The laboratory work on graphics problems is completed by the :tudent· in the open laboratory or elsewhere according to the wbhe: of the student. The open laboratory is
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available, with qualified teaching- a.'i~";jstant.' a: consultant:,; in
charg-e, sixteen hours each "week.
In the actual stud~', one of five :eetions servcd as the control group and the other four became the open laboratory (experimental) g-rou p.
El'ickson's "major objective was to determine the effectiveness of the open laborator~' technique on studcnt achie\'ement."
As a result he found that stlHlcnt "achievement in quizze",
problems. the final achievcment and final course grades" wcre
equal for the two schedule plans. Ho\\"ever, Erickson in e\'aluating the o\"erall effect of the open laLoratory plan in comparison
to the conventional plan of operation came to the following
conclusion", among others, that the laboratory plan provided:
( 1) :'IT ore efficient lise of instructiOllal time and activity: (2)
savings in instruction costs, and (:3) improvement in the in"tructional atmosphere.
In this period of classroom and in:->tructor shortage. Erickson's stud~' should offer not only a remedy. but a means of improvement a.' well. as the. tudents are not "shorl-changed" by
the introduction of this efficient plan of operation. Contrarily,
they may reall~' be aided, if credence can be placed on the reaction of a student quoted by Erickson: "As in life. people
must discipline themselves if they are to achieve."
Further, the plan not only reduces the number of instructors needed, Lut it pro\'ides them with more time to plan and
organize their work.
There should be no doubt in the minds of indu"trial arts
educators that adding- efficiency (recognized as a continuing
pursuit of Amel'ican industry) is a worthy attainment which
could well be added to that gained through prog-ramed instruction (Chapter YII). team teaching- (Chapter IX), an(1 ad\"anced placement (Chapter X). It :hould be possible for ;'econdary schools to apply the same principles to effect improvement in their situation. That these principles can Le applied
to othel' than industrial graphics, Erickson states: "the open
laLorator~' procedure points out definte implications fOt" other
laboratory courses,"
Chapter Nine.

Team Teaching

In effect. TC(lm T{[lchillg as reported b~' Halfin and Kufahl
is an application of the principle of large group instruction
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(Chapter YIII) with the addition of a number of specialists
providing- the instruction,
After a brief review of background literature on team
teaching, Halfin and Kufahl report on the development of a
nevv' course in metals for beginning students. It is noteworthy
that in their desire to serve an increasing number of students
more efficiently they found it necessary to develop a new
course-one \vhich will better serve to meet the objectives of
the University.
The nev,/ course, which includes instruction in foundry,
machine shop, sheet metal and welding, replaced the beginningcourse which was principall.v machine shop. The same total
amount of time and credit was maintained. As four areas of
metals are involved in the new course, the opportunity to utilize
a specialbt in each area obviously led to the "metals" team. A
unit shop was available for each of the areas included so it
simpl.\' became a matter of scheduling, Because the participants
were concerned with eliminating unnecessary duplication, the
added efficiency of large group instruction was introduced.
The resulting plan and schedule \vas simple-register 120
(four normal classes of 30 each) for the course; assign 30 students in each of four sub-sections, each of which would be rotated through each of the four laboratories during the term
for nine days of laboratory instruction under a specialist; plan
eight large group lectures during the term to be given by the
four specialists-two given by each one; and schedule one day
for a final examination.
Halfin and Kufahl report that an evaluation of the program
finds the advantages outweig-hing the disaclvantages. Outstanding advantages are: (1) Students prefer it; (2) There is improved organization and increased course content; (3) IUore
preparation time is available for instructors; and (4) Wider
content is provided for the students. Probably the most serious
disadvantage is that "much of the typical material coverecl in
shop work does not lend itself to large group instruction . , ..
1 he topics for lecture must be of a general nature,"
The application of team teaching poses problems to be overcome: this may be assumed. However, the reduction in lecture
time required of each instructor will provide more time for
preparation, and could well lead to the development of ])1'0-
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gramed instruction material (Chapter YII). Thi.' could result
in even better instruction and student growth.
It shoulcl be intere:ting to follow this development into the
future to determine: (1) '\Thether the students truly get more
insight and better exploration of the metals field. (2) Ho\v
much of the several metals areas can be integra ted (possibly
as concepts as presented in Chapter IY) to provide additional
unity to the course. (3) What would be the effect of the advanced placement program which the authors suggest. (See
Chapter X.)
Certainly, one must agree with Halfin and Kufahl that
team teaching (as developed for this purpose) "would not be
fea.'ible where only one section in a given area or department
exists." The program is without doubt specially geared for
larger departments. but these could be on either the secondary
or higher education le\'el.
Chapter Ten.

Advanced Placement

Here again is an efficiency practice; one which, as Erickson expresses it, "is to take the student as it finds him and
accompli.'h whatever may be done to meet his particular needs."
Obviousl~', this can be accomplished in the area of industrial
graphics. judged by the study reported here.
After a brief insight into the meaning of advanced placement and its possible application at Stout, Erickson first explains the method of study. This is followed by a detailed
explanation of the development of the necessar~' qualifying
examination. Finally, he report:' on the study made when advanced placement was first made a\Tailable to incoming freshmen during the 1962-63 school year.
The answer is found in how well advanced-placement student:; do in the second industrial graphics course in comparison
with tho"e students (the control group) who received a grade
of "A" in its prerequisite course. Ericbon report:' that 22
advanced placement students earned a grade point average of
3.21 in comparison to the H.17 grade point average earned b~'
24 :tudents in the control group. Obviously, as Erick:on expressed it. "advanced placement students do just as well in
the :;econd cour.'e as do those students who complete the basic
(prerequisite) course with a grade of "A."
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One cannot help but agree that the program will, among
other thing:, provide opportunity for acceleration and further
development; promote articulation between secondary school
and higher education industrial graphics departments; and eliminate waste of time and effort on the part of those involved.
It will be interesting to see whether the succeeding advanced placement groups fare as well as did the initial group.
Such additional evidence \vill be wanted by many before they
accept it.
Can advanced placement be practiced in other industrial
art: areas'! There seems to be no logical reason for denying it
a trial at least. Does advanced placement cause the student to
lose ~omething if he is an industrial arts teacher education
major'! The often expressed statement evoking this question
is simply that "methods of teaching are always included in all
of our laboratory courses."
~o doubt, advanced placement, as it is with other efficiency
practices (programed instruction, Chapter VII; open laboratory, Chapter '"III, and team teaching, Chapter IX) must show
equal or increased development (in addition to any savings in
time, money or effort) to be accepted.

CHAPTER TWO

Industrial Arts and Education
G. S.

WALL

Introduction

Thi' chapter is concerned with providing the reader with
a ba'ic framework for education-it", purpo 'e, function,.; and
objectives-and the relationship of industrial arts to it. Poignant questions are presented at the close of the chapter. It i:
hoped the 'e will aid the reader to better define hi.. own ba,'i",
for evaluating the presentation: given in the succeeding chapten;.
Education as conceived here. is the pUl'po:eful, organized
effort pro\-ided by society through its in. titution '-:chools.
institutes. college', and univer:ities. for individual development.
Industrial art.. is conceived as an integral part of educationnot as a kind of education. As such. indu::trial arts is assumed
to contribute materially to the purpose of education.
The .r ullctiuns of education-general development. special
development. and guidance service-are described as more specific contributions to the purpose of education. Description of
these functions. as they relate to indu,trial art:;. are extended
further to reveal it:, unique contribution to education.
Similarl~'. the major II/Ji('(·tires of education-acqui:;ition
of knowledge, development of :;kills. and development of attitudes-are descrihed as further :;pecifics of the purpose of
education. The..e objectives, a:; related to industrial arts, al'e
pre. entcd in a similar manner.
The chapter close.. with a hrief insight into II l'll.· of education-elementary. :econdary, and higher. Thi: is presented
:'0 the reader may furth r define the purpose of industrial arts
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as education, by attaching a changing emphasis to cho~en objecth'es or functions.
Definitive Descriptions

Education, the formal service pro\"itled by societ~·, j:; of
concern here. It is a.-;sumed to be broad and relatiyely all-inclusive. Industrial arts is that aspect of education commonl.\·.
hut not necessarily uniforml.\', carried on in the schoob as a
curriculum area dealing with industries.
Education

Education may be defined as a process of development. It
ha::; as its o\"erall purpose the development of the abilit~, in the
individual to think and soh'e problems to a degree such that
he can fulfill his place in .'ociety. This should result in his
being a happy, participating and contributing member of society.
The individual's contribution to society may be the rendering of a necessary sen'ice-teaching, for example; or producing something-working in a factory. It is recognized that he
mwst also be a member of society, one who has a place other
than as a producer or sel'\'icer since much of his time is spent
at other activities. He i.' a member of a family, neighborhood,
city, state, nation, and world. His contributions are manifold;
both as a producer and simply as a member of society.
Education -hould strive to bring out the maximum worth
of each individual. Obviou.ly, the inherited mental and physical
endowments in the indkidual limit his development, but education should aim for the optimum in each per::;on. Education
mllst of neces::;ity, then, help the individual choo~e hi:; ~pecific
area of :;enice a:; well as develop himself for general worthy
member:;hip in society.
The deYelopment of the individual is not divided-one phase
as a worker and the other simply as a member of society. The
two are inseparable. }fembers of society should live while they
work, should work while the~' live. Thi~ simply implies that
education is a unitar~' sen"ice, one concerned with the whole
of the individual-hi~ physical. mental, occupational, and social
deyelopment. It is onl~' for purposes of discussion and convenience that education is delimited as being of different kind::; and
offered at different levels.
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Edl/tution is a process of del'e/opment leading the ii/diridlIal to liccollle a thillking, ])i'Oll/PII/ solviilO. /L'ell adJllsted. alld
contn/ted il/rm[H r of society who participates as a membPr in
gu/cral and prnr!uces or rpndcrs a lIeeded sen'ice to the optiliWII/
of his inherited capacities.
Industrial Arts

Industrial arb, is one of the areas of American culture
which has been distinguished as an integral part of education.
It is concerned with the study of the industries in this culture.
Today, as a curriculum area, it is a composite made up of
sdcded indu. tries. It may well be that it should represent all
industrial technology.
The purpose of industrial arts. as an integral part of education, is the development of the individual a: related to industries. This. however, is restricted to the area of indu. trie:
selected. As such, it parallels other curriculum area.s found in
education, .'uch as science. (The specific function.' it should
serve are di.'cussed later.) Obviously, this development should
lead to problem solving, this ability being brought about through
the • tud~' of industrie', It may be assumed that by restricting
content to a given area. in thi' case-industries, the resulting
development will be limited. Hut. then. this is true for each of
the curriculum areas included in education. Collectively, the individual's development i.s broad; hence, industrial arts serves
the purpose of education.
Whether industrial arts should sen'e the individual in his
development as a producer or simply as a member of society
in general is debatable. It may be a'sumed that industrial arts.
a.s an integral part of education, should assist the indiddual
in making a life choice (occupational or other).
The selection of content for industrial arts and the amount
to be selected remain' a problem just as it is for education itself.
Education includes the study of industries becau.'e it represents
one phase of the culture and 'sill thus. erve in the needed de\'elopment of individuals. Those educators concerned with the
study of industries must 'elect content (and sub 'equently teach
it) for the optimum development of the individual.
This chapter, howe\'er, is not concerned with the selection
of content from the specific indu.stries or for certain courses in
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inoustrial arts. It is sufficient to state that among: the many
potential industries are the following: aircraft, automobile.
building, chemical, ceramic. electric, fishing, furniture, graphic
arts, lumbering, metal manufacturing, petroleum, po,ver, textiles, and transportation. It may be assumed that there are
others and that important major subdivisions are also \vorthy
of separate listing.
Functions

In stating the purpose of education-to develop the problem
solving ability of the individual so that he will be a happy
contributing member of society-there arises a need for more
details as this is very broad. This specificity is gained in part
through describing the major functions of education. Obviously,
industrial arts should also function towaro more specific goals.
This section on functions shall serve to provide additional insight into the overall purpose and will include a brief description of the three functions: (1) general development, (2)
special development, and (3) guidance service.
General Development

A complete education must provide the individual with
optimum development in those knowledges, skills and attitudes
which are needed by all individuals. Illustrative of this development are computational and communicative skills and knowledges which have long been accepted as essential for everyone.
To these both the la~' public and the professional eoucators
have long seen fit to add many other areas of the culture to the
educational offering for all. Among these are the natural sciences, ~'ocial sciences, arts and practical arts.
Here again it is good to remind the reader that the selection
of areas to be included in the complete education program or
inoustrial arts program is not of concern in this chapter. The
bases are manifold and would more properly be treated elsewhere.
Industrial arts is, of course. admirably suited to serve the
function of general de\'elopment as it derives its content from
such an important a:peet of the culture. Knowledge of how
American industries operate, what they produce, how they do it,
where they are located, and who utilizes the product or services
are some of the aspects which can be studieo. The bl'caoth as
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well as the depth of such study is a matter of choice, based to a
large extent on the time a\'ailable and the level at which it is
being undertaken.
Spec i a I Developme nt

Just as general de\'elopment is considered an es:,ential function of a COl/l]1[( te education so it is with the :,pecial development
function, Special development is conceived here as that which is
essential for all those who are to render service to or produce
for society in one of the occupational areas. Obviously, there
would be many special development area;:;; hut, each individual
studies only one, Thu,'. special development may be prO\'ided
for a profession, Lg., lawyer; a trade, L.G. carpenter; 01' a
business position, e.g. accountant. That there may be subdivisions in each area that wi1l . erve as a relati\-ely complete
special de\'elopment may be assumed: e..lJ, nursing in the health
area, Therefore, special development areas will be numerous
and by subdividing may be e\-en further gl'eatl~- increased in
number.
Industrial ads conceived as a composite encompassing all
industrial technology includes the content for special deYelopment in many occupations. Decisions concerning ih; specific
purposes and the subsequent ,'election of content and methods
of teaching determine whether it could sen'e the function of
special development. If it is to sen'e also as general de\'e]opment. this would demand it:, stud~- in a certain way; I'i.z. teaching hlil!' to perform acts and hOle to apply the knowledges.
Guidance Service

This function of education ;;imply provides the learner with
knowledge of himself in relation to the many areas in which
he might participate or selTe. This along with counsel from
others will enable him to make wise decisions. Such decisions
will include. among others, occupational. educational. :ocial,
or civic choices. This service is essential if education is to fulfi11
that part of its purpose which states: ..... within the limits
of his inherited capacities."
Obviously much of the necessary insight may lje gained in
the study of the cultural area which is sen'ing either 01' hoth
the general and special development functions. For example.
the learner in an industrial arts course ma.\' learn that he lacks
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the ability to perform, or the ability to understand and appl~'
the knowledg-e, 01' that he di,.dikes or has no interest in such
acth·ity. Coupled with thi: are insights about his potential
gained through tests and coun.'eling.
Objectives

.Just as function: help to define the purpose of education,
objective: help to define the functions. For this purpose, only
three major or l)J'oad objectives are presented. These might
well be even more specific and detailed as will be implied in
the brief examples given. The three major objectives are: (l)
aC<iui.sition of knowledge. (2) development of skill:;, and (~)
de\'Clopment of <'tttitudes.
Acquisition of Knowledge

The acquisition of knowledge ii-; a long established goal of
education. Implied in this, of course. is the application of such
knowledges. as "knowledge for knowledge sake" is not desirable.
Knowledge is a Im:is for thinking. \Vithout knowledge. problems could not be solved. Such information and its application
may ,sen'e anyone 01' all of the functions of education-general,
special OJ' guidance.
Knowledge of the past, the cultural heritage, i.' es.'ential
to the g-eneral de\'elopment of all. Having slIch knowledge
ellables the individual to understand and appreciate current
Iwliefs and })ractices. Knowleflge may be historical, sociological,
moral 01' spiritual. scientific, artistic. liberal or cultural. Such
knowledge. however, is not restricted to the distant past, but
includes contemporary understandings as well. In any event
this knowledge is con:;idered valual.>le to all and therefore contributes to fulfill the general development function of education.
The acquisition of knowledge, however, is not confined to
sel'\'ing- g-eneral deY(~lopment alone. The special development of
the indi\'idual would be far short of fulfillment without knowledge. Such knO\dedge also includes that which is valuable for
an understanding- and appreciation of the special area in which
the individual will serw. This may .. imply be more depth than
that knowledge which serws the general function. Similarb',
it could be that special development requires more l)readth.
Thus, in industrial art.', knowledge of where the raw material
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is obtained, how it is processed, where and how it is manufactured into the finished product and finally how it is utilized
by the consumer would enrich the individual in a special area
of culture-one of the industries represented. Because industrial
arts is many faceted this could apply to the many industries.
In serving- the special development function, the acquisition
of knowledge provides the worker with that essential ingredient,
the knolc, which combined with his ability to perform-the hOIC
--€nables him to solve the problems so that he can serve his
society. Such knowledges are specific and relatively narro,v in
that they are applicable in the special area. It should be noted,
hO\vever, that some knowleoge may be in the nature of principle:, which apply to several areas, yet are rightfully special
kno\',dedges for the inoivioual.
Throughout education, regardles.' of whether the general
or special function is being emphasized, knowledge gained about
the activities of man enables the individual to make a decision.
Such knowledge need not be taught as guidance information to
be effective. -;\fuch of the decision is based on the individual's
ability to understand and apply the knowleoge; hence, he might
well learn it as knowledge for special development purposes.
All teachers should point out the application of certain knowledge in life situations. both social and occupational.
The acqui:ition of knowledge in industrial arts can ;;erve
all these functions in the development of the individual. Obviousl~·. realizing its need and application in industry can help
him decide on a choice of occupation, If he get:-; the necessary
depth of understanding and application so as to permit him to
use it as a v,'ork knowledge. he has received some special development. If he is prO\'ided with less depth. it may contribute
only to his general development.
To illustrate: That abra.'ive: are of two kinos-natural and
synthetic-and that there are several in each category; that
these are ;;elected and used for removal of materials such as
wooo, leather. fiber. ceramics and metal: that they may be
bonded to paper or cloth, in blocks or wheels, or utilized in
some instances in pov.;der or granular form, all serve as interesting general knowledge of abrasives and their use in industry. To learn where and how abrasive products are produced
will add to his general knowledge. When he learns that abrasi\'es
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are bonded with different adhesives to serve under different
condition: he may find this to be valuable consumer knowledg-e.
There is no doubt he could apply it in a v,'Ork situation which
makes it .-'pecial kno\vledge of a technical nature. If further
:tud.\· of the nature of the work done re\-eals that there are
certain hazards involved it may serve as valuable guidance
information. It is all, however, knowledge concerned with the
same thing-abrasives-yet it can serve each of the functions
depending upon the content selected.
Development of Skills
At the outset it should be recognized that skills rna:,: be
mental or physical. Thus, computational, reading, writing and
speaking- skills may \vell be considered mental as the physical
aspect is seemingly insig-nificant. The skillful application of the
process of addition or multiplication demands more knowledg-e
than finger dexterity. Knov>'!edg-e of words is essential to the
skillful reader; the physical eye movements are important. but
the mental process is paramount. Simply vocalizing does not
make a skillful speaker or conversationalist; it requires thoughtful knowledge and its application. Writing is not merel.\' a
matter of phy.'ical movement without thoug-ht directing it.
Physical skills range from relative insig-nificance in some
processes that all individuals may perform, to those which are
virtually the whole of the operation. Physical manipulation can
be performed easily, correctly and speedily b~' some because
they have the necessary coordination and practice to attain
such a le\'eI. Coupled with this is a knowledg-e of \vhen, where,
and why movement.' .'hould be made. The physical or manipulath'e activity needed to perform the skill, the operation, or
the process ma~' through practice become virtually a habit,
seemingly requiring no deliberate thoug-ht. This is the case in
t~'ing a shoelace. Certain skill: are so simple that hardly any
thought is required for the act itself. For example, cutting
skin or flesh with a scalpel, or cutting wood with a knife, or
removing wood with a router, or removing part of a tooth with
a dental hurl' may be :-;imple performance:-;. Howe\'er the surgeon does not simply cut the skin and flesh unless it serves the
particular circumstances: the wood carver considers the ultimate shape desired and the particular piece of wood on which
he is working: similarly with the application of the router ami
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the dental burr. Manipulation alone does not suffice; skillful performance requires the application of knowledge.
The tradesman through a combination of many simple
skills and kno\\lledges can plan and execute, bringing to a satisfactory conclusion the work that he is assigned. If he can do
no planning or cannot apply knowledges to solve the work
problem he is simply an operator, albeit a skillful one. The
combination of skills may be complex, making the manipulation
seemingly of paramount importance. In other cases the skills
remain simple and the knowledge takes on the greater significance as in the case of the technician who upon finally locating
the defective unit in an electronics system, solves the problem
by removing a scre\\' or bolt, lifting out the unit and replacing
it, followed by tightening the fastener. At a still different
level, the engineer who planned the system in the first place
must be skillful in the mental "manipulation" of the knowledges so that it will serve the purpose desired.
Industrial arts, depending upon the choice of functions to
be served and the subsequent emphasis to be given to knowledges, can lead to the development of :'kills varying from the
simple acts to some that are complex. All of these rna.\" be
useful in fulfilling either or both, the general and special functions. That the development will be valuable for guidance purposes can readily be assumed.
Developme nt of Attitudes
The use of the single word "attitudes" as an objective of
education needs elaboration. It is intended to encompass all
actions and reactions to other persons and things as distinguished from what he knows about or can do with such things.
Personal traits or characteristics would be included. Desirable
attitudes include traits such as: citizenship, or one's recognition and willingness to abide by rules and regulations; the
ability to get along \vith others; cooperativeness; respect for
the rights and property of others; one's work habits: even his
honesty, integrity, sense of values, persistence, precision, and
thoroughness. Attitudes may result from or even enhance the
development of skills and the acqubition of knowledge.
The fact th<lt a student is capable of performing a skill
does not mean that he is a skillful worker. He ma~' he indifferent or lazy so he do sn't attain the goal. The student ma:.' know
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better but he proceeds, casting all thoughtfulnes~ aside simply
because he i~ impetuolls or cantankerous,
Industrial arts affords as many, possibly more, opportunities to bring about development of attitudes as do other curriculum areas. The decision to be made here is whether or not
it i:, a goal of industrial arts, and, if so, how much should it
be emphasized.
Sp(cific OlJjectiN's. One may well wonder about the specific
objectives for the industrial arts curriculum area and its separate subject fields-are such to be ignored or dismissed entirely'! Categorically, no. Specifics are needed at all levels from
the le~son, the unit, the course and on up through the curriculum area and finally education. (Incidentally, education being
a part of living. the ultimate top level would be the objectives
of living in this society.)
X a attempt is made here to develop or present specific
objectives as it is felt that the three broad objectives (skill,
kno\vledge and attitudes) serve to evaluate proposals and practices in industrial arts. A thoughtful evaluation of the ]JIII'pose of edl/cation, the thl'Pf' f/(nction,~ of educatiun, and the
til ref' ohjedi I'PS of ed I/eatio/l should re\'eal that objectives for
any curriculum area or its subjects are inherent in them. All
that i~ needed is the specificity obtained by naming the area
or subject or unit as exemplified in the simple examples that
follow.
Skill in the use of industrial hand tools and machines might
be accepted as an objective of indu"trial arts. The word "industrial" differentiates it from "business" or "home," for these
respective curriculum areas. Even more specific is the use of
"woodworking", "metal working", "drafting", or "graphic arts"
in the same basic statement.
Similarly, the acquisition and application of industrial
knowledges mark it as an objecth'e for industrial arts, Simply
substituting "wood industr~''', "m('tal industry" sets it as an
objective for the subject.
Likewise with attitudes as an objective. The development of
good attitudes in an industrial situation is applicable to the
whole of indlJ:,trial arts as a curriculum area. In this instance,
the broad term attitudes can become more specific by substituting "cooperation", "punctuality", "getting along with others"
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or other terms which are, in effect, a result of attitudes. Still
another measure of specificity would be brought about by the
substitution of a subject field for "industrial" as exemplified
in the preceding paragraphs.
It should be borne in mind that the PllI'pose of education is
really an all encompas:,ing objective or goal and that the fl/fIctiUIiS of education are, in effect, sub-objectives of the ]JIII'pose.
Specific statements of functions are similarly obtained by stating: "general development in understanding about indm:try";
"special development for industry"; and "guidance service related to American industries" might be given as the functions
indw::trial arts is to serve.
That a ne\v set of objectives for industrial arts as a curriculum area and its several subject fields could be developed, may
be assumed. Hov,lever, as previously stated, further detailing is
unnecessary for the anticipated evaluation of the succeeding
chapters.
Two Deciding Factors

There will follow some brief .'tatements concerning time
and lerel as factors to consider in making decisions concerning
the inclusion and the emphasis to be given the functions and
objectives of education that might be served by industrial arts.
This is based on the assumption that industrial arts is an integral part of education and it must serve in the growth and
development of the student to the fullest possible extent.
Level

For this purpose four levels of education are recognizedelementary, junior high school, senior high school, and higher
education.
El('/lIclltal'!I, There is little doubt that industrial arts at the
elementary school level should emphasize the general dev lopment function of education. The age of the learners, in light
of i'ociety's practices, preclude.". the need for the special development function. Indu.".trial art.". may serve to develop simple
"skills" and the acqui.".ition of additional knowledge of industry.
However, :"iuch :kills and knowledges should probabb' be thought
of a: contributing to the general development of the child and
only incidentally, if at all, to his special development. Industrial arts can pro\-ide an initial and very elementary guidance
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function-largely information about the learner for future use,
All arca~ of ill~truction ~hould sen'e this function. It may al:-o
be safeb' a~:umed that indu,'trial arts at the elementary level
will prove to be as effective in recognizing the attitudes of
the learner a~ will any other area and will provide the opportunity for the proper correction or change, as well as growth
and development of .~uch attitudes,
The scope of the elementary program is likely to be limited
when viewed in terms of the whole industrial arts offering
found in the schools. Thi:-:; i:-:; probably true as to the number
of influstries included. how many of the varied activities in any
industn' are presented. and the extent to which each unit i::t udied and applied.
Jllllili!' Hiflh School. Industrial arts at the junior high school
level for the same rea,ons basically serves the general development and guidance functions with little or no emphasis being
g-iven to serving the :pecial development function,
Greater hreadth as well as depth in the stud." of industries
in compari:on to the elementary school offering ma,\' well he
e\'idenced in the junior high .'chool offering. Knowledge and
its application in problem solving :-ituations should be more
evident. These situations may well be applicable to life in general and teach principles characteri:tic of more than one occupational area. Knowledge of materials found in everyday lifein the home-or as u:ed in indu.'try exemplifie." this.
Similarly, manipulative skill.' may well be general or in a
numller of special occupational area.", For example, such area,'
might teach the correct under.'tanding and safe use of certain
hand tools as found in the home and in industry.
The guidance function of education should receive con~idel'
ahle attention at thi.' level. Thi~ is not, howe\'er, to be interpreted a~ meaning the learner must make final decisions concerning- his life: but, rather that he should get insights which
will enable him, as he matures and continues his education. to
e\'entually make the decision, Ohviousl,\", industrial arts can
"upply ~ome insig-hts into industry. The learner may eventually
act according to hi~ like:- and dislikes, his successe,' or ~hort
coming~ e.'llerienced in thi:' area. The school, of nece.'~ity,
:hould be gathering much valuable personal data which will
:en"c in later counseling,
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Industrial arts at the junior hig-h school level can and
should contribute to the continued development of good attitudes-both gcneral and special.
SCI/iii/' High Schuul. The industrial arts offering at the senior high school level should further increase the three dimensions of the study of industries. More industries, and both
"'ider and deeper de\'elopment in ,'kills and attitudes and
acquisition of knowledges are included. The relative emphasis
to be given to serving the functions of education and attaining
its objectives is of serious consequence.
On the extreme boundaries will be found tho,'e who would
confine the development to the g-eneral function and those who
would restrict it to the special function. Thcre is little doubt
that all would agree that the g-uidance service function of education should be served. Obviously there is a point somewhere
between the extremes that senior high school industrial arts
will emphasize. lJsually this point is closer to one extreme than
the other. The ingredients in skills, knowledges and attitudes
are there. The amount of development that results, however,
is determined by design-either to limit it to what comes naturally, as a concomitant. or as a result of a stated purpose.
Whether this is a decision to IJe universally applied or one
made by the industrial arts educator according to the local
situation and the individuals ueing sen-ed will not IJe decided
here. In all prouability the decision will ue concerned with how
much emphasis general de\'elopment or special development is
to receive. It is difficult to picture a present day industrial arts
shop or laboratory, equipped with the tools, machines. and materials which are representative of those found in the several
industries, failing to serve all three functions of education.
This follows through to the major objectives-development
of skill, acquisition of knowledge, and development of good
attitudes. OIJ\'iously, industrial arts on the senior high school
level, because of the increased maturity of the learners, is in
a better position to extend the development of the individual
toward the three goals. 1\I01'e specificity is provided in that
the skills, whether mental (problem soldng) or physical. are
industrially related. For example, the correct use of a tool or
operation of a machine u~ed in indu~tl"Y may represent a
ph.\'sical skill. Certain ::'imple aets may be developed to the
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level of performance found in experienced workers; other,
more complex. acts may fall far :;hort of such attainment. The
correct and rapid soking- of a problem. such as locating the
cause of a malfunction, is a mental skill. In either instance
the skillful accomplishment may call for both mental and physical skills. These may, in some instances, serve either or both
general and special development as well as the guidance function.
The knovdedges to be acquired in senior high school industrial arts should provide more breadth and depth in more
industries. These may serve one or all three functions. Here
again, specific knowledge to be acquired is determined by the
area or the subject within it. For example, the broad knowledge topic-":\Tanufacture of Steel"-\vould be logical for
study of the metal industries, regardless of the specific subject, (.y., machine shop.
Similarly, the attitudes to ue developed should be related
to the area of the subject. Thus, developing the attitude which
reliults in relative exactness must be appropriate-the precision
needed in registering for multicolor printing; or, the exactness
needed in making a packing crate.
Hiu//( I" Education. Industrial arts at the college level may
be either general or special development in function. Purposes
are likely to be more specific at this level than at the other
levels. Some courses are offered primarily to serve the general
development of the student. However, because the primary purpose of the college is more commonly occupational preparation,
industrial arts is more generally offered to serve the special
development function-of special concern here is teacher preparation.
At this level the question is likely to be a matter of degree
of de\'clopment in the skills and the acquisition of knowledge,;
pertinent to the industries included. The number of industries
may be re.'tricted to only a few or they may be many depending upon the time available for the professional preparation.
It mu:t be borne in mind that the professional preparation includes in addition to the skills, knowledges, and attitudes of
the industrial arts curriculum area, the development of the
indiddual a: a teacher which demands another set of occupational skills, knowledges and attitudes. The amount of time
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available is an important factor in making the decision as to
how much development will be provided.
Time

The element of time available for attaining a definite
meaiSure of development i" a basic consideration at all levels.
At the higher education level the degree-requirement time is
generally con:idered to be four academic years, during which
a prescribed number of credit is are to be earned. Each credit is
generally accepted as demanding a certain amount of time on
the part of the student.
In light of the fact that a degree demands pur.'uit of onethird to one-half of the total credits in general development
and the remainder divided about equally between the development in the professional teacher preparation and the industrial
arts curriculum area, it is obvious that the time available for
the latter is limited. It is at thi" point that the decision is to
be made on whether greater emphasb shall be placed on the
development of skills or on the objective of acquisition of
knowledge; but, the time available for the total remains the
same. Skill:, whether manipulative or mental, require time for
application and practice-generally the greater the degree of
expertness in performance wanted, the greater will be the time
needed.
Rut. knowledges also require time to be acquired. This, however, is dependent upon the number or spread of knowledges
and the depth to which they are understood. These quicklv
lead to application as mental skills in planning and solving a
problem; hence, it is difficult to separate skills-in the broad
sense-from knowledges.
Although the function to be emphasized on the other leveb
may differ from higher education the problem still remainsthe decision must recognize the amount of time available, Hence,
it is safe to conclude that indu:·trial arts, whether at the elementary, juniOl' or senior high school, or higher education
le\'el, must limit its :en'ice, just a: an~' other curriculum area,
according to the time allotted to it.
Industrial arts educators may readil~ express "There just
isn't enough time to do all these things." However. if industrial
arts is assumed to \le an integral part of education it is difficult to assume "time" as all eliminator of anyone of the func-
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tions to be served. It may restrict or limit and cause the
educator to place differing emphases on them; but, not one
should be eliminated entirely.
Some Questions

In order that the reader may better decide which of the
j /ll/et iu 1/;; and o/)fpcf il'es he should e //I phasize in industrial arts

and also to help him evaluate the presentations in the chapters
that follo\\', the following questions are presented.
1. Should industrial arts be considered as an integral phase
of education '! Or, is it simply a supplementary service?
2. Should industrial arts contribute to each of the functions of education? If not, \vhich should be eliminated? If so,
to what degree should each be emphasized?
3. Should industrial arts contribute to the attainment of
the three major objectins of education: If not, which should
be eliminated? If so, to what degree should each be emphasized?
Can one objective be emphasized for some individuals and another be emphasized for others? In the same class'? In different
cla:,ses:
4. \Vhat constitutes industrial arts'? Is it a composite of
all industrial technology or only selected industries? }Iust these
remain as separate entities or should certain indu:,tries be truly
integrated or synthe"'ized in a single "industrial" subject '!
5. 'Vhat i:' the effect of the level at which industrial arts
is taught-elementary. secondary and higher-on its fulfillment of the functions'? Should the emphasis given to a function
change for each level or shaull! the emphasis change within a
level according to situation'? (Refer to ~o. 2.) Similarly, what
is the effect of level on objectives'? (Refer to ~ o. 3.)
6. Should industrial arts be primarily a shop or laboratory
t.qJe activity with very little emphasis on the classroom type
activity: Or the opposite? Shaull! either type of aetivit~, be
eliminated completely'!
7. Should industrial arts serve its functions and attain its
ol.>jecti\~es in the l!evelopment of :,tudents in the same time
allotted to other subject: in other curriculum area~ '! Or. should
it ha\'e more time: Or. les. time?
8. How "real" should industrial arts be with regard to
machines. tools. materials, processes, and product or service?
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Precisely as they are in the industries represented? Representative, but not precisely like the industries?
9. Should industrial arts be integrated \vith one or more
othel' curriculum areas? Or, simply correlated? Or, remain
autonomous?
10. Should industrial arts concern itself with development
of the special-industrial-skills exclusively? Or, g-eneral skills
exclusively? Or, to what degree should each be emphasized?
Similarly, what should be its concern with the acquisition of
knowledg-e? Development of attitudes?
11. Does industrial arts provide a unique opportunity for
educational development, something that comes through method
and not solely its content? It it does, is this service so important
as to outweigh the value of the industrial arts content itself?

CHAPTER THREE

Industria Arts-What Is Its Body of Knowledge?
ROBERT S. SWA!':SOK

Introduction

There has lJeen no shortage of proposals for industrial art:
curricula in the almost one hundred years since the foundation
of the St. Louis :-'fanual Training- School, and since World War
II the number has increased. A few of the proposals are broad
in scope and deal with many ba.'ic issues: others are very narrow and address themselvf's to one or two aspects, such as
teaching methods, or to some group of students, for example
those 1J0und for college engineering curricula.
OlJservers have long noted the great diven,it~· of programs
labeled industrial arts: some claim that such diversity is good.
Perhaps a great cause of the variety in program implementation
is the lack of a defined and generally accepted body of kno\vledge from which to draw content for industrial arts. L'ntil this
body of content is identified, programs \vill continue to range
from instruction in repairing leaky faucets, to the practice of
skills in welding. to the making of mechanical drawing:, to the
review of the mean: by which iron and steel are made, to an
analy;;is of the financial structure of indu:try, or similar units.
Attempts to obtain a consistent program will be futile. Again,
some may sa~' that a consistent program is neither desirable
nor possible.
Before launching into the analy...;is of sources of content.
it is necessary to di:cuss the relationship of the oh.ieetive: of
industrial arts to the source of it: content.
Iii

The Bodr uf Knowledge

.Ji

It is a truism to state that a program should be based on its
objectives and fe\v would argue the validity of the idea. Important as objectives are, they will not be discussed here. The
basic problem of this chapter is to identify and classify the Pl'Oposals for what constitutes the body lif k/wll'/edge from \vhich
industrial arts should draw its content. Once the discipline has
been identified, the objectives function as means of choosing
individual items of content, methods of approach, and evaluation. Objectives are not means of defining the discipline; they
determine course approach,
Confusion as to the place of objectives often results because,
in many cases, the practical objective of courses is "to teach
the cour~e content." Thb has led to the idea that objectives,
course content, and the underlying bod~' of knowledge are one
and the same. The result is that many courses involve a stepbj:-step unfolding of a body of knowledge from its beginning and
proceeding as far as time allows. This brings the common complaint of chemistry taught as though the student were to study
it [rom beginning to end to become a chemist, mathematics for
future mathematicians, and woodworking fOl' future cabinetmakers, To decry this practice is nut to negate the need to define
the body of kno\vledge from which content should be drawn.
This chapter is concerned with an analysis of the proposals
that have attempted to define, explicitly or implicitly, the body
of knowledge from which the content of industrial arts should
be drawn.
Proposals, and practice, have divided into four groups in this
re~pect. Industrial arts has been visualized as:
1. The study of common life needs created b~' or related to
industrial and technological advance.
2. The study of crafts or trades, processes, tools, machines,
materials and products.
~. The stud." of applications of mathematics and the sciences.
4. The stud~' of industry.
Industrial Arts as the Study of Common Life Needs
Created by Industry and Technology

All forms of education have claimed in some way to prepare
students for life; some approaches have taken a rather indirect
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route and viewed life preparation 111 a very general sense.
The proposals that came to be termed Lite .4..rl.i/l~;tmcnt
Educatioll stemmed from a statement made by Dr. Charles A.
Prosser in 1945 at a conference of the Division of Yocational
Education of the U. S. Office of Education. Prosser listed these
often since quoted percentages: the high schooL' are preparing
20 percent of the students for college and the vocational schools
are preparing 20 percent for the skilled trades, but the remaining 60 percent are not receiving the "life adjustment training
they need and to which they are entitled as American citizens.'"
He suggested a series of conferences to make proposals for the
'·sixt~· percent." ::'IIany conferences were held and proposals
made for all areas of education, including industrial art:-.
A comprehensive Look, edited Ly Harl R. Douglass, explains
the development and philosophy of the life adjustment education
movement and contains chapters describing the place of each
subject field in the total program.
The chapter, "Industrial Arts as Education for Life Adjustment" was written by Louis V. Newkirk and explains industrial
arts as it would be taught for "life adjustment."
The !Jody of knowledge from which content should be drawn
under this approach is best indicated by Newkirk's visualization
of how student achie,'ement would be identified: He sa~'s,
For example, if a Loy's mother needs a new rose trellis can he design
and build one? If the faucet leaks in the hath room, can a girl diagnose the
difficulty and repair the faucet? If the family needs a new car, television
set, bedl"Oom set. or electric toa;:ter, can the hoy or girl help select a well
designed and efficient product? When boys and ~irls have leisure time in
their homes do they have a home wOl'kshop and occupy their time in building
useful and attractive craft projects?~

::'Ifore recently, Brown made a similar case.
If we know anythin~ at all about today's American. we know that he
is a tool- and material-using being:-and not only. 0)' perhaps even mainly
-in his chosen vocation. He has a home to care for and shape tu hi;: needs
anci pleasure, an automobile and many other mechanical devices tu maintain.
anci he has no intention of denying himself the satisfactiuns inherent in
creative activity. . .. The duty of the school to teach eUl'h inciividual to
1
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work safely and imaginatively is unassailable and has been recognized
whenever statements of the objectives of education have been prepared. 3

It might be said that "life adjustment" industrial arts will
emphasize preparing students to do better those everyday things
they will be called upon to do.
The body of knowledg-e from which industrial arts will <.iraw
its content under this approach is the "life needs" of the citizenr~·.
These are located lJy analyzing those activities in \vhich citizens
commonly participate to determine what parts of them require
knowledge and skills related to technical areas.
This approach has given rise to such industrial arts activities
as home mechanics. consumer education, and hobby and recreational activities. It has the shortcoming of leaving rather ill
defined the boundaries of the area. For example. is driver education a leg-itimate activity for study in industrial arts? It is a
"life need" of citizens and it is, in a way, technical in nature.
Industrial Arts as the Study of Crafts or Trades. Processes,
Tools, Machines, Materials, and Products

Almost any definition of industrial arts includes mention of
the study of occupations. tools. machines. processes, materials,
and products of industry. While there is no person or group that
proposes this as the study, probably a large share of the operating- programs consist of it. In practice, many programs are
teaching these aspects of industry and technology, and the operational objective is simply "to provide experience with some of
the tools, machines. processe., materials, and products of industry." The proposed uses to \vhich this knowledg-e will be put
vary from vocational to general.
One of the early descriptions of content according to this approach 'was given b,'" Bennett4 in 1917 when he said five "manual
arts" encompassed the field. These were the graphic arb, the
mechanic arts. the plastic arts. the textile arts, and the bookmaking arts. ::\Iany of the content selection approaches since have
been concerned with expanding and bringing the.se art.s up to
date in terms of technical developments,
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Two general scheme~ have been u:;ed to organize the content
arts in this category:
1. According to materiaj;; u:;ed.
2. According to trade. craft. or occupational group~.
;\Io~t program~ u~e ~ome combination of the h\'o. Often the
materials to be u:;ed :et the broad areas and the trade or occupational cla:;sifications pro"ide the sub-groupings within the
areas.
Programs organized in this fashion have such broad categories as metals and woods. Within the study of metals are the
crafts of welding. machine ~hop, ,'heet metal and foundry.
Cnder woodworking the craft.-· of carpentry, cabinet making.
and pattern making are studied.
~rajor publications of two profe,:sional organizations ha"e
u:;ed this approach. The American Yocational As:;ociation',~ A
CI/ide to II1IJII'UI'il1{j Il/stl'l/ctiou ill ludw;tl'ial Art.'l~· and the 1~)6:~
publication of the. merican Council of Industrial Arts Super"i.-ors. ll/dllstl ial .4I't.· Edu('utiol1', both impl~', in terms of the
areas of instruction named, that industrial art· draws its content
from occupational group. and or materials used. :\Tany :tate
hulletins offer much the same approach.
In an eclitorial in Imliist rial Arts & rocatilllwl Educatiol/
magazine, FeiJ'er state.' in talking about the senior high school
level of industrial arts: ":\Tajor families of occupations ought
to be re!wc.·ented b~' each ,'hop or laboratory area . . .'"
The mo..t important means of identifying the indi"idual
units of instruction within the areas has been the analysis technique. First used for this purpo:e by Allen and Selvidge, it wa:
refined and explained in concise detail b~' Fryklund. He defines
analy.. i.. : "It is a technique by mean:' of which the es~ential
elements of an occupation, or any part of an occupation or
activity. are identified and !i.. ted for instructional purposes.'"
By mean.. of this .'y:;tem. three t~'pes of in:;tructional elements
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are identified: jobs or work assignments, operations. and related
information. The sFtem provides a neat, tight organization of
subject matter and for this reason has been widely used.
There are obvious advantages to visualizing industrial arts
as the study of tools, processes, materials and operations. Content is relatively eas~' to identify and organize; the kind of
facility needed can be readily justified; and the preparation of
teachers (at least in their technical competence) is clear.
Further. it i~' possible to assign a wide variety of purposes to
the study of the same content. Some students rna.\' use it for
learning a job. others may base further learning on it, and still
others may develop problem-solving abilities for use in future
activities.
Perhaps the major shortcoming is its atomism. Time does not
allow study of all the "parts" and often relationships among the
segments studied are not grasped. In addition, common practice
allows student" to specialize in one area after a :,omewhat brief
experience with several. depending on the extent of the school's
program. Keeping a program up to date usually involves adding
new operations and knowledge \vithin the pattern of existing
areas-the addition of completely new areas is difficult.
Industrial Arts as the Study of Applied Science (Technoloc]y)

For. orne, industrial arts is the study of the applications of
science to the solutions of man's problems-the study of technology. For many years industrial arts has made u,'e of mathematics and science in its content. The claim that industrial arb
students must make use of principles of mathematics and science
has long been made. To sa~' that these di:,ciplines have been "the"
body of knowledge from \vhich industrial arts draws its content
would hardly be accurate, howe\'er.
Industrial arts curriculum builders ha\'e followed three
general approaches in drawing content from mathematics and
.'\cience.
1. Special emphasis on problems calling for applications of
mathematics and science.
2. Illustration and testing of scientific-mathematical principles.
3. Bodil~' adoption of certain parts of mathematics and
science.
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Speci al Emphasi s on Problems
In Mathematics and Science

Instructional activities are analyzed to locate typical problems that call for the application of mathematics or science in
their solutions. The central idea is to draw problems from established industrial arts courses that call for the use of principles
from these disciplines. For example, a common arithmetic problem in \'iooch'.:orking is the calculation of board feet.
In a recent publication, seven industrial arts areas were
analyzeu to locate common problems calling for applications of
mathematics. Among the areas of auto mechanics, drafting,
electricity-radio, graphic arts, handicrafts, metal, and wood,
263 typical problems were identified, the mathematics called for
listed, and the solutions to the problems given.!!
Under this approach many course outlines or lessons have
lists of "related math and science." This approach often leads
to units or courses in "shop math" or "applied ph:vsics." It does
not involve a study of principles of mathematics or science as
such, but rather of applications relating to already established
courses. It is an attempt to integrate and use learnings from
other disciplines in the study of industrial arts.
A Testing Laboratory for
Principles of Mathematics and Science

A second approach has been to study the principles of mathematics and science and use the shop or laboratory as a testing
ground. 1\1ost physics courses make use of a laboratory, but the
nature of the experiments is quite different from those done in
the industrial arts shop or laboratory to test principles.
The description of an experimental "Pre-Tech Lab" program
provides some insight.
The shop is used only as a testing ground for principles of math and
sdence. The program is oriented to problem solving rather than a project
centered program that is designed to develop shop skills. 11I
The Tech Lab will function primarily as a reinforcing and moth'ating
situation where students will construct test equipnl('nt and models to better
express certain scientific funetions. l1
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Sample work assignments described in the publication are:
a. Design an aid to show force "ectors.
b. Design and construct a device to explain d~'namic and
static balance and equilibrium.
c. Design and build a working model of a brake shoe and
drum.l~

Some may sa~' that this is not industrial arts, but it can be
said that the approach draws its content rather directly and consistently from an established discipline and it makes use of shop
equipment.
Adoption of Certain Segments of
Mathematics and Science

A third approach has been much more common in recent
extensions and upgrading of industrial arts curricula. Some
parts of the disciplines of science have been adopted bodily for
study in indu. trial arts. l\Ian:-1 programs have added electricity
and electronics. Hydraulics, mechanics, and pneumatics, under
the general title of "power mechanics," is a currently popular
addition. The bod~' of knowledge studied is drawn primarily
from physics and not from the trades of the electrician or the
auto mechanic. In this approach industrial arts has truly drawn
its content from science. Increasing technological advance
coupled with the fact that science programs no,'.' include more
theory, have encouraged industrial arts programs to increasingly
move in this direction. Of all the efforts which have achieved
rather wide-spread acceptance in practice, this probably comes
closest to drawing its content directly from a well defined and
established body of knowledge.
It is interesting to note that this approach has been applied
mainly in areas where the amount of manipulative content is
small. For example, the stud:-" of electronics involves only a few
manipulative skills and a large amount of theoretical knowledge.
This approach extended \videl.\' in innustrial arts couln conceivably make the following changes:
1. Woodworking could become applied physics (strength of
materials) or applied chemistry (wood utilization).
2. Drafting could become descriptive geometry.
3. Plastics could become applien organic chemistry.
L'llmJ.
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The advantages of making industrial arb wholely 01' partially
applied science are apparent. These disciplines have e,'tablished
a structure and identified content. Pure science can be better
under,'tood as its applications are seen. Greater understanding
of principles make' them even more widely applicable. In this
dew, indu,'trial arts is related to science in much the wa,li that
engineering is-it calls on scientific theory in the solution of
practical problems.
The adoption of science as the sole source of content may
lead one to wonder about the need for industrial arts. Would
the students' time be better spent in further study of these disciplines rather than industrial arts? Then, too, doesn't industrial
arts have need to call forth principles from disciplines such as
sociolog~', economics, and language '?
Industrial Arts as the Study of Industry

l\Iany of the more recent proposal. are aimed at , tudying the
various facets of indu.. trial arts in a manner to contribute to a
general underiltanding of industry. As used in this sense, industry is defined as a complex of organizations \vhich utilize the
basic resources of men, materials, machines, and money to produce good: or provide services.
To facilitate the study of such a complex phenomenon as
indu:try, three. chemes for subdividing it have been proposed:
1. A division into its functional parts.
2. A dh-ision by principal products, services and/or materials.
3. A study of the forces generated by industry.
The Study of Industry
According to Its Functional Parts
Bateson and Stern have recently based a proposal for the
stud~' of industr~' on two broad functions of indu,'try-pro(}uction and service. The~' see the role of industry ail being" ... to
}!l"Odl/N' and sf/Ticr the products which man requires to satisfy
his material need... "I:1
The production function im'olves the activities of research,
pj'oduct development, planning for production, and manufacturing, custom or mass production. The service function consists
\'V
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of c1iagnosb, correction hy adjustment, replacement or repair,
and testing. These aspects have a threarl of consistency, regardless of product or service involved, and should constitute the
study of industrial education, according to the proponents. The
distribution of goods and services, \vhile related to their production, is the province of distributive education.
Ziel makes a somewhat different program proposal based on
the need to study the functions of industry rather than isolated
parts .
. . . Regardless of the nature of the institution's role, whether it be
raw material. produd, or service there arc some common denominators
inhercnt in all. These denominators take cognizance of the organization that
is assembled in response to the technological demands to perform the funetiom: of the institution. H

Ziel's proposed program consists of foul' stages:
1. Stage one would be devoted to a general interpretation of
the significance and interdependence of tools, machines,
and materials.
2. Stage tv·,-o would introduce a sample of the most current
technological processes.
;j. Stage three would. timulate conditions which interpret
the many forces which are responsive to the demands of
a technological process and the influence of these on the
finished product and the employee as he functions in an
organization .
..t. Stage four would allow concentration on a particular current technology.
A research project currently in its developmental stage,
funded by a national organization, is making a study of industry
on the conceptual approach basis. The attempt in this approach
has been to abstract concepts which cut across all types of industries. The content of industrial arts then becomes the study and
understanding of these concepL'. This approach is explained in
detail in Chapter Four and thus \vill not be discussed here.
The Study of Industry by Groups
In Terms of Products. Services, or Materials

Several proposaL- for industrial arts have attempted to group
the thousand", of individual industrial establishments according
1
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to t~'pe: of products or sen'ices itl\'olvecl or principal materiaL'
used. The emphasis is still on the :tudy of the indu.'try and not
on isolated parts of various industries or trades.
One of the most extensive proposals in this categ-ory appeared in 198--1 a' A. P/"OSjJ(ctIlS for Indu.·trial A.rt._· in Ohi()'~'
under the authorship of \\T arner, It has since been revised many
times in theses..'tate bulletins. and convention publications. and
appeared in very detailed form in a book by OI"on. Inrl/lstl'in[
Arts and Tp('!lno7o[J!J. in 196;3.
Ol"on beg-ins his search for content by identifying- eight categ-ories of industry: manufacturing-. construction. power. transportation. electronic.'. research. sen'icee, and manag-ement.
"These groups are a;'sumed to account for all American indu 'try
that would be essential for a curriculum study in indu:trial
arts."I"
Se\'eral of these broad categories were further :ubdivided.
For example. manufacturing is determined to consist of the ceramics. the chemicaL'. the foods. the graphic arts. the leather.
the metals. the paper, the pIa ,tics. the rubber. the textiles. the
tool: and machines, and the wood' industries.
To gain generality and put the details into meaningful context. 01.'on analyzes the groups of indu:tries to locate curricular
component.. Combination and condensation pro\;de a master
Ii.'t of 100 of them. Illu:trative of the components are advertising. computer:. equipment. labor, physics. and recreation.
An approach from a :omev·;hat different rationale comes to
a :imilar conclusion a: regards the body of knowledge from
which industrial arts should draw it.~ content. DeYore'7 proposes
that industrial arts is the study of man in his struggles with
technology.
Hi.,torically. he cIa'sified man's major technical efforts by
showing him in 'even role::
1. As a builder
2. As a communicator
:~. As a producer
lI$.t
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4. As a transporter
5. As a developer
6. As an organizer and manage}' of \vork
7. As a craftsman
He states that each of these activities of man encompasses
a vast storehouse of knowledge containing implications for the
economic, social, consumer, hi:torical, and cultural elements of
civilization. The curriculum resulting from the outlined body of
knowledge would center around a study of the:
1. construction industries
2. communications industries
3. manufacturing industries
4. transportation indu~'tries
5. research and development industries
6. organization and management of work
7. craft and service industries
The Study of Forces
A recent proposal in a doctoral thesis by Stadt, states that
industrial arts should aim "to create an awareness of the hidden,
subtle forces which are generated by industry ... and to lend
intelligibility to those forces."IK
It appears that this proposal would be radically different
from others in that it would not involve the study, at least very
directly, of the actual production of goods and services but rather
the effects of such production on society.
The author starts with the premise that " ... units of subject
matter constitute justifiable components of the total instructional program only insofar as they communicate intellectually
refined and or esthetically discriminated materials which lend
intelligibility to hidden, subtle forces in the environment."l!! He
extends this to industrial arts to say that it must be demonstrated that a significant number of important forces are generated by industry and must be established that sufficient quantities of refined materials exj"t to make those forces understandable to pupils.
To illustrate, Stadt uses an example of an economic force
I ..
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generated by industry. "Industry has been largely respon:ible
for the standard of liying we enjoy. It has become financially
po:sible for large numbers of the population to purcha:e many
good.' and .·eryjce"'."~" This, then, i: a force to be ",tudiecl. :\Iateriab which would lend understanding to thi: force are "( 1)
theories which represent attempts to explain industry's role in
the oyerall economy. . . . and (2) theorie: which represent
attempts to deyelop principles for economic decision making
\\'ithin the corporation."~1
The authOl' outlines the means by which content should be
:elected b~' a research team of educators and subject matter
experts from the yarious di 'ciplines.
Proponents of drawing from indu:try as the source of content for industrial arts point out that it provides a more comprehensiye hod~' of knowledge than any of the previous proposals.
Critici.'m is often leveled on the basis that it is too broad and
consequently offers little integrating force, Current work by
proponent: is aimed at showing a clear-cut definition and :tructure of "indu. try" to o\'ercome thi: criticism,
Why Identify a Body of Knowledge?

The reader will recognize one or more of the de:cribed
..ources of content in programs with which he i.' familiar. :\Iany
program' in operation have taken an eclectic approach and
drawn some content from life need:, some from occupation.',
some from science. and .:ome from industry, The eclectic claims
that he draws the hest from all and thus attains the optimum.
\\'hat then are the adyantages of selecting and defining a
hody of knowledge from which to draw content for industrial
arts '!
In the fir:t place. it seems that any subject worthy of time
in the school mu,'t demonstrate that it is based on an organized
body of knowledge which is important and that it is uniquely
prepared to transmit and interpret this knowledge. It is not the
purpose of thi: chapter to defend a particular body of knowledge
as the ha:is for industrial arts but merely to identify those that
have heen u:ed. It will be recognized that some of tho...;e described
/II II.
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are more comprehensive than others and this can be regarded
as either ac!\-antageous or disadvantageous.
A further purpo:-;e in defining a body of knowledge is in the
integ-rating force it can provide. Bruner::~ speaks of this as he
discusses the importance of the structure of knowledge. Any
subject involves the study of many details; unless the:-: are organized and fitted into a framework they are not easily comprehended and used.
The identification of a body of knowledge clarifies its relationship to other bodies of knowledge. As an illustration, when
one studies economics he will become involved \'lith some mathematical principles, ratios for example. If he lacks sufficient
understanding of ratios, he must learn about them in order to
understand the economic principle employing this specific. But
as he proceeds to study the concept of ratios in depth he is soon
dealing with the body of knowledge known as mathematics and
he has left the realm of economics. So, too. in industrial arts.
As the student studies the design and strength of wood stnH;tures he mu:,;t understand the means by which screws hold. To
understand this, it is necessary to consider a principle of physics.
the inclined plane. However, as the inclined plane is studied in
the abstract, it i" physics and not industrial arts, that is being
studied.
It seems to this author that industrial arts cannot long delay
the definition and acceptance of a body of knowledge from which
to draw its content.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Conceptual Approach
to American Industry
WESLEY 1.. FACE, EVGENE R.
and ROIH<:RT S. S\\'ANSON

F. FLUG,

Introduction

During- the ~chool year 1962-63, a group of profes::wrs and
administrators at Stout State Cnh'er~ity decided that it was
time to do mOl'e than talk theoretically about changes which
oug-ht to be made in the traditional programs of industrial arts
education. The~' agreed that there \Ya~ need to experiment v-lith
a radical restructuring- of the theoretical orientation of industrial ar1." but that this must be aCCOml)anied by field teo ting as
a necessary means of accepting, discarding- or revising new
ideas.
Small group discus,'ions soon grew into an organized faculty
seminar. A faculty member wa:' given released time to begin
developing a procedure for the further study and implementation
of a new program, called AIIICJ'iCClIl [l/(lllstl'!J,1 firmly based in
a theOl'~' of education which \\'as logical in structure. cognizant
of current psychological fincling:-;, and guided by a con~i:-;tent
philosophy of education. All/ C1'ica 1/ Ind list I'!I, a curriculum area,
is conceived as a discipline in that it has an identifiable structure.
A proposal was submitted to the U. S. Office of Education
for financial support. The ensuing grant was used primarily to
carry the program through the initial planning stages. ConcllrTh1"lJuchout thi:j C'halJter the italil..~i7.NI term, ..1111~ I'inur lndustrlf. "..·ill refer to the title

g-j,,:en tu this ("urricullim area. and the term
exi~ts
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rently a plan of implementation was formulated to train ten
selected industrial arts teachers to field test the prog-ram. A
one-year proposal for the implementation of the field stud~' wa..
alJpro\'cd by the Ford Foundation, resulting in an additional
grant of monies.
During the summer of 1964, an eight-week workshop was
held with ten teachers representing- eig-ht secondary schools in
Wisconsin and )'Iinnesota. At the time of this writing, the experiment is well under way in eight schools with offering-s by these
ten teachers, varying in length from six weeks to a full ~'ear
in grades seven through twelve.
The first year is looked upon as a developmental year and
it must be reported that while there is enthusiasm among those
faculty members who have been most closely involved in the
initial stag-es of the project, there is a measure of honest skepticism on the part of others. This is seen as a healthy challenge
which will best be answered by the results of the field tests in
the classrooms and laboratories.
The experimental nature of the program of implementation
should be kept in mind as the reader reviews the following statements of rationale.
Objectives of the Study of American Industry

The objectives seen for the program in A 11/ rricall II/d /lstr!!
have grO\\'n from a careful study of existing statements of the
purposes of American secondary schools.
An early statement of objectives by the Commission on the
Heorganization of Secondary Education propo:'ed a set of seven
cardinal principles including: health; command of fundamental
processes: v.:orthy home membership; vocational competence;
effective citizenship; worthy use of leisure; and ethical character. In 1938, the~e seven principles were reduced by the Educational Policies Commission to include: :'\elf realization, human
relationship, economic efficiency, and civic responsibility.
Acceptance of these broad goab, dipping into ever~' facet of
human life, had led the schools to assume many responsibilities
which were formerly considered the domain of other institutions in our society. While it \\'as recognized that the schools
must consider all these factors, there had been a growing concern that the primary mission of the schools had become ob-
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:,cured. As a result of thb concern, the Educational Policies
Commi:sion, in 1961, isolated the central purpo.'e of education
as the deyelopment of the rational po\vers of man. C The Commi:sion clearly stated that thi.' \va.' not nece:'saril~' a unique
contribution of education. nor was it the .'ole purpose. It repre.·ented rather, an attempt to convey the idea that the rational
}JOWl r.' 11/'( CI IIt,.al to all Ot/II" Ijl1alitil s of till' hl/lllClll .'pirit. This
position is clarified in the following statement made by the
C'ommis.'ion:
A person with de\'eloped rational powers has the means to be aware
of all facets of his exbtence. Tn this sense he can live to the fullest. He can
l'SCajW captivity to his emotions and irrational states. lIe can enrich his
emotional life and direct it toward ever higher standards of taste and
enjoyment. He can enjoy the pulitieal and economic freedoms of the democratic society. He can free himself froll1 the bondage of ignorance and
unawaren('s~. He can make of himself a free man.:\

A corollary of the central purpose of developing the rational
powers of man lie.' in the responsibility of the schools to acquire.
preserye, and disseminate those knowledges which have been
de\'eloped and refined by the human intellect, and which interact with man'. nyironment.
TIll 7iJ'llUr! 117i/('ctiNs of the A,/Ilcricon Indllstl'!! program
were derived directly from an acceptance of thL' clarified purpose of education. They are:
1. '10 develop an under:tanding of those concepb which
directly apply to industry.
2. To deyelop the ability to solve problem.' related to industry .
.J ustification for the inclusion of a study of industry in the
public schools was seen in the emergence of technology as an
ever more potent force in the molding of society. The problems
of the future are inseparable from increasing indu:trialization
and young people must be led to an adequate understanding
of the:e forces which impinge upon their daily lives.
The Structure of American Industry

Bruner, a: well as Burton, Kimball. and Wing, implies that
any body of kno\\'led~e to be considered an intellectual di:-;cipline
t
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posses,;e,; a framework or structure that can be identified and
expl'essed in terms of the concepts involved.·
Nelson, in a review of the supporting literature, indicates
that an understanding of the structure of a sLlbjeet improves
the quality of learning by:
1. providing simplicity,
~. making details meaningful and ('asily rellwmbered,
:;. rev('aling relationships,
-I. providing unity of knowledge,
il. enabling individuals to organize ]('arning for transfer,
6. enabling- students to experience discovery,
7. providing meaningful learning- to students of all abilities, and
8. developing in students the ability to think.~·

Sommers, in commenting on the lack of unity in industrial
arts, stated, " . . . we are failing to fulfill our mi.'sion for lack
of a \'igorously derived set of underl~'ing principles that realistically gives structure to our product-our industrial arts
offeri ngs, ""
The recognition of this basic lack of coherent structure,
)'epresented in the content taught in the typical industrial arts
shop, led directly to what was felt to be one of the primary
strengths of the program of .4.. III (Jica II I lid 1U5t r!l. Whereas, the
typical industrial arts offerings have been based upon an analysis of selected trades in order to identify specific manipulative
operation.' and related information, the approach upon \vhich
the program of American Industi'Y is based aims at identifying
basic concepts common to a variety of industries. For example,
all forms of fastening can be categorized under three major concepts: Fastening by adhesion, b:-' cohesion, or by mechanical
linkag-e. In the program of A //I rrica iI I ild /1st I'!l. a student would
be concerned with attempting to develop an understanding of
the basic attributes of, sa~', fastening by mechanical linkage,
rather than learning how to fasten by the LIse of wood screws.
The student possessing- the knowledge of the basic attributes of
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fastening by mechanical linkage stands in a better pOi\ition to
make a reasonable choice of fasteners when dealing with a
variet~· of materials other than wood.
Structure. as used here, simply refers to a unified, basic
description of the several facets of industry as found in contemporary American society. Industry is conceived in this
structure as consisting of several major areas, each of which is
further .~ubdivided into still smaller units. Industry, for the
purpose of this project, is defined as a complex of organizations
that utilizes the basic resources of men, materials, machines, and
money to produce good:, or provide services to meet the needs
of man. Fig. 1 graphically presents this tentative analysis. The
breakdown does not stop here; it continues to still smaller units,
until the ultimate goal is reached-a minor concept. It should
be emphasized that each level, division, and subdi\'i.'ion, repre,
sents a concept-something to be studied for understandings.
It must be stressed that this structure, unlike those of many
other proposals, attempts to categorize Ill/derstal/dings rather
Communication

PhysiclIl
Production I1@rlH~-----;~-+q*"..v*r\<;:-;bf~1rTit:::::l~
Facilities

Personnel, Public,
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Fig-. 1. Strut'tur(' of Industr~' ShowinJ:' Majur Concepts (Tentative)
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than categorizing specific industrie:5, materials, or occupations.
Thus, understandings of concepts derived from this structure
\vould be universally applicable in any specific industr,\" \vhich
encompasses it. It is this, the commonality of the concept, which
makes the conceptual approach valuable as a means of developing American Industry as a replacement for industrial arts.
The Conceptual Approach to American Industry

The increasing complexity of this technological age, leading
to massive accumulations of knowledge, has made untenable the
atomistic approach to the development of teaching content. It
must be recognized that the dynamic nature of knowledge makes
continuous demands for change on the part of man. Some of
these changes are minor and will demand little that is new to
obtain understanding if the individual has a clear concept of
the old. Other, more major changes, may almost completely replace an old concept. This concentration upon the acquisition of
concepts, should, however, enhance the possibilit,\" of retention,
transfer, and application of knowledge to new and different
situations.
Definition

After a rather exhaustive review of the literature on conceptual learning, the following working definition of a concept
was developed for the purposes of this project. A concept is a
psychological construct resulting from a variety of experiences
(detached from the many situations giving rise to it), fixed
by a word or idea, and having functional value to the individual
in his thinking and behavior. Since concepts are the materials
and tools of thought processes, most scholars in this field would
agree that concepts are the most precious products of the educational process.
Concepts may be grasped at all levels of understanding from
concrete to abstract; from vague to clear; from inexact to definite. Due to the wide range of understanding which is posl'iible
when developing concepts. this program, more than allY other,
is cognizant of th variance of individual differences in students.
One. tudent may ha\'e a very low level of understanding of a
given concept and another a much higher level. The important
consideration, howe\"er, il'i that the,\" hoth have some understanding.
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l\lcDonald speaks of t\VO types of concepts. Informal concepts are seen as those which man forms independently and
haphazardly as he interacts \'lith his environment. Formal concepts are identified as those which the school systematically
attempts to develop.' The task ahead lie' in identifying the
formal concepts which will complete the structure of industry
;'hown in the figure. There are se\-eral methods used in the formation of concepts, one of these being presented in the exercise
included here.
Concept Formation

In order to understand more clearly the nature of a concept, one must look at the way in which concepts are formed.
The accompanying exerci::e on forming a concept of adhesion
should lead one to a better understanding of a concept. (It is
suggested that the reader actually complete the exercise, thereby enahling him to better appreciate how a concept is formed.)
An Exercise in Concept Formation
DIHJ;CTIONS: In this task you will form the concept of adhesion through
su<:<:essive trials. During each trial. place a card or piece of paper
along the light line below the trial. After you have made your re. ponse. move the covel' down to the next trial.
In ea<:h trial you will look at the statement and try to determine
whether or not it is an application of fastening by adhesion. After a
few trials, you will begin to form hypotheses about what fastening with
adhesion really is. By testing these through succeeding trials. you will
t:'radually dis<:over which properties or attributes descrihe the concept
under study. In the end, you should have an improved concept of
fa ..tening by adhesion.

Trial I
Gluing two board" togt'thlc'r
adhesion.

B. Is nailing of two boards together
fastening by adhesion?

IS

Yes

No

Trial 2
A. Trial IB
adhesion.

I'

not fastening

h~'

B.

Is cementing of leather fastening by adhesion?
Yes

-----. rrederick

J

li-.;hmv Co.. 10('.,

)1('Dooal41, Edurati()naJ
1~5~t. p.

133.
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No
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.

(San

Francis('o:
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Trial 3
A. Trial :2B is fastening by adhesion.

B. Is holting metal together fastening by adhesion?
Yes

Ko

.

Trial 4
A. Trial :m
adhesion.

IS

not fastening by

B.

Is riveting metal together fastening by adhesion?
Yes

_

0

Trial 5
A. Trial .J.B is not fastening by
adhesion.

B. Is pa. ting paper together fastening by adhesion '?
Yes

No

.

Trial 6
A. Trial .5B is fastening by adhe-

B.

sion.

Is holding two pieces of wood
together with screws fastening
b~' adhesion?
Yes

No

.

Trial 7
A. Trial 6B
adhesion.

is not fastening by

B.

Is gluing wood together with
animal hide glue fastening by
adhesion?
Ye

Trial 8
A. Trial IE is fastening by adhe-

B.

,;ion.

Is welding of metal fa. tening
by adhesion?
Yes

Trial 9
A. Tn'll

'B

IS

not fastening hy

B.

adhe~ion.

Ko ..........

No ..........

Is sewing of textiles fastening
hy adhesion?

Yes

No

.

Trial 10
A.

Trial fiB is not fa ·tening by
adhl'sion.

B.

Is cementing together of textiles fa~tening by adhesion?
Yes

~o

.
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Trial I I
A. Trial lOB is fastening by adhe:sion.

B.

Is thermoweJding of pia tk fa>;tening by adhesion'?
Ye:s

No

.

Trial 12
A. Trial 11 B L not fastening
adhe. ion.

b~'

B.

Is contact cementing- of Formica
fastening by adhesion?
Yes

'0

Trial 13
A. Trial l:!B is fastening by adhesion.

B.

Is soldering of metal fa:stening
by adhesion?
Yes

No

..

Trial 14
A. Trial 13B is fastening by adhesion.

B.

I" gluing wood together with
polyvinyl glue fastening by adhesion?
Yes ..........

~o

..........

Trial 15
A. Tnal l-lB is fastening by adhesion.

B.

I brazing metal fastening by
adhesion?
Ye:s ..........

~o

..........

Trial 16
A. Trial 15B
sion.

IS

fastening by adhe-

B.

Is holding two pieces of metal
together with epoxy resin fastening by adhe:sion?
Ye

No

Trial 17
A. Trial 16B
. ion .

IS

fastening by adhe-

• I'MMAHY: In your own words, r1e:scribe your understanding of the concept of fastening by adhesion.
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The concept of adhesion resulting from this exercise would
probably be similar to the following definition: adhesion is the
joining of materials with an unlike substance in a continuous
bond involving molecular force,
It should be noted that the formation of a concept is not
devoid of the acquisition and the critical valuation of specific
knowledge,'. However. the resulting concept is applicable to
many more situations than the ;'pecific knowledge' giving rise
to it.
Before one could progress in the development of this concept it is necessary to have a basic system of COllccpts, built
upon previous experience, to call upon to help categorize the
various processes presented, Secondly, one has to I'pact to th('
II/atl-'rial presented; it is necessary to takl-' an aeUl'e part ill
thl-' process. This point deserves further emphasis, The need
for active participation in concept formation L repeatedl~'
stres:-ed in writings on the subject. The nature of the activities required varies, dependent upon the learner', degree of
,ophistication in the subject matter under study. In the early
stage~ of the acquisition of new learning, direct involvement is
e~sential. For this reason. the industrial arts laboratory has
been chosen as the place in which to introduce the tudy of
industry.
It should be pointed out that it is doubtful that e\'ery reader
who completed the exercise in the development of the concept
of adhe,'ion will have a complete understanding of the concept.
The person who had a strong background of experience in physic: would have been most likely to include the factor of molecular force in his definition. even though the exercise did not
elicit this attribute of the concept of adhesion.
Basic to concept formation is the role played by the senses
in perceiving oujects, events. and attributes, Keith pointed out
the abstract nature of a concept developed through perception.
but rooted in reality: "The concept is not cut off from concrete
reedit,\" it is simply the mind's \vay of thinking the man,\' into
one or as philosophers say, finding unity ill L'al'iety (italics not
in the original) ,'"
M

John A. H. Keith. El-<'mf>ntary Edu<:atiU'll. (Chicago: Scott. Foresman llnd Co., 194;),

Pl'. 128-U.
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Some Concepts -

Examples

Several selected examples of the many concepts which have
been identified \vithin the total ;;tructure of American industry
are as follows:
The task of planning, coordinating, motivating, and controlling the efforts of others toward a specific goal.
II dl/striat He/a tio/l8- The detel'll1ination and coordination of relations
with employees and the public to promote the best interests of marl
and the organization.
Pllr("'"I.~illfJ-The function of the liaison agency operating between the
plant organizatiml and outside vendors on all matters of procurement.
1mu ge t run.,jf/· -The basic reproductive process occuring during a "run"
in printing, in which a design from a master surface (such as type,
various kinds of plates, a negative, or a tracing) is duplicated by
means of ink, powdered pigment, or special sensitivity. The transfer
may be direct or be indirect as in offset lithography.
G/n'/I-IJit lJIilling-A method of extracting ore deposits located at or
neal' the earth's surface.
Hardne,'s-The abilit~, of a material to resist crushing, denting or
piercing.
Air Traffie Control-The control of aircraft with respect to speed,
direction. elevation, departure, and arrival.
Dl'sti"llrth'l' Testing-A check on mechanical and physical propertie~
hy destroying the test specimen under controlled conditions.
Shearing-The removal of a continuous chip through the movement of
a sharpened edge along a straight line path.
E.tll"l,ding-The forming of materials by forcing a material through a
die of the desired shape.
Jill/Wfjfll'/ nt

These sample concepts are representative of the great variety of concept· which are being identified in the attempts to
refine the :trllcture of industry. The immensity of the task of
bringing unity out of the complex variety of knowledge to be
found in industr.\" require - continuing effort. in this direction.
The Study of American Industry as a Replacement
for the Traditional Industrial Arts Pr09ram

The eyolving program of Am( rican II/dustr!} is not envisioned as merely a new approach, or addition, to present industrial arts offerings, but rather as displacing the traditional
program.~ in the secondar:, schools. The thinking of leaders
in the field as expressed in professional publications and convention proceedings, in addition to personal observations of the
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\\-Titers o\-er the last ten years, has brought a full realization
of the need for a drastic re-orientation. The traditional industrial arts programs in evidence reflect a lack of logical consi.-tency growing out of a variety of educational philosophies.
A summary compari.·on of some of the essential characteristics of AIIIPI'iton Industry and Industrial Art:- may he i'een in
the following:
Traditional Industrial Arts
1. Composed of a detailed study of

know ledges concerned with production in specifie indu -tries for
pre-voeational or avocational purposes.

American Industry
Composed of a study of the knowledges contributing to an understanding of the total institution of
industry for general educational
purposes.

The selection of specific industries from among the many possible ehoiees has led to a multiplieity of laboratory and currieulum patterns, making a coherent,
unified, national program most
difficult to aehieve.

The identification of a structul'e
eomposed of underlying concepts
hould make possible the developnl<'nt of a coherent, unified, national curriculum and the standardization of laboratory fadlities.

:>. Pre-selected skills, representative

Coneepts serve as the orientation
for the course of study. Specific
skills are introduced as they become necessary in the aetivities
designed for the development of
the coneept.

•J

of the industry under study, are
identified and serve as the orientation for the course of study.

4. Attempts to duplicate the tools
and machines of industry necessary to develop pl'e-selected skills
and specific know ledges.

:\Iakes no attempt to duplicate the
tools and machines of industry,
but utilizes what facilities are
ne('ded to develop understandings
of c'oncepts,

Plans for the Further Development
and Evaluation of American Industry

The ten teachers involved in the program are developing
teaching-learning unib and testing them in their classrooms,
Each school is visited b.\' the project director: at least once
each month, after which all teachers are called back to the uni·
versity for a one day seminar, exchanging ideas and discussing
problems.

i2
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The following- project goab have been established:
1. Identify the problem,' involved in implementing the
study of industry u:ing the conceptual approach.
2. Revise the content materiab and refine the structure of
industry. Specialists in other disciplines, as well a, from indu ·try, will be consulted regarding those point- at which the
developing body of knowledge of indu,-try impinges upon their
areas of specialty.
3. Expand the resource file of teaching- materiaL- through
the cooperation of the Stout Audio-Yisual Center as well as
leading industries and trade associations.
1. Develop a serie:- of standardized test Questions for the
..t.lI/eric-aii Induliti'!! program.
5. Develop a suggested program of A /II en'ca /I I /ldulit r!l
for the general secondary ,'chool. An attempt will be made to
develop three levels,-beginning, intermediate, and advanced.
ThL' should come as an outgrowth of the field experiences.
6. Expand the project. if succe'sful. to include other secondary schools.
7. Design an experimental teacher education program to
accompan~' the broadened program.
8. Develop recommended facilities for an A./lHrican Ind/I. try laboratory specifically for the study of indu:-try.
9. Determine and develop the kinds of acth-ities most appropriate for teaching the concepts of indu,-try.
10. Determine an appropriate balance between clas.'room
and laboratory activities in the A./IIf'rican II/dustl'!! program.
11. Develop means of determining the effectiveness of the
program of A /II (Tica n I /ld 1I.·tr!! for various student ability levels.
It is expected that during the pilot study a great number
of additional que:·tion,· will emerge. As these Questions are
identified the goals of the continuing implementation \vill be
expanded to seek ans\\'er;'. It must be re-emphasized that the
program i: still in the developmental stages; however, the
project staff is confident that the basic rationale provides the
needed direction. Whether or not it meets full acceptance, all
those invoh'ed in the project are proceeding with the exhilarating feeling that they have accepted the challenge of defining
the dL'cipline represented hy A.lIllTic-on Ind/I,·tl'!!.

CHAPTER FIVE

eveloping Creative
Th-nking Abilities
WESLEY

S.

SO:VL\IERS

Introd uetion
Certainly we cannot say that one is fully functioning mentally. if
the abilities involved in creative thinking- remain undeveloped or are
paralyzed. These are the abilities involved in becoming aware of problems.
thinking up possible solutions, and testing them. If their functioning
is impaired, one's capacit~, for coping with life's problems is indeed
marginal. I

The above ·tatement by Torrance identifies one of the most
important, and most neglected, responsibilitie' of the school.
This neglect of developing the creative thinking potential of
students can be traced to a lack of understanding about creative
thinking abilitie' and how these can be developed within the
classroom. Yet, there i:, definite research evidence that indicates
that such abilities can be developed within the classroom-and
further, that this can be accompli. hed \vithout sacrificing traditional learning oLjectives.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide some understanding of the improvement of creative thinking abilities through
deliberate effort. Hopefully, the discu:sion will abo stimulate
industrial art' educators to take up the challenge in their own
spheres of influence. It is encouraging to note that two groundbreaking stmlies in this area were conducted by indu:,trial arts
educator: (Sommers and Anderson).
E. Paul Torrance. Gllirlinn rr,'(!f;/',.., T(11f'nL
Inc.,
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The discussion of this chapter will ue related primarily to
the Stout study conducted during the fall of 1960 (Sommers).
Additional eddenee, applicable to industrial arts, is also reported (Anderson). Although :,pace limitations preclude a texlbook treatment of creative thinking. the sections on net'il/illff
Cnatil'e Tliil/kil/{f, ImjJl'ol'ing CI'Catil'c Thinking Abilities, and
SII(J.lJcstul Ref('i'pi/('('s should provide a better understanding of
the fea~ibilit,\' of improving creati\"e thinking within the clas.·,
room, and resources that can be used to develop a specific approach.
Defining Creative Thinking

One of the greatest difficulties in conducting experimental
research concerning creativity is the lack of an objective definition of creativit~'-a definition that will lend iti:;elf to the
construction of a valid measuring instrument. Over one hundred
definitions of creativity were. turlied in preparing for the study,
plus many review:; of definitions. The results of this review
yielded a confusion of varied and shaded meanings.
One investigator found thirty-two meanings associated with
the term creatidty (Rhodes). One of the most helpful discussions identified five levels of creativity: expressive creativity,
productive creatidty, inventive creativity, innovative creativity,
and emergenti\'e creativity (Taylor). Perhaps Wilson's comment after his review of definitions is as helpful as any: " , ..
the production of something new is a central element in all these
definition.' and that creativity as a process is inferred from the
product."~

It became apparent from the review of literature that the
broad concept of creati\'ity did not lend itself to experimental
evaluation, therefore the more specifie area of creative thinking
was identified for use in the study. Torrance's definition of
creative thinking seemed most appropriate:
We have chusen to definc crcativc thinking as the pruccss of scnsinl{
gaps UI' disturbing-. missing- clemcnts; forming ideas UJ' hypotheses ,oncerning them; tcsting- thcsc hypotheses; and cummunicating the results,
pussibly modifying- and retesting the hyputheses. \\'c have been quite
willing to subsumc in this definition the major fcatures of most othel'
I
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definitions which have been pl·oposed. The ))l"oduction of something new
is included in all of these definitions.;j

Improving Creative Thinking Abilities

T\vo things were considered in structuring the treatment
of the experimental group of the experiment at Stout in order
to facilitate the development of creative thinking abilities: the
general environment of the classroom. and specific learning
activities.
Rogers suggested two conditions related to the general environment which would tend to foster creativity: psychological
safety and psychological freedom. PS!Jchological safety is engendered by accepting the individual student and his ideas as
being of unconditional worth. Psychological ll'eeduill is encouraged by permitting the individual a complete freedom of symbolic expression. Although such conditions are difficult to establish completel~' in the classroom. they provided direction for
establishing a general class environment.
The specific learning activitie,' that were used to develop
these creative thinking abilities were constructed on the assumption that such activities could be de 'igned 1'\0 a1'\ to yield
concurrent learning outcomes in both subject matter and creative thinking. This assumption is ,'upported by one of T:-'ler's
principles for the selection of learning experiences in curriculum
development: "A fifth principle is that the same learning experience will usually bring about several outcomes . . . Ever:-.
experience is likely to bring about more than one learning ob.i ective."4
The guides used in constructing creative learning activities
for the Stout study were: The primary mental abilities related
to creative thinking a,' given by Guilford and the suggested
learning activities li:ted by Wilson, by Parne,' (1%:1), and by
Von Fange. Wilson': recommended activities Ilerhaw most conci;.;ely identif:,<' the major considerations. He suggested that
brain:torming he used to provide an atmo,'phere permissive of
new idea;.;. He al:o suggested activities that would: stimulate
sensitidty to prohlem1'\; encourage ideational fluenc:,<': encour"F..
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age originality; encourage redefinitional ability; and develop
a pupiL' understanding of creativity (Wilson).
Developing Creative Thinking

The Sommers Study
Prior to this Stout Study there existed some experimental
research to support the belief that specific training- could be
effective in increasing abilities associated with creative thinking. However, there appeared to be no experimental evidence
to indicate that these abilities could be developed within existing subject matter courses \vithout affecting- traditional learning outcomes. Because of increasing demands on existing school
programs it was felt that rather than add special courses in
creativity it would be preferable to develop creative thinking
abilities \vithin existing courses. Therefore, in the fall of 1960
an experimental study was conducted at Stout State College to
investigate the feasibility of improving creative thinking within
the frame\vork of existing subject matter courses (Sommers).
The following assumptions were considered basic to the
study:
1. That the abilities involved in being creative are universal, i.e., everyone possesses these abilities to some degree.
2. That these abilities can be increased by training.
3. That one of the legitimate functions of the school is to
provide such training.
4. That it is de'irable to develop creative thinking abilities
within the framework of existing school curricula.
lIljJiufhesis and PUJiulation. The major hypothesis of the
experiment was: The use of specific teaching methods designed
to increase certain creative thinking abilities will increase those
abilities without affecting learning- outcomes of an industrial
arts laboratory type course.
The experimental population consisted of male freshman
students at Stout State College. The students included in the
experiment were randomly selected from that population. The
subject matter area selected was drafting; the subject matter
course was Freehand Drawing.
Two groups of students were identified, a control g-roup
and an experimental group. The control group was taught with
the Llsual methods of the course. The experimental group followed the same unit com'se outline, but several creative learn-
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ing exercises were substituted for ..tandard acth'ity unit,. 'I he
experiment was conducted during the fir.'t academic quarter,
and was repeated with different groups during the second
quarter.
The experimental hypotheses were tested by use of an analysis of covariance technique \'lhich allowed comparisons of gains
in learning adju:-lted for differences in scores achieved on the
pretest. A locally constructed test was used to evaluate gains in
subject matter understanding. 'J he Test of Imagination (Form
DX), prepared by the Bureau of Educational Research at the
Unh'ersity of Minnesota, (Torrance and others) was used to
evaluate gains in creative thinking. This test yielded a total
creati\'e thinking score, and individual 'cores on the following
abilities associated ,'lith creative thinking: spontaneous flexibility, ideational fluency, originality, inventive level, and adequacy. It should he noted that the conclusions reached through
this experiment refer to creatiYe thinking as specifically defined by the scores yielded b.\' this te:t.
Conclusion. The comparisons of results between the two
groups found a significant difference between the two groups
(in favor of the experimental group) in both gains in subject
matter under.. tanding and the total creatiYe thinking score.
The conclusions of the experiment were that measures of creative thinking could be improved within an industrial arts laboratory type course b.\' the use of specific methods designed to
improve those abilities, and that the use of tho,'e methods ''lould
not negath'ely affect subject matter learning. Naturally certain limitations must be kept in mind when interpreting the
re.'ult': the experimental population, the nature of the subject
matter involved, and the fact that the experiment was concerned
with "measures of creative thinking ability" as defined by the
criterion instrument, and not the broad concept of creativity.
{I'eatic(' Lca/'ning Acticiths. The specific creative learning
activiti s used in the Stout study follO\ved the guides suggested
by Wilson. All except the first were designed to develop .'ubject
matter understanding and skills in addition to improdng creative thinking abilities.
The first creatiye learning activity was an introduction to
the concept of creativity. Thi.. consisted of a discussion of the
nature of creativit.\, and the abilities associated with creatiyc
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thinking. The class was introduced to "brainstorming" through
discussion and participation in two brainstorming sessions-the
first session being conducted by the instructor, the second was
conducted b~' students in several small groups. The pm"poses of
these. e:sions were to: help improve the students' understanding
of creativity; help develop the creative thinking abilities of
idea tional fl uenc,\', ideational flexibility, originality, and sensitivity to problems; and help establish conditions of psychological
safety and freedom in the class environment.
The next creative learning activity was "alphabet design."
It wa" used to develop lettering skills and understanding of
basic characteristic,.; of alphabet design. The students were
introduced to the technique of "sketchstorming"-a variation
of brainstorming appropriate to producing a quantity of visual
ideas. The development of original alphabet designs from their
. ketch storming ideas introduced students to the creative problem solving procedure as well as further developing ideational
fluency and flexibilit.\" and originalit.,,Another activity, "cut-up cubes," used sketchstorming to
develop skills and understanding of linear per:pective. This
activity was also concerned with ideational fluency and flexibility.
Two other activities involved the students in working as
indidduals within problem solving teams: "the wire coat hanger" and the "surplus pie pan" problems. In both of these activities the students used sketchstol'ming to generate ideas individuall~', and then pooled these ideas with those of their group
to establi'h the best creative solution to the particular problem.
A major purpose of both of these activities was to further develop ideational fluency and flexibility, originality, and creative
problem solving abilities.
The "wire coat hanger" problem required the students to
find the best possible uses for a large quantity of wire coat
hanger:--other than for their original purpose of hanging coats.
This activity was used to develop the creath'e ability of redefinition in addition to skills in three-dimensional shaping.
The "surplus pie pan" problem was similar to the preceding
except that it \vas used to develop competencies in representing
circles and curves in perspective. Again a major purpose was
to develop redefinition abilities.
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Ot/I(" Pos.'ihl(' A.ctil'itirs. Although the freehand drawing
course might seem unu.'ually appropriate for the development
of creati\'e thinking abilities, mo.. t industrial arts courses can
incorporate learning activitie: that \\'ill develop both subject
matter and creative thinking competencies. The important thing
to consider is the development of one or more creati\'e thinking
abilities through the use of a specific actidty, and the establishing of a class em'ironment that encourage' students to
"think up" and present many new ideas.
As an illustration consider the ability of ideational fluenc:v
-producing many ideas from one :'timulus. Th:s ability can be
developed through many different activities. When students
are pre.'ented with a new type of material and it:- properties,
they could be asked to list as many ideas as they can for its
u"e. When discussing safet.\· the students could brainstorm for
idea" to increase "safet~' awarene's" in the shop. \Vhen pre:'enting a new project have the ,tudents list idea" as to how
the project can be improved, or how the processing could be
improved. And, of course, student-designed project.- lend themselves very well to developing a whole group of creative thinking abilities.
Activities that develop hath subject matter competencies
and creative thinking abilities can be incorporated into any
indu:·trial art: COl\l'se, I'erhap: one of the mo:t effective way:
of developing creative learning activities for a course is to ha\'e
the instructor and his colleague: brainstorm for, uch activities
-it is e\'en possible for the industrial arts instructor to increase his own creative thinking potential.
The Anderson Study
In 196:"1 Anderson conducted "An Experimental Evaluation
of Two :\Iethods for Developing Creative Problem olYing Abilities in an Industrial Arts Cour"e" at :\Iankato State College.
The Stout study uncovered experimental eYidence to support a belief that creative thinking abilities could be de\'eloped
within the framework of existing "ubject matter courses; a
beginning rationale for :uch efforts was formulated: and :ome
technique: for accomplishing these goals were developed. Ho\\'e\'er, the limitations of the stud:·; should al:o he noted: the
population \\'as limited; the subject mat er and t,vpe of teaching
:ituation were limited; no effort was made to determine effi-
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caey of varied creative learning activities; and no attempt
\\'as made to measure per. istence of learning gains.
Although the Stout .'tudy has importance a.' a groundbreaking' study, Anderson must be credited \\'ith adding to the
ba. ic application in industrial arts. He pointed out that:
Though ~imilar to the Sommers study, the pn'sent study diffel's in
respects , , , , The present study was conducted in a general
education indust)'ial arts course with c1asswork of a wry dissimilar
nature.
. , . Although based on much the same theoretical rationale as that
u>,,('d by Sommers. the actual teaching methods designed to inerease CI'eativity were \'ery dissimilar in this study.
. , . The effort in the present study was to oLtain information on the
effectiveness of the tl'eatment at different college aptitude levels,
, , . Examination of the results of a pilot study was used in an
empirical attempt to select subscores most useful in measuring the abilities developed by the treatments used .. , , This method should provide
clues as to the type of abilities susceptible to improvements by the treatments used.
, , , The test protocol' used in the present study werc scorcd in the
\\ll'iter's home by two individuals with no previous training in this work.:;
~e\"(:,ral

The importance of Ander:on's study to under·tanding of
the de\'elopment of creative thinking abilities is considerable.
First, he provided evidence that other methods in a different
type of subject matter cour:-e could be effective in increasing
creative thinking abilities without negatively affecting ;ubject
matter learning, In addition he: .'howed that a variety of learning actidties could be used to improve creative thinking abilities: helped to refine the criterion measures that can be used
in evaluation; established that protocols could be effecti\'ely
scored by the im'estigator (which should facilitate additional
research in this area); and, in genel'al, broadened the total
understanding in this area.
Implication for Industrial Arts

The preceding discu:,sion has identified several points that
are important to indu:trial art.s:
1) A major responsibility of the school is to develop the
creative potential of all students;
- Donald N.
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The creath"e potential of :;tudentil can be increased
through deliberate effort: and
3) Increailing- the creative potential of student:; does not
necessarily mean sacrificing other learning outcome>;.
Perhap,' few abilities are more in demand in today's \vorld
than those associated "'lith creative technology; and probably
one of the greatest general needs of today is to understand the
relationship of creativit.v to the ever-changing physical environment. The two studies (Sommers and Anderson) are important
to industrial arts not only because of the experimental evidence
they provided concerning the development of creati,-e thinking,
but because they have identified industrial arts as an area mo.-;t
certainl:v suited to the development of creative competencies
related to technology.
The implication for indush'ial arL' educators should be
clear and deci.-;ive. If industrial arts teachers are to be able to
help their ,·tudent.s improve creative thinking abilities, the inchL,trial arb teacher educators must provide the necessary instruction for those teachers. It i: clearly the duty of industrial
arts teacher educators to provide the classes and workshops
necessary to prepare tomorrow's teachers, as well as today's
teachers in the field, for the challenge of improving creative
thinking competencies related to American technology.
Suggested References for Further Reading

The following- references are given as a guide to the person
who wi,'hes to increase his understanding of the area of creative
thinking. They are not meant to be considered as the best, or
most authoritative, rather they should provide good entrees to
this area.
Perhaps the best :,;ingle ,'ource for developing a "feel" for
the area of creative thinking is A SOl/I'ce Book fol' Cl'catil'e
Thinking (Parnes & Harding, 1962). This book includes :,;ome
of the classic writings in the area, and provides an excellent
li.-;ting of persons who haye done significant study and writing
in the field.
For those interested in the research background in this
area the reviews of literature by Sommer:,; (1961) and Anderson
(1963) should be quite helpful. Their bibliographies provide a
large quantity of basic sources of information. In addition, Thf'
BilJ/iourajJh!f

/"f'

,vatu!'c and Xllrtll/"/' of C/'catil'c Behal'io/'
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(Parnes, 1964) prm'ides an excellent selection of annotated
research studies.
References concerning methods of improving creative thinking are numerous, but possibly the following are good to begin
with: Guiding Creative Talent (Torrance, 1962); Applied
Imagination (Osborn, 1961); Professional Creatirity (Von
Fange, 1959) ; and the work book and \'arious course materials
that can be obtained from the Creative Education Foundation.';
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CHAPTER SIX

Mass Production with Hand Tools
NEAL

'V.

PRICHARD

Introduc:tion

l\lass production inyol\'ing only hand tools can be quite
succesful in junior high school industrial arts classes, It is the
intent of this chapter to describe just how i'iuch a unit ha,~
been taught and hopefull~' to proyide sufficient information to
encourage others to include similar unit:, of instruction. :\Iuch
of the information and all the illustrations pre:'ented in this
chapter were obtained from ::'11'. John Debrauske, an indu. trial
arts instructor in the l;rban Junior High School of Sheboygan.
Wisconsin. It should be added that this information is not just
them,\' but was actually tried by Debrau. ke and \\'as found to
be \'ery succesful.
The chapter 1. subdi\-idecl into three major sections. These
sections are: jir::;t, the relationship to industrial arts ohjecti\'e:',
"lcond, the teacher preparation before the unit of ma:'s production, and third, the teaching of the unit. The chapter closes with
a brief summary and a i'ielected bibliograph,\'. It .'hould be emphasized that this description depicts the first opportunity
students ha\'e had with industrial art: and ma"s production.
Industrial Arts Objectives and Mass Production

One of the objecti\'es of indu.'trial arts stated on mo..t li:tings, whether prepared by a professional organization or the
indi\'idual teacher, is to pro\'ide or stimulate an interest, in.. ight, or understanding of industry and it.' place in societ~'. In
an attempt to achieye the implied behayioral changes in stu84
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dents, the industrial arts teacher might present a unit on industry in the twentieth century and possibly the developments
that led to this industrial society. If the teacher tl"aces the
history of the industrial revolution, mass production involving
the concept of interchangeable parts becomes paramount.
This important concept has not challenged the traditional
approach to industrial arts teaching until quite recentl~' when
some industrial arts educators felt the need for a g-reater emphasis of this concept. During the past decade an increased
awareness of mass production and its implication for industrial
arts has appeared in the professional literature. The writers
of this literature have, however, been concerned v·;ith ma:-;s production for the advanced industrial arts students who ha\'e
developed a degree of skill in using machines. Little, if anything,
can be found involving mass production with hand tools.
This apparent void in the literature, which is assumed b~'
the writer to be indicative of the practice in the cla:-;sroom,
seems rather paradoxical since mass production began with
hand tools and simple machines during the eighteenth century.
Since it \vas possible for Whitney. Terry, and others to mass
produce successfully using hand tools, wh~' doe: industrial arts
completely ignore \vhat has been done and could be done '!
Another aspect involving familiarization with industry is
the engineering, management. ,'ales, and distribution parts of
industry; not merel.\' the manipulative skills used by pruduction
in industry. Certainly if industrial arts teachers are attempting
to acquaint students with industry, as it was in the past and
is today, the students should be aware of jigs and fixtures, flow
charts and diagrams, the division of labor theory and personnel
work, work simplification ill\'oldng time and motion stud~',
and industrial psycholog~'. The direct contact with man~' of
these industrial concepts is attainable through mass pl'Oduction
involving hand tools presented here.
Another objective stated by industrial arts educators is the
de\'elopment of a degree of skill in the use of hand tools by the
student. A ps.\'chological fact accepted by industrial arts educators and ~'et constantly Yiolated by them is that ,·tudent:-; learn
easier and more quickly when beginning with simple ta:-;k:-; and
then proceeding to complex ta:-;ks, preferably based upon the
simple ta:-;ks previol1sl~' learned. Woodworking" instructors. for
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example, frequently hand the seventh grade student a small
block of ,vood and tell him to square it using the hand plane
and try square. If the instructor's objective is to acquaint the
student and develop a degree of skill, why start the student on
tasks which, at best, are not easily accomplished?
The system of mass production presented here will acquaint
students ,vith selected hand tools and aid them in the development of basic skills with these tools starting with very readily
accomplished tasks. Included will be only those tasks that are
needed for the performance using jigs and fixtures that have
been developed by the instructor.
Teacher Preparation before the Unit

The key to success with hand tool mass production is adequate preparation before beginning the unit. The various steps
in preparation are not unique with this system of mass production as they follow the normal procedure used by industry and
as reported in industrial arts literature describing mass production projects with machines. Each of the steps will be described briefly since detailed instructions and suggestions can
be found in the references included in the selected bibliography.
Selee+ion of the Project

As this is the first experience the students v.;ill have ,vith
mass production and since their skills are somewhat limited on
the beginning course level, it i· desirable to select a project that
is only a one piece project-one that requires no parts that
must join closely. The jigs and fixtures do assure close accuracy.

NOTE: BEGINNERS USE
BASSWOOD
{' DRILL OR BORE, .f'OEEP
Fi~.

2. Selected )Iass Productiun Project-a Candleholder
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However, with more than one part, the length of time required
to complete the project may be too long, resulting in loss of
motivation. A sample one-piece project appears in Fig. 2.
Pilot Model or Prototype

The instructor should make a pilot model of the finished
product, before the construction of the various needed jigs and
fixtures is to be started. This will permit modification of the
project design before the construction of any jigs and fixtures.
The sequence again is exactly the same as is used in American
industry. The model can actually be held by the jigs and fixtures
so there is the one constant to assure positive measurements
which aids in the construction of the devices.
Preparation of Jigs and Fixtures

It is imperative that the teacher prepare the jigs and fixtures needed for the project before the unit begins. The teacher
will need to determine the various operations needed to complete
the project and then design the necessary jigs and fixtures for
these operations. A list of principles for the construction of jigs
and fixtures was prepared by Debrauske (1963) and appears
below to aid the instructor in the design and preparation of
these devices.
Pl"in('i]Jle.~

Fo/' Jig (wd FiJ·tlll"l' Constrllction

1. Jigs and fixtures must be designed to provide a guiding action
before the cutting tool actually makes contact with the product part.
2. Jig-s and fixtures should be constructed of durable material to
withstand heavy and frequent use.
il. Jigs and fixtures should be constructed of materials that have
good dimensional stability to keep product parts within close tolerances
of aetual size,
,I, Jigs and fixtures should be constructed so as to keep from damaging 01' causing undue wear on the tools they were made to guide.
5. Jigs and fixtures should be designed to utilize as few clamping
devices as possible - preferably limited to bench vises.
6. Dowels for opening and closing jigs and fixtures:
a. should be long enough to keep jigs and fixtures together even
when opening to insert stock.
b. should not be g-lued to jigs and fixtures to facilitate removal
upon breakage.
7. Jigs and fixtures should be constructed to hold securely those
pa rtiS being held and to keep them from jarring loose.
8. A11 sharp anises and corners on jigs and fixtul'es should be rounded to prevC'nt any undue injury to the operator.

~s
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~l. All jigs and fixture~ ~huuld be designed to pt'ovide maximum ~afety
for the operator.
10. Jigs and fixtures should be desi~ned to provide maximum ease
of in~tallation of parts to be formed.
II. ,Jig's and fixture~ should ue designed to provide maximum arl uraey 111 holding parts in pmper Jlosition for sizing and location cuts.
1~. Jigs and fixturl;'S should be desig-ned to offer ea~e of inspection
pel tincnt to holding" of parts in proper po~itioll.
l:j. l 'ut-off fixture~ ~hould be designed to enable the operator to
utilize a fixtllL'e in cutting off various lengths.
U. Jigs and fixtures must be designed to afford maximuJII accuracy
of stjuareness of parts.
\il. Jigs and fixtures should at times be developed to hold more than
one part of the samp kind and size to be rut.

After the jigs and fixtures haye been constructed, it is essential that the instructor test them. It is hig-hly desirable that
some of the students try them so the necessary modifications
can be completed before the actual production unit begins.
Fig. :-l showl' some of the details necessary in preparing a
jig. It: use in the boring operation is shown in Fig. 4. A fixture for the same project i", ",hown in Fig. 5. Its application in
the planing operation is illustrated in Fig. 6.
It is a1.'o desirable to run E\orne simple time studies on the
use of jigs and fixtures in the production line; through this
it is possible to determine how many are needed to assure a

HOLES TO GUIDE
WOOD BIT

THIS JIG AND STOCK CAN
BE CLAMPED IN AN
ORDINARY WOODWORKING
VISE.
DOWEL TO POSITION STOCK
Fil(". 3. Jig to Po>;ition Stock and (;uide Bil
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smooth flow of materials through the production line. The time
study on the project illm,trated revealed that it took one minute
to cut the stock to length and five minutes to plane a bevel. It
was therefore deemed necessar,v to have five jigs for planing
the bevel in order to achieve a smooth flow of materials in the
line.
Teaching the Unit

There are numerous teaching techniques that can be used
in teaching the unit. This type of project has one advantage
over many of the activities in the junior high school in that

Fig. 4, Horing Jig in LSC

STOCK TO BE BEVELED
WITH A PLANE-----.,.

THIS FIXTURE AND
STOCK CAN BE CLAMPED IN AN ORDINARY
WOODWORKING VISE.

Fil{. ;,. Fi:\.ture lu Hold Stud, lur Planing- and Later fur Handing
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Fig. 6. Planing Fixture in Cse

it is a group project and involves individuals getting along with
their peers. This incidentally is an attainment the industrial
psychologists say is sadly lacking with many indidduals in
society today and thus is the number-one cause for people losing their jobs. Thi' should ,-ery definitely be emphasized
throughout the entire unit so that the students realize the
teamwork necessary and the coordination needed to produce
items in industry.
The outline for the unit :hould include the follo"..ing topics:
1. Introduction to mass production
2. Objectives of the unit
:~. The project and how to make it
4. Jigs and fixtures
5. Plant layout
6. Personnel
7. Training session
8. Trial ses:ion
9. Production ~'ession
10. E\'aluation
Each of these topics will be discussed briefly for further
clarification. It is again emphasized that the references listed
in the bibliograph~' gh-e greater insight and detail about each
of the topics.
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Introduction to Mass Production

Motivation at the beginning is extremely important for
any unit in education. This can be accomplished effectively
with this unit by a short history of mass production and the
developments during the industrial revolution. It could be aug-mented by films, film strips, speakers from industry, field trips
to local industries, panel discussions, individual reports, and
numerous other methods familiar to educators.
Objectives
Since students learn better when they have participated
in the determination of the goab, it is very desirable for the
instructor to develop the goals with the students. Through directed discussion the goals could be made more meaningful to
the students and the goals become even more important at the
completion of the unit when the students and instructor evaluate their progress.
The Project and How to Make It
For a beginning group of students, it is desirable for the
instructor to select the project so that he ma.v achieve the objectives he has set for the entire course. It would be good for
advanced "tudents to have the opportunity to select a project
if another mass production project were to be attempted. Drawing:; of the project and the pilot model should be presented to
the :tudents with some explanation as to the reasons for the
selection of the particular project.
Jigs and Fixtures
A series of demonstrations can quickly acquaint students
with the use of the jigs and fixtures and of their real value.
Timing- hvo demonstrations could quickly impress the value of
the jig" and fixtures. The demonstration without the use of
jigs and fixtures that required layout and cutting to a line
would certainly take con"iderably more time than the other
with the use of jigs or fixtures requiring no layout or special
skill. It "hould also be pointed out that the time involved to
make the jigs and fixtures, the tooling up process, would make
it impractical except for producing quantities.
Plant Layout and Routing
This phase of production planning could pl'e"ent the students an excellent opportunity for problem solving. Student"
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Fill;. 7. Flow Chart Csing \S'IE Symhols

can be g'uiclecl by the instructor into solying' the most efficient
location for \York and inspection stations and then placing these
on scale dnnying-s of the actual shop, Flow charts and flow
diagrams should he l)l'epared for the correct routing- using the
proper symbols. The American Society for ~rechanical Engi-
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Fhr. 8. flow IJial!:ram for Candleholdt'r Production
This shows the location of t'ach work 'lation, the opel'ation complt'tt'd
there, and the direction of material flow through the shop.

neers has adopted standard symbols. (Roscoe, 1955) for this
flow of materials. The flow chart for producing the candle
holder appear. In Fig, 7. The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 8,
Personnel

Students can g-ain a real understanding of this phase of
industry b~' completing personnel forms with their special skills
and education noted or conspicuously ab:ent. The students can
then select the various tool operators, foremen, supervisors,
inspectors, and other needed personnel for the production run.
It is pos.'ible that several students would hold more than one
position thus allowing- the better students more challenging
activities to compensate for their individual differences,
Training Session

After the location of the
and the work positions filled
nel. The number of periods
with the complexity of the
numher of jigs and fixtures

work stations ha: been established
it is essential to train the personrequired for training would var~'
project which would increase the
required. Student ability certainl~'
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is another factor im'olved here. If the student foremen and
super\'i;,ors have been previou.'I~· instructed on their responsibilities it is possible for them to instruct their workers. thus
allowing the instructor to :upervise the entire g;roup rather than
demonstrating one operation at a time.
Trial Session

A trial session is very desirable with the primary purpose
being to check for smooth flow of the materials throug;hout the
production line. It is in essence a test of the flow charts and
diagrams, and provides an opportunity to check the time
studies that were taken. The trial session can also provide the
instructor with an opportunity to introduce production charts,
the \'arious methods used in the pa~'ment of the workers including incentive or hourly rate or profit sharing, and other examples of department and reimbursement production and finance. The students should be highly motivater) to actually try
the production since they are often more interested in doing
loather than knowing and planning.
Produ dion Sessi on

Since some of the items produced during the trial session
should be acceptable. the production schedule should be reexamined. After the number produced and the time required
has been determined, the period needed for production can be
established. The instructor ;o;hould make allowance for some
scrap and this should be understood by the ,tudents. During
the production ses. ion it may he desirable for the students to
change jobs occasionally. By changing jobs the student has
opportunity to u 'e different jigs or fixtures. become familiar
with different skill requirements, and reduce some of his monotony. The presence of monotony in industry should be mentioned hut this factor could lJe detrimental with ~'oung students
whose attention :pans are limited.
Evaluation

E\'aluation should not be an afterthought or omitted until
the end of the unit. E\'aluation should he present dail~' so that
the "tudents and the instructor can be a\vare of the progress
being made on the accompli:hment of their objectives stated
at the beginning of the unit. Evaluation by the instructor might
include such things a.' class discussions, obsen'ation and rating,
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paper and pencil te'ts, identification tests (particularly g-ood
for future inspectors), students \vriting their likes and dislikes and other reactions, and certainl~' close evaluation during
inspection of the items being produced.
This evaluation can involve self-evaluation and student
evaluation of their peers. Students could complete self-evaluation sheet:, that had previously been prepared by the instructor
or by themsel\"es. This could be included along- with a time card
for the student or for the operation being- performed. This
could be an excellent opportunity for incentive wag-e discussions.
The student foreman and other leaders v·;ould need to evaluate
their peers \vhich could be challeng-ing for the leader and the
worker. Likes and dislikes and other student reactions of the
mass production unit could al:,o be interesting evaluations. Debrauske (1964 stud~') asked students to respond to several
questions so that it was possible to ascertain their feelings
about the unit. ~o names v,'ere placed on any of the papers. The
results clearly indicated that the students did enjoy this type
of unit and thought they definitely were more accurate with
hand tools when aided by jigs and fixtures.
Parental reaction to this t~'pe of unit could be influential
on the instructor and certainly influential on the child. One
method that would be enlightening to the parents would be an
open house \""ith the students actually in operation. Newspaper
publicity, both school and community, should reach the parents
so that later it would be possible to elicit their reactions from
local communications and their child. Debrauske (1964 study)
used the community and the school newspapers for publicity
and then asked for parental opinion. Several statements are
included that typified the attitudes of the parents.
"'We're 8ure glad our ~on is studying- about some of the problems he
will be faced with outside of school."
"It teaches children how to work tog-ether in a g'roup, and how to take
orders."
"I think it is a good idea for at lea8t one project."

Summary

::\'Iass production with hand tools can be an effective unit
for students in industrial arts. 1 he unit involving- jigs and fixhIres, flow charts and flow diagrams. and other industrial
concepts :,;hould aid the student in his understanding of industry.
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The u..:e of jigs and fixtures can make the introductory use of
hand tooh; quite siml)le compared to the cOlwentional methods
u. ed in industrial arts.
Adequate teacher preparation before the unit i.' a mu't.
The :-iteps that should be follmYed by the teacher are es:'entiallY
the same as those followed hy industry and those mentioned in
machine mass production units found in professional publications. The steps for pJ'eparation include:
1. Selection of the project
2. Construction of a pilot model
:~, Preparation of the jigs and fixture.'
The actual teaching of the unit should inyo!\'e considerable participation b~' the student.' under constant leadership by student
leader,' and the instructor. The, teps to follow for the unit are:
1. Introduction to ma:s production
2. Objectins
>L The project and how to make it
4. .Jigs and fixtures
o. Plant la~'out
6. Personnel
I.
Training- session
L.
Trial production :es.-ion
9. Production .·e.·sion
Ill. Di.'cussion and e\'aluation
Com-tant e\'aluation i.' essential for this unit. It can im'olye
active participation by the :-tudents and the instructor. Parents
should be informed of the unit so that it is po...·ihle to obtain
their influence on the .'tudents and to elicit their opinions of
the unit upon completion.
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Introduction

A relatively new teaching technique. programed in.'truction.
appeaL' to have great potential in assisting indu;,trial arts
teacher.' to meet the challenge of developing in students a
better understanding of our industrial society and their role
in it.
The vital r sponsibility teachers have in education cannot
be confined to the mel'e pre.'entation of facts, for a student can
receive this type of knowledge from a textbook. The true role
of educators is the aiding of .'tudents to acquire certain intellectual abilitie::; and -kills which will enable them to meet
everyday situations. 1 he:e abilities and ski]]s concern the comprehen.'ion of the facts already learned. and the logical application of the subject matter through careful anab·sis. synthesis.
and evaluation of the task performed. \Vhen a -tudent has
acquired these .'kills. he truly has received an education and
teacher: have effectively completed their tremendous responsibility.
During the past ten years. teachers have been motivated
by a new teaching technique to refocus their thinking and to
reflect upon their effeetivene:s as teachers. This technique is
programed instruction-a revolution from traditional in::;truction. Because of the limitations of time and space. only a brief
description of what programed instruction is and how it works
will be presented. For those not familiar ,,\'ith programed in.'truction desiring further information about it. seve!'al refer-
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ences such as T parMn g .11 arl! ill 1'.'1 alid P /"fig nlllilil I'd 1 list I'llct iOIl
(Fry) 1 are available which pre~ent more detailed information.
A Brief Description
Definition

Programed instruction differs from traditional instruction
in that there is considerably more ~tudent involvement in the
process of learning and that very careful analysis and organization in the program content is required. To be classified as programed instruction, the content must be divided into small sequential steps, be presented one step at a time, require frequent
responses (tests and exercises) from the learner, and prodde
for immediate knowledge of whether the responses were correct.
In addition, the program mu:t be so presented that the student
can complete it at hi.' own rate of comprehension. Only those
programs which have been carefully prepared and evaluated
as to their effectiveness can rightfully be considered programed
instruction. :\lan;; . a-called progl'am,' have been written but
not e\'aluated. L'nless the author of the program can provide
objective eddence of the program's effecti\'enes.~, the material
should be considered only a: an attempt at content reorganization.
At present. hvo t~'pes of program. exi:t: The constructed
re 'ponse or lir/wl' type. and the multiple choice 01' bl'llllChilll}
type (Fry, p. 3). The linear t~'pe is so designed that as a student proceed~ through the program he i~ able to provide the
correct re 'ponse to the stimulus at least 95 percent of the time.
Each ~tudent takes the 'ame path through the material in this
type of program. However, in the multiple choice type, all
students do not take the. ame path. Student~ who quickly gra~p
what is being taught (answer the questions cOlTectl~') go
through the program in larger steps and at a faster pace. The
.-;tudents who do not under~tand a given unit of pre~entation
are directed through another serie~ (or branch) of information
and question~ which further explain the original pre.'entation.
Method of Presentation

Programed instruction requires presentation of onl~' the
material a student is to read at one time and al~o requires him
to respond (be active in the learning proce. s) before he can
- R(l(,prf:Jll('e..

t.oitecl art:' li .. ted at end of ('hapter
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continue through the material. The required control may be
accomplished by books of a special format or by machines designed to control the ~tlldent's access to the units of information,
the question.s. and the confirmation of the correct answers.
Books. Programed textbooks provide a convenient and
easy methon of presenting programs. Programed books may be
ll.'ed to present either the linear or the multiple choice type programs. The linear st,de presents a statement or question which
requires a stunent constructed response, then exposes the correct answer. The stunent compares his response with the correct
answer, and if correct. proceeds to the next item in the sequence.
In the multiple choice type text. a concept is presented on one
page along with a multiple choice question. The student select:
the answer he feel' to be the correct one and i~ then directed
to :ome other page for confirmation of his answer. If the
answer was correct, he ",tudies the new material printed on the
.same page. If an incorrect answer was selecten, the student is
directed to a page that not only indicates that he mane an incorrect choice. but al"o explains \vhy his choice was the wrong
one. He is then directed to return to the original page and
select a new response. This scramMed text mode readily pro\'ides for branching within the program.
JlachillPs. • 'ot all programs are taught with texts. The
teaching machine has been clo~ely associated with programed
instruction. Simple machines offer no advantages over programed books, except that the~' offer more control over student
cheating (looking ahead for the correct answer or proceeding
with new material without attempting to answer the questions).
The more complex teaching machines, especially the computer
operaten machines, appear to have distinct ad\"antages oyer programed hooks. Computer-La~ed machines can present a number
of different types of ~timuli including audio and motion picture
films ann also can Le much more refined in their branching
techniques by basing the decision as to whether branching is
neces.sary on the responses to several question.' rather than on
the answer to a single que.stion. As with textbooks, teaching
machines must accept programs and present them in a step
b~' step procedure. Each step is presented separately with p1'oyi.'ion for student response. The correct answer is then re\'ea]ed
and if the student's answer is conect the next step in the prog-ram is presented.
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The mechanics of the machine may be simple or complex
depending on the requirements of the program. As branching
is introduced into the program, the complexity of the machine
increases. A high degree of branching requires the use of a
computer to present the program in the proper sequence.
A constructed-response type of program does not ea. ily
lend itself to branching by machines because the number of
pos"ible answers is large. l\lultiple choice que:,tions, on the other
hand, haye a limited number of am,wers and provide flexibilit~·
in machine design. One type of machine available for drill
purposes first presents the complete program, then repeats the
program as many times as necessary for the student to learn
the material: however, each time the program is presented the
material }we\'iously learned is omitted. thereb~' focusing the
student's attention on the unlearned information. Another h'pe
of machine presents material both visuall~' and audibl,\". The
\'isual part of the program is projected on a small screen from
a :35 mm :o;lide while a magnetic tape is pla~'ed for sound, This
system provicle:o; an opportunity to present \'ery complex operations in a gi\'en sequence.
:\lan~' machines are a\'ailable to the teacher. However, the
program selected will dictate the t~'pe of machine to be used
hecau"e standardization in progJ"am ::-ize and feed method has
not yet been achieved. Thb restriction of a program for a particular machine automatically limits the teacher in his selection
of a program.
Choicr of J/I thod. Each method of program presentation
has certain adnmtages and disadvantages which must be looked
at in light of how the user intends to teach with the program.
If the .,tudent attitude is proper (so cheating is not a problem),
the programed text is simple to use. inexpensive, portable, and
readily available. If, ho\\'e\'er, the program is to be used in a
competiti\'e situation \\'here cheating ma~' be a problem, machine
presentation may be superior to texts. Teaching machines also
help to meet indi\'idual differences through the use of the
hranching technique. The mode of program presentation would
be secondar~' to the ,..;election of the program it:elf. The stud\'
by Roe and others pointed out rather c1earl~' that the mode of
program 11resentation did not result in any significant difference
in learning. but that l)l'ogramed instruction was superior to
teach ing done in the traditional manner (Roe and others. p. 16).
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Reports on Effectiveness

As has been mentioned previously, programed materials
have a number of advantages over other methods of presentation such as lectures and textbooks. How well these theoretical
advantages actually work out has been the object of many studies
in public schools, military schools, and in industry.
Two of the important theoretical advantages of programed
in:,truction are: it can produce better results in amount
learned, and it can do so at a saving of time to the student
and teacher. While studies show varying results, a generalization
on these two points is that programed materials should be at
least a. effective as teacher and textbook presentation in amount
learned and retained, and programed instruction should require
a.pproximately the same or slightly less study time. This does
not 'eem to be a particularly strong recommendation, but prog'ramed in~'truction permits much more flexibility in instruction and a considerable saving of time for the teacher. The
flexibility that programed instruction makes possible is an
important characteristic which will be discussed later.
Military and Industrial Studies

To indicate the results an industrial arts teacher might
expect from programed instruction, several applications of progTamed instruction will be briefly reviewed. The Air Force
Training Command concluded after a number of studies that
it was no longer necessary to conduct expensive comparisons
of programed instruction with regular classroom procedure
because the effectiveness of programed instruction \'.'as well
esta blished (Schramm. p. 13). The results of their studies incHcated that for them, programed in~truction produced an 11
percent increase in learning and ~~ percent saving in time.
Instead of conducting further studies of the effectiveness of
programed instruction, a criterion for the qnality of programed
instruction wa:, established. Programs were to be developed
until 90 percent of the trainees could make 90 percent or higher
scores on the performance criterion for the unit.
Industry, like the military, has tried programed instruction
as a means of solving the increasing training problem brought
about by the rapidly expanding technology. In industrial training, programed instruction has been accepted as an effective
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method of teaching and is \videly used for teaching all types
of materials. Industry offers programed instruction in basic
subjects such as psychology, and in management training and
manipulative skills. International Business :Machines reported
significantly better test scores and 40 percent less time after
programing a lecture class on its 7070 data processing system
(Hughes and :\'1cNamara, pp. 59-67). Eastman Kodak Company programed psychology lectures for supervisors and found
that the trainees remembered twice as much information. DuPont estimated a 25 percent increase in learning in 25 percent
less time by the use of programed materials ("Robot-run
Training Programs," pp. 84-86).
In the area of instruction for manipulative operations, many
industries have used a method of presentation involving slides
and synchronized tape. In some cases this method has been
used to teach personnel manipulative operations where the
training device is not used after the initial learning period.
In other cases of particularly long, complex sequences, the
operators always follo\'/ the instructions presented by the machine. Some writers insist that this method of instruction technicall,v is not programed instruction. Ho\vever, the operators
do learn from this form of instruction more effectively than
from instruction by supervisors. 1\'1ost companies report sa vings of 25 to 50 percent in training time with this form of
presentation ("Robot Instructors," p. 99). Where used for continuous instruction in the assembly of electronic units, the
audio-slide instruction devices have contributed to substantial
gains in both quality and quantity of production (Hill, pp.
15-20). One of the side benefits of programing manipulative
instruction is careful planning of the job (Chapman pp. 21-2;~).
Industrial applications of programed instruction can be
compared to the types of information taught in industrial art;.;
classes, except that in some cases the industrial training is short
intensive training in depth in a given area, while the indu;.;trial
arts counterpart tends to be more general. Some types of industrial training, particularly manipulative, are highly repetitive, while industrial arts training is much less repetitive.
Ind ustri aI Arts Stud ies

Studies of the effectiveness of programed instruction in the
industrial arts area are quite limited. However, the effective-
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ness of programed instruction for teaching yerbal material in
industrial arts classes should not be much different from
applications in other subject areas.
To compare the effectiveness of programed materials for
teaching related information in industrial arts classes, two
matched groups of eighth and ninth grade students enrolled in
comprehensi\'e general shop were studied (l\lcl\T UlTy). One
group received instruction entirel~' from printed linear programed materials. while the other group receiyed instruction
through informational assignment sheets and class discussion.
The ,-tudy extended o\'er a nine-week period. Xo significant
difference,' were found in the informational achieyement resulting from the two methods of presentation. A significantly
smaller amount of time was required by both the students and
the teacher when the instruction was presented by programed
materials.
In another stud~', the effectiveness of a form of printed
programed instruction was compared with the usual demon,
stration procedure for teaching manipu]ati\'e operations
(Hofer). Foul' metalworking operations 'were taught to seventh
grade boys \vho had never seen the operations performed or
the equipment inyolyerJ. Students with instructions from printed
materials were able to produce work of the same qualit." as
students who had "een a well prepared teacher demonstration.
They learned and remembered approximately the same amount
of information about the operation with both methods of pre.'entation. However, students performing the operations from
mem 01',\' immediately after a demonstration required an average
of 68 percent more indiyidual assistance during performance
than the students performing the operation.s from the printed
programed materials.
Those who are well acquainted with programed instruction
consider that it has been we]) established that programed materials are an effective means of teaching, even though the
qualit~, of programed materials has not reached a \'er~' high
state of deyelopment. They recommend that emphasis should
presentl~' he placed on finding' the best mean:::; of u.sing programed materials. Just what part programed materiab will
pla\' in presenting instruction in industrial arts classes i:::; pre:entl.\· speculation. but several possibilities will he presented.
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Applications
societ~·, such as population expansion, the growth
the extension of knov.;ledge, and the world-wiele
rivalr~· of ideologies all point to changes needed in schools.
Some suggestions as to the nature of these changes (with resulta nt implica tions for programed instruction) are presented
in the puhlication-Stud!l Guide: Foclls 011 C!lallge (Trump
and others). A guide in changing the .'chools should be "maximum attainment within each person':- abilit~· rather than "equal
right of aiL" :\Iore emphasis is needed on developing the ability
of each person to continue his education aftcl' he has completed
his formal schooling. A suggested reorganization of the schools
for the future would require students to spend an a\rerage of
.to percent of their time in independent study. The school week
\\·ould include 18 hours of scheduled class time, 12 hours in
large groups of one hundred to one hundred fifty, and 6 hours
in small discussion groups of about fifteen, plu' 12 hours of
individual study. The curriculum would be based on the assumption that ever~· area of hnman kno\';ledge has significant contributions to make to each student's intellectual growth, and
that the school should provide education for alL plus eclucation
in clepth for the more talented students. The best method fOl'
bringing about the desired education 'hould be used (Trump).
If the suggestions presented by Trump are accepted a.' a
guide toward developing school:- for the future, appropriate
changes in the content and method of teaching industrial art'
must be made. In the future, subjects may not be as clearly
defined as the~' are at present. but if industrial arts is to be
an interpretation of indusb'~· where all students are taught
hasic concepts and the more able students "tud~· industn' in
more breadth and depth. changes in the present program will
be necessary. Much more technical information in the study of
materials and pl'ocesses will need to be taught, and study of
industr.,· in term: of economic.", organization. mass production,
and automation should probabl~· be included. Developing an
understanding of all of these areas is a real challenge and one
that \\'ill demand the mo~t effecti\'c use of evcr~' teaching
method. Programed instruction can meet this challenge in several ways, One contribution is that experience with programing
has the side effect of improving the organization and presenta-
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tion of all forms of instruction. :'Iaterial in pro~rame<l form
will make a major contribution to the basic education for all
and will allov.; study in depth by the more able individual
through efficient presentation and by providin~ flexibility in
instruction.
If schools actualb' develop in the direction that Trump
su~gests, large ~roup meetings will be devoted to films, lectures and illustrative demonstrations. Small group meetings
will be devoted to laboratory work and discussions. Individual
stud~' time will IJe devoted to basic materials preliminary to
the large group meetings, and to individual study in depth in
a number of areas. A major problem with this type of organization will be the complex "ariety of instruction needed, combined with the \'arying abilities of the students. Programed
materials can make a contribution in all of these areas b:,-'
COHTing the material thoroughly and quickly, and at the same
time making it pos:,ihle to handle individual differences in
speed and intere.'t.
There are man~' ways in \vhich programed materials should
IJe able to contribute to improving the efficiency of both present and future industrial arts in:;truction. A few specific examples are de"cribed below:
1. Programed instruction will make study outside the
"chool hours more effective. The programed material, will be
intere"ting, easy to foilo\\'. and will emphasize the important
point".
2. Teaching technical information aIJout industrial materials and processe.' will "'ork well with programed materials.
The IJasic material will be covered in individual study preliminary to films 01' lectures by the teacher. This will in turn
allow more efficient use of class time. The better student.s will
continue in di,-ergent directions for study in depth as far as
their abilities permit. while the slower students may review the
basic materiab-: as many times as necessary for comprehension.
:1. Perhaps the present organization of some phases of
industrial arts teaching will IJe chan~ed entirel~' by the \videspread use of programed instruction. With the development of
sophisticated computer-based teaching machines that have the
abilit~· to present a variety of media, students could learn the
technical information and concept: of the cour.'e b~' indi\'idual
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'work on teaching machines. Students would not have lectures,
class discussions or fixed study assignments. Each student
\vould study at his own speed until he reachect an acceptaule
level of comprehension.
4. Indm;trial arts instruction will probabl~' alway: include
some form of direct experience with industrial materials and
proces:,es. Part of this experience will conceivably be in the
building of indivictual and group projects, although the projects
might differ from present types. The experience with materials
and processes ma~' take the form of experiment::> and test:' of
materials. It is difficult to present instruction on how to pel'form manipulative operations to classes that are always in need
of a large range of as.'i.,tance because of differences in student speed and ability and the \'ariations in projects. It appears that in the future, the instruction demanded in this area
will become more complicated. Self-instructional materials for
teaching manipulative operations should go a long wa~' toward
relieving the problem in this area of instruction by providing
a means of presentation that is available when each student
needs it, and b~' allowing each indi\"idual to proceed at his o\\'n
rate. Some of the "prerequisite:" required in the past, .'uch
as ma:tering all hand tools before u:ing machines, are not
necessary at all. Students can, in fact. succeed in man~' areas
with little or no background of experience in other areas. Limitations in course content which were due to the manipulati\'e
operations im'olved should be considerably relieved \vith the
aid of self-instructional material.
5. Teachers are heing urged to include prahl em solving as
a part of the content of industrial arts courses. Problem solving
requires the student to have a background of information upon
which to base his decision:. Programed instruction offers the
student an efficient means of securing the background information nece:san' for prol)lem sO!\'ing.
In reviewing the present :tate of development it has been
found that 80 percent of the currentl~' produced programs are
in printed form. The current trend in printed programed materials is to bind them in !'elath'cly small units, rather than in a
complete course, to allow more flexibilit~· in their use. The number of programs available for school use has de\'eloped rather
:Iowly. This in itself is a hindrance to finding the he~t mean:
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of using pro!!ramed instruction. The reason for the slow development of programs seems to be due to the relativeh' large
amount of time and expense necessary to produce programs,
and to the lack of trained programers.
Summary

In the past ten years much time and money has been spent
the study and de\'elopment of programed instruction. From
the many studie.-; that have been conducted on the effectiveness
of lJl'O!!ramed instruction. it appears to be well established that
proper1~' programed materials are an effective tool of instruction and are capable of pre.-;enting ini'otruction on a variety of
ma terials.
All lIue:tions about programed instruction have not been
resoh·ed. :mch as the place of machines and the mo:t efficient
u.-;e of branching and lineal' programs. Of most concern is how
to use the potential of programed instruction to assist in providing the be"t possible learning experience in industrial arts
classes.
As industry grows more complex. the task of teaching about
industry becomes more difficult. This challenge requires careful selection of content and taking advantage of the potential
of programed instruction. The use of programed materials
makes it possible for the teacher to spend more of his time on
the higher levels of instruction and enable' the students to
}Wogl·e:,. farther in a given length of time.
If the field of industrial arts has within it related technical
knowledge that can lJe taught through programed instruction,
then it is the industrial arts teacher who must extend himself
enough to see that programs lJecome available. Some technically
trained person must aid the program writer to construct suit·
able programs. \Vill that someone be you'! \Vhen a program
becomes a\·ailable. will you be ready to implement the program '!
Take time to see how you can use your alJilities and training
to greatest adYantage in promoting programed instruction in
the field of industrial arts.
011
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Open Laboratory
KENNETH

J. ERICKSON
Introduction

The expanding enrollment in colleges and universities premany problems which can be subdivided and classified
under more specific headings: first, determination and establishment of effective student-instructor ratios, secund. experimentation with new approaches to instructional procedures,
third, functional utilization of exi~ting cla~sroom facilities, and
fU/lrth, efficient utilization of faculty in view of existing shortages.
This complex problem, stated in simple terms, represents
the challenge offered b~' JIicheeL :
~ents

IVe live in a time of explo~ion~. I can think of no better word to use
in destTilling the great changes taking place wherever one looks. There
are explosive changps in population, cities and suburbs. underdeveloppd
nations, o\'erdeveloped nationalisms. production, distribution. atoms, galaxies, satpllitcs, and what have you.
A II of these changes directly concern colleges and uniycr~ities, primarily because they grow from the great explosion of knowledge. Add to
this the exploding population in our schools and the re~ult is a complex
problem. but one that can be stated in simple terms: How will we teach
more and more subject matter to more and more students in less and less
time.]

In December. 1961, the Industrial Graphics Department of
Stout State College (now Cniversity), proposed the introduction and subsequent e\'aluation of an instructional procedure
1

\Villiam .T.

Mi ... h(",pl~.

··The Role of Stollt State College,"

(Stuut State College' Pres:!., )'fcnomonie, 196~ l p. 1:1.
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which in some respects encompasses the problem classifications
cited above.
This resulted in a research grant by the Board of Regents
for Wisconsin State Colleges enabling the study reported here
to be completed.
While this procedure fails to provide the ultimate solution
to the total problem. a positive step has been taken to meet the
challenge of teaching more suIJject matter to more students in
less time with equal success. The purpose of the study was to
investigate the feasibility of the open laboratory technique in
teaching a basic course in industrial graphics (drafting). The
general problem was to compare the effectiveness of a new instructional procedure--{)pen laboratory techniques-with the
effectiveness of the conventional laboratory method on student
achievement in a basic graphics course.
Differences in Conventional and Open Laboratory Procedures

Conventional Laboratory

Under the conventional laboratory method, a teacher meets
with approximately twenty-four students in a graphics laboratory, and instructional activity is carried on in the laboratory
with the exception of certain reference reading assignments.
The length of the laboratory period is two hours per day for
a total of ten hours per week for nine weeks. Two semester
credits are earned in this "quarter" term.~ Instructional activity
consists of lectures, projected audio-visual aids. teaching aids,
demonstrations. reading industrial prints, drafting practice,
and testing. Most of the laIJoratory time is spent in individual
instruction and superdsing the development of skills and techniques in drafting practice.
Open laboratory

Cncler the open laboratory procedure. four fre . . hmen graphic: sections or a total of se\'enty-bvo student.. . were involved.
These sections were grouped into a single lecture section which
met twice each week for a fift~'-minute lecture delivered by a
",enior instructor, chosen from the regular faculty members.
Lectures were conducted in a room adequately equipped with
theater-t~'pe seats fitted with a writing surface. The room had
excellent facilities for audio-visual instruction and included a
:. : Thil? ·'ljllarler'· at Stout rC'preos(!'nt:-- one-half of the u..;;unl seme~tt'r.
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chalkboard, large projection screen, and a lecture stand. Attendance at the lecture was checked each period.
The lecture section was divided into two recitation sections,
each composed of thirt~·- -ix students. These recitation periods
were held weekly, conducted lJy the senior instructor. The
graphics laboratory used wa" equipped with drafting table'
and surfaces, twelve drafting machines, a chalkboard, and a
screen for audio-\'isual instruction. Audio-visual equipment was
brought into the laboratory when required from a nearby storage area.
One of the two weekly recitation periods wa~- designated as
a quiz period. Quizzes and the final examination were prepared
by staff members of the Industrial Graphics Department. During the quarter, three objective quizzes covering the material
from the lectures and reading assignments, three performance
tests clesigned to measure the student's ability to perceive spatial relations in terms of two- and three-view objects, and two
quizzes designed to evaluate the ability to read and interpret
industrial prints were administered.
The other weekly recitation periods were devoted to informal discussion of lectures. re\'iew and further clarification
of lecture content. manipulati\'e demonstrations in the use of
drafting instruments, explanation and direction of problem
assignments, and discussion of related information. One recitation period was used to administer the ::\linnesota Paper
Form Board Test at the neg-inning of the course.
Students were not assigned to an open laboratory period,
but were given the option of completing assigned graphics
problems at a time and place of their o\vn choosing. One graphics laboraton', which was used for recitation purposes was designated as the "open lahoratory." This facility was open and
available for student use sixteen hours each week, these open
hours having been determined after examination of the class
,.;chedules of each participating section. The open laborator~'
\\'a: under the supervi. ion of teaching assistants: each teaching assistant being a:signeel to the laboratory for a period of
eight hours per week. The teaching assistants selected were
highly qualified in the area of graphics.
The teaching assistants were directed not to constantly
check or attempt to control student progres.. Students. in turn.
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were informed that the respon"'ibilit~, of the teaching aS8istant
\';as to offer aovice in the solution of graphics problem8, but
that such aovice mu"'t be requested, In addition, the assistants
gradeo quizzes and problems. all of which v,'ere returned to the
student in the open lahoratory. Provision was made for the
student to arrange for a personal appointment \vith the senior
instructor to discus;,; problems related to his graphics study.
The Study
Groups Participating

Five classes of freshman 8tudents were selected for the
study at the start. These included sections 1, 2, a, 4, and 17. The
administrative method of assigning students to laboratory sections is by random assignment, with the exception of hvo special sections for transfer student" and those stuoents pat'ticipating in athletics.
In conducting the experimental study. Section 2 \vas taught
by the conventional proceoure ami was called the "conventional
section." Sections 1. :3, el, and 17 were taught by the experimental
approach and were classified as the "open laboratory sections."
Two tests of significance v,'ere used with all hypotheses of
the study. One test was the KI'II.9kal-ll'allace Oi/f-ll'ay Analysis
of l'al'iancf.'.1 This technique tests the null hypothesis that k
samples come from ioentical populations with respect to averages. The second test of significance useo \vas the Chi-Sq/l{(re
Test lor k Independent Sam}JIe~.j This technique tests the null
h~'pothesis that k samples have come from the same or identical
populations.
It was oecided to test whether the five participating sections could be regarded as equal in terms of age, units of' high
school drafting. industrial experience, previous college experience. and militar~' service. For this purpose the following null
h~ potheses were tested:
1. The fh'e sections are not significantly different in age.
2. The five sections are not significantly different in number of units of high school drafting.
3. The five sections are not significantly different in number of ~:ears of military service.
Siune:r
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An a~sumption was made that the fiye section" could be
regarded equal in term.' of previous colleg-e and industrial experience, SeYent~'-fiYe of the eighty-eight students had no pre\'iou. college experience and se\'ent~'-se\'en of the studenb posse:osed no pre\'ious industrial experience of at least twelve consecutive months,
On the basis of the personal data. the test results of the
three null h.\'IJotheses, and the assumption a: regards colleg-e
training and previous industrial experience, the fi\'e sections
\\'ere regarded a .; equal in terms of hig-h school d1'afting, industrial expf'rience, college training. and military experience,
hut not age. :-Jull h~'pothesis No.1 was rejected and a fUl'ther
stud~' of Section 17 indicated that the mean age of the twent~'
. ;even memuers of the section was 21.07 as compared to IX,17
for the other comlJined sections. Since Section 17 was the transeel' section. and included most of the older students and those
\\'ith l)l'eviol1s college experience. the group was eliminated for
purposes of comparing :tudellt achieyement under the cOn\'entional and opf'n lalJoratory procedures.
The Achievement by the Four Groups

The major objecti\'e of the study was to determine the effectiyeness of the open laboratory technique on :tudent achieyement. Identical instructional materials. lectures. lwoblems, and
f'\'aluation instrument...; were administered to both the COJ1\'elltional and the open laIJorator~' sections. Final grades in the
cOl1rse were based on the following three criteria: ,til'st, scores
on graphics ljuizze...;. Sf. cowl. scores on g-raphics problems. and
third. scores Oil the final examination, Final course grades \\'ere
determinf'd by the .lhCu/l T-Scor(' method, Quiz scores were
\\'eighted b~' one; prohlem and final examination scores were
weighted 1J~' four.
To determine the effectiyeness of the open la1JoratOl'~' techniquE' on student achie\'ement, the following- null h~'potheses
were tested:
1. The cOlI\'elltional section and the open laIJorator~' section:-; arv llot significantly different in final achie\'ement
a:-; . .;hown b~' total scores on gTaphics 1111 i.:::!.'.':.
~. The cOJ1\'entional section and the open laborato1",\' sections are not si~!'l1ificant\.\' different in final achicn'ment
;lS .. ;hown by total scores 011 graphics pm/llell/f'.
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3. The com"entional section and the open laboratory sections are not significantly different in final achievement
as shown by total scores on the final e.ramination .
..1. The conventional section and the open laborator,\' ~ec
tions are not significantly different in final achievement
as shown by filial gl'adps receh'ed in the course.
The application of the tests of significance to data used in
testing the null hypotheses re:ulted in the acceptance of all four.
The results were that the conventional and open laborator~"
sections were equal in terms of achievement in quizzes, problems,
the final examination, and final course grades.
Conclusions

A number of significant conclusions evolved as a result of
the study.
1. Jll))'p rffitif'lIt lise of il/stl"l/etioiwl tillle and acti,'itl/:
The percentage of time devoted to the two major instructional activities. lecture and laboratory problems, is increased
by 7 and 5 per cent respecti\'el~" by the introduction of the
open laboratory procedure.
2. Jlore etficicnt liSP I)f fliP imdi'llrtor's timp:
The senior instructor is relieved of 60 per cent of the time
previously devoted to instructional activit,\". Approximately
50 per cent of this time was spent in routine laboratory re~ponsibilitie,". This reduction )'esulted in better utilization
of the instructor's time in the preparation of course materials, upgrading and revising existing materials. research,
and effective coordination of the program.
~.

Oppo/'fllnities for qllalified gradl/ate stl/dpl/t,,>:

The use of teaching assistants affords the opportunity for
outstanding graduate students to participate in an instructional program which not only supplements their g'l'aduate
course work, but provides teaching experience in working
with beginning studenb under the guidance of an experienced senior staff member.
4, Lack of significal/t difference in student ach ie{'('111 ( I/t:
A major objective of the study was to determine if significant differences in student achievement exist among the
two procedures, As no differences exist behveen the hvo
groups in terms of achievement on graphics problems, the
final examination, and final course grades, it was concluded
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that no significant difference in total achievement e. 'ish
het ween the t\\'o teaching procedures.
.).

.'(t rill!ls ill ill"t /'/I("ti/lll ("/I"t,':

Foul' fr shman graphics :ections composed of t\\enty-four
...;tudent,· would require a:'signment of two s('niOl' instructors
under the cOlwentional plan. A single senior in, tructor and
two teaching assistants can effectively handle the same
numlJer and e\'en more under the open lahoratory procedure.
6. F/(,I'I'/Iilit!f of I'/ll/II/ ((I/d /aiJl/l'ot/l1'11 (tssir/l/llllllt,':
E.'isting space limitations require the utilization of two
rooms under the open laboratory procedure for twent~--two
hours per week. The cOl1\'entional laboratory \\'as u:ed fort~·
hours per week, An attendance sur\'e~- i )clicated the open
laboratOl'~- was used somewhat below e.·pectations. Future
implementation of' the procedure \vil! require fewer open
hours or a smaller numher of \\'ork stations.
7, I,/IIII'UI'( IIII'/it (If illstl/(I'tiu/wl ntllllls}llu 1'1:
Conductin,g- lecture...; in a room e:-Iwcially designed for this
11Urpose contributes til the effecth eness of in"truction. While
this h.\pothesis \\ as not te:ted. the teaching. taff ohsened
a more studiou: atmo:phere prevailing when tudent,; \\ ere
--eated cumfortabl~' in a room adequatel.\ e1lllipped for effective audio-visual in:truction,
2. Ill/jllicutiulIS ;/11' lit/a I' /a/llil'atul'Y ('(1/11','(. :
While the open laboratory procedure ]10ints out definite implications for other laborator ' courses, in"truc1or: will need
to evaluate the procedure in term.' of their :]1ecialized area,.;
and the nature of the la\)orator: acti\"it~· which needs to be
conducted.
One of the most significant conclusions regarding the procedure was expres,;ed b~ a ,;tud('nt on a questionnain> that :tud('nb were requested t() :lllJmit Hp "tated: "A: in life, Iwople
must di,.;cipline them:ehe,; if the~' are to achie\e. W" \\ere g'uided
in our lparning, hut the work was left up to the individual. not
-;pooll-fed l)~· an in,.;t ruetor. KnO\\ ledge acqu ired through seIfdi,;cipline is not as easily fOl'g'otten as fact,; ,__ tated h\- an il1~rructor."
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A Little Background
"\\ e will do torIay what WC' did yesterday unlr~s there arC' ypry g-ood
1'01' doing oth,·n\"is(.
The I'eason~ whkh are Ilecessal'~' if WC' do lIot do toda~T what we did
ye"terda~ are derived frol11 dissatisfaction with \\ hat we did ~'este1'tlay
01' with what happened to us ~'e~tenlay,"1
rc'a~ons

Koulding u:'\e;o; thi:'\ to de;o;cl'ibe hi: lawi:i of economic behaYior
in his book 1'111' III/a{fl'. These words might applr equally well to
th0 field of teaching. During the past decade or, more specifically, since that climactic day that the world entered the space
ag-e, there has been a rapid moyement to"'ar<1s the impro\'ement
of instruction, The initial Russian triumph in space gave a "ven'
g-ood reason to do otherwise," and also a good reason to be dissatisfied "with what happened to us ;\ esterday."
The developments since that day have touched upon many
phases of teaching and educational methods. Each of these developments attempted in some wa;\' to make teaching more
erl'eetive through better understanding of the basic learning
theories, better selection of information that is thought to be of'
importance. and lJetter use of facilities, materiab. and professional personnel. The changes, ideas. and methods that h:we
been tried during the past decade have been numerolls. Some
of these ha\'e sllcceeded, some ha\'e not; some were gi\'en a fair
chance, vet others that m.<\' have pro\'en successful were not
KpnlH'th F

Bntildipo;..-

TJu

[mac

I
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recognized. Team teaching is one such method that has h\l:'n
tried and is prm'ing successful.
The Team Teaching Concept

The original idea of ll>am teaching- emergl>d in the ear!\'
l!J;')O's, ..h the program dew·loped. yarious colleges and universitie...;. among them HarnlJ'(l. the L'ni\'ersit~, of "'isconsin, and
he rni\ ersit,\' of Chicago. Ill:'came interested and :,et up piht
programs in their neighboring communities. Since 1!l60 many
:,chool administrations throughout the Cnited ,'tates haye reorganized their pl'imary and ,.;econdary programs and are using
team teaching.
The a\'ailable literature prm'ides man.\' definitions for team
tl:'aching, Till' Edl/crtflll',- F;//('!lI'i(l})( ,1;0 defines team teaching
Iwsindl,\' as being:
a III" hod "I' ol-g-anibing groups (,1' stud"nts 1'0)' instruction "0 they
\\ ill rl'e"i\" th" lWllefit of in 'trUe ion from the most capabll' tt'aeher in a
partkular J'j"ld and ai-II will I'ecei\e he henefit of in('l'('a"ed intelI..dual
stimulation h~' eontad with ,'('\eral pel'sllnali ies rather than line indi\idual (eaehel',"

Another definition indicate: that team teaching takes place
"whenever two OJ' more teachers \york together to develop and or
present one or a serif',' of le....ons. "; Shaplin and Olds descrihe
team teaching as:
. . . a type (If instructional organizatilln itl\'oh-ing' tt·a('hinl! persollnd
and "tudents a"signed to them. in \\ hit-h two 01' mol'l' (-al'hel''' are g-j\'(·n
rE'sponsihili y. wOl'kin!! tog-ethel" fill' all 01' a significant pal' ,,1' he instruction of he same group of studen s.!

From the preceding definition..; it would seem that team teaching
is a ha.. ic method of organization. its main function heing h
pl'l)\'ide a more effective mean:-; of presenting- information and
developing students: but without an~' major changes in in:-;tructiOIlHl or content material.
The progl'am:-; of team teaching van' widel.\' from ~chool
..;\·...;tem to sc hool ~~'~tem. so it i,; d i fficnlt to . .;a~· \\ ha t the ideal
'E. W. Smith. S. W. Krouse. Jr., and ~. M. Atkinson, The Ed"c"',,," F,n"yclowdia.
(Ln"lewuod Cliff-, New Jersey: Prentice·Hall. Inc.. 1961), p. 64.,
Vincent Bernucci and others, "TC'nm Teac-hinJl and LarS!e Group Instruction in Industrial Art'S," Industrial A rtli ami l'nrational fj"duration .. Vol. 62
t

(~'ay.

1963) p. 26.

J. T. Shaplin and H. F. Olrls, .Jr. (editors). l\am Tenrh;'lfl. (New York: Harper &

Ruw Publbhers, 196,\). p. I;',
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situation should be. The operation of a typical team situation
in a ~econrlal':v school is be~t descrilJed by Brownell and Taylor:
The farult~, teams consist of teachers from an academic discipline
'who assume responsibility for' a small or great portion of the academic
education of their students. Each team meets regularly to organize instruction, to devlClop common policies and purposes, to shal'e information
cOllcernill,li; students, and to plan field trips and the use of community
resource persons. The student teams comprise 11inrty to two-hundred
students who have chosen a similar program of courses. The hlock scheduling of team students and teachers permits variations in the length and
sequence' of classe's. 'Vhen a flexihle schedule, or a program to eradicate
a study deficiency, or a carefully designed inter-relationship of materials
is desi red for tram students, it is planned and carried out by the faculty
team. Team students who are togrther for two to five periods a day
sharing a common progl'anl with the samp teachers, de'velop a mutual
understanding. Using this knowledge, the' te'am teachers plan their courses,
and work on a problem which confronts a team's students, concentratinl{
their combined efforts on a healthy solution. If they wish, they can hring
a student in for group counseling, thereby offerillg evidence' to the student
that all of the' teachers have an equal interest in him and that they are
H'ady to he'lp him. If necessary, all thl' te'am teachers can meet with a
parent to talk about his youngster's performance. Under the team leader's
direction, the tean; constitutes a clearly indentifiaLJle instructional unit
and student group within the total school.:'

Equally important with the operation of a team teaching
program i~ the organization of the program, The experiments
now in operation u:->ing team teaching utilize many variations
for organization depending upon the scope of the program,
One of the best known programs of a total ~chool organized
for team teaching is the Franklin School in Lexington, l\'Ias~a
chusetts, an elementatT school. The organization plan is called
a hierarchical, multi-age elementary team. The faculty wel'e
organized so as to delegate the various responsibilities within
the team. The respon:->ibilities were delegated as follows:
Team Leader:

Senior Teacher:

A master teacher with leadership qualities
in charge of the team including its administrative duties,

A ma:'ter teacher with a specialized aGility
a particular area.
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TCHcher:
In te1'n :
Teacher Aide:

.-\. ljualific<I. experienced or inexperienced
teacher .
•-\ trainee in a program of teacher education.
A 1)(>1',,011 to aid in ";llpcrvision of instruction.

Clerical A ide:

A l,oil-profc""ional pcr,.;on to a""i"t with
routine \\'ork of the team operation,

The Franklin School b <li\ ided into threc team,; \\"ith each team
re..;ponsihle for two g1'ade lp\·cb. Fig. !} "hm\"" the complete
org-anization of the "chord. It should IJp noted that three additional ,.;cniol' teaching positions in the fields of art, music. and
ph~'sical education are included to assist all the tpam" in these
..;pecialized o'ubjects.';
The field of Indu:--trial Education ha.' It team teachinj.! program in (1)(,l'ation at Andre\\' Hill lIij.!h Schoo!' San ,Jf)Se. California. The illdu.'trial arts staff. realizing the IIped for more
exploration ill the field of indu, tn. approached the need th1'ouj.!h
the u"e of team teaching- Thi,.; p}'f)gram i" a method of organi

Speci"list,
Physical
Education
~

Specialist,
Art

Specialist,
Music

Fi~, !J. Thl.' !.(':\.inl.:tun ~trudun' for Team Tl.'aching
C"rI,,: P-Pl'incipal. TL "I eam Ll.'adl.'l', ST-S,'ni"r leaehl.'l. T-Tv<lchel',
l-lntC'rn, T A· TC'n,h, I \ id, I' \ (krif'al .-\idl.', I r 10m :-1 alliin and nJrI~.

tll,,(it,)
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zation within one area or department. The areas inyolved at
Andrew Hill are \\ood\\'orkil\g. drafting, g-enend metals, and
electronics. I he ,;taff ,\"anted to maintain these ba,;ic area,; but
still exp]oJ e other areas. The approach \\'as to set aside two
perio(l,; a ,Yeek in which the foUl' c1a,;ses ,,"auld meet in a large
room for the cIa,;,; called American Industr~". During thesc
period,; each "taff l11C'mlJE'r prepared and presented one or t \\ ()
lect ures to the total group thloughout the ~"ear. £--\t this same
time th(> othE'r staff I1wmbers cOllld he ""orking on their own
as,;igncd IE'ctl"'e,; 10 I)e gh en a1 a later date. Extensive u"e of
out:--ide rC~Ol1rce,; and \ isual aids werE' incorporated. The topic,",
for the ]argc group,; conccrned areas of ind\l'"'tr~" including:
::\Iaterial,;, Language of lndustn. Topic" That A11pb' to All
llldustn. Production Element,; of American lndustn', an(l FuturE' of .\meric:i1J lndu. tn, \\'ith this :urangement man~' other
arcas w('re discu"sed while ..;till allo\ ing for some shop "'(lrk in
the original area:"
• '0 matter" hat method of organization or operation th"
teaching team decides u11on, then' are definite ad\':lI1tag'es
.iu..;tif~"ing ib use. DrO\yneli and Ta~'lor list the following as
adnU1tagE':-; :
Praeti"al and eft'l'etin' in-~(,t \ ke edlltati"n through

fre'luent

eal11

111, C'ting~"

T}w u~e "f aid('s III release teachel s fllJlll routine dutil'S.
'J eat'hers' in\I,l\"ment in planning- antl d"\flopillg team

("Ull i"ulum
],e..ause of th" team ~tl uc llle.
Helausp of t"am ~trudUJ". th ,d)ilit~ ,1' the' team to 101111 larg,- and
-n ,lit g-ruups 1"or instructJlln. fr,,'" U1lP t"acher for Olll' sturlent, to un'
teadwl" for :!1I0 ~t udents.
Becau~p 'f team stru"tun', 1 he ,iL,ility tll vary thl' length of inslructiunal 11I'riud te) suit cllnt"llt and lilt, lest "lan.
Impn'\ed Wlidane(' from t1w planned (-x"hang" of infurmatiull ahuut
~tlldl'nb alld in imatl atlllosphell-' within th(' t,·am.
Jlllpl"'J\"('d L'dlelati'JI) (,f su '.i'-tt ma b'l' heulU~" uf t'"(JI'era<iH~ plann"ng
in tealll n1<'1 ting~.
Through l'am ltad"ls and \tam l1le('ting"~, idelltifkatiun awl LIS" Ill'
l'Ollll1Unity

It.''"'OU]'('f!

jlf'l"Snu-.:..

'J hi

],lal1l illg ,d field tl'lPS 1(11 lum tlldent- in team
It-~~ intet f,·rt·n«· (,1' 1"·l·ld ~l IpS \ I<h t Ih'l t"ad'e)'" lJass,·~.
BI"l'au t·
""ll1 ~tl u til '-, the l,e-t 11"
,1' ('a' h( I tal Il
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En'ry idea ma~' ha\'e ih list of adnll1tages: howe\"er, e\'er~
idea abo ha,.; it" ,.;hare of difficulties or disad\"antages. The
problems. althoug-h primarily admini.,tratiye in nature, are, till
pnJ1J1l'ms and are deterents to the program. Brownell and Ta~'lor
go on to list these difficultie::
Finding- teadwl'~ \\ ho can fundion harmoniously as a team.
FlI1ding "tl'ong eam leaders.
~,h, duling tealll cla~~I'~ in ;:econdary schools and org-anizing- flexible
gTolljl:' g :n the elementary ~chooli'.
Inll:atinl! effeds of te,llll" fin P, j:;ting departnwnts and grade len']
organizatlun.
Creating new and different administrative rolc~ and problems.
Forcll1g independent and ereatiw teachers into g-roups which inhibit
thpir freedom.
Lowering- the morale of non-team teacher~.
Locating-, training, and :;upervising teachers' aides."

Additional difficulties are listed by Anderson

a~

follows:

To bIg-in a prng-ram of thi" typl', adequate time for planning- is very
Im]HJl'tar .
\\"ith more han (>]11' person teaching each studl:'llt it i:; difficult to
e 'aluat!' I'ach 'tuden.
ThIn' an' the currkulullI jlroblem". :,chedulinj! of students tu the many
different ,Jas:;c.·, contlLllling th" i'iz(' of the groups for l?ffeetive teaching.
scheduling" tIll' U"" or available spac!' and neceSi'ary pquipment. 1 "

A.' ha:-; been pre...;ented in the preceding material. most of
the team teaching program..; have been organized at the primary
and secondar.\' le\·el. The program appears to function equall~'
well on a total school s,,'stem basis as it does in one department
or area, At the :-;ame time it \\ould seem obvious that it would
not ])e fe,vible where only one :ection in a given area or department exi:b.
There fol1o\\'~, in the next s ction, a brief report of a team
teaching program de\'eloped and no\\" in practice at Stout State
l·niver"it.,·. That it aro"c because of concern over the increa"ing
!lumher of "tudenb to be sen'ed and a feeling of dissatisfaction
with the then current exploratory cour:e aelds to it" \\"orth. a"
it is in effect a te:,t of efficienc~·.
• Ibid.. 1>, 152.
J Anrler<on, R, H .. "Team Teaching," N. E. A. Jo"rnal, Vol. 50 (April. 1961) p. 47.
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Team Teaching of Metals
Purpose

"How will \\"(~ teach more and more o;ubject matter to more
and more ~tudenb in leo;~ and lb, time ,?", 11 wa.'" a challenge
pre,-.;ented I)y .:'IIicheel" in hi" inaugural addre,,:; upon hio; appointnwnt a" pre:;ident of Stout State l'niYero;ity.
With thi' challenge in mind the metal..; department began
~crutinizing the freshman metaL' clluro;e to determine if something could be done to upgrade the offering: of this cour 'e.
Arter "ome "tudy it became e\"ident that one logical approach
to imprO\ ement would be found in team teaching. Through thb
it \\'ould 11e l)()ssible for ..;eyeral master teacher: to bring together their talent..,; and knowledge to better the deYelopment
of thi" ..;pecific course.
The traditionaL elementary or beginning metals course is
one in which skill deYelopment was important \\ith empha"is
u"uall.\' on the area of machine shop. This giyes a yery narrow
perspecti\'e of the metalworking occupations and doe:; not meet
the objectiY s of a beginning couro;e-that of being explorator~'
-or giying an understanding of the family of metaL' indu:tri s.
•-\ I,wader concept is considered to be de'irable for industrial
arb teacher education.
Freshman 01' beg-inning courses in industrial education ma~
well lie a.-vumed to IJl'oyide the following, as ,'tated purposes at
:tout State l'niYersity:
]. To deYelo]) fundamental skills and knowledges that relate to the seledion. care. and use of industrial tools.
ma tcriaI:-. proel ucts a nel :<erYices,
') To ele\'elop a deeper under. tanding of thc' ba:-dc familie:
of industrieo;-tlll'ir organization. function. operation.
interrelation:;hips. and occupational structure.
:~. To providp exploratory ~hOI) e.·perience~ \yhich \"ill enahk student: to b·tter "elect a college major in termo;
of thei r o\\'n intere"t: and c,q)abilitieo; .
..J. To offer broad .. hop experiences that will help pro\'ide
a foundation for thoo;e students \\'ho \\ i:h to major in a
partieular area and to enrich or :upplement the program:
\\lI.urJ
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of those ::;tudent: \\ho wish to major in other areas of
slwcial ization
5. To (h~\ ('lop the basic skills alld knO\\ledge that are
necessary for efficient shop maintenance and orgamzation.
6. To provide an opportunit~· for students to become more
aware of basic problems in shop teaching and supervision.l~

With the above purposes in mind, the metals department
had sew'ral meetings to determine the natm'e and scope of a
mdahvorking course that would best give the freshman Rtudent
a better understanding and inRight into the metalworking trades.
The Available Facilities and Faculty
The six laIJoratorie,' in the metals department at Stout
State Gniversit;. are of the unit t~'pe with one e.·ception. general metals. 'which is a general unit laborator,\'. The other laboratories are: (1) fOllndry, (2) welding, (;)) sheet metal, 0)
heginning machine shop, and (5) advanced machine :-ihop.
These \ ar'olls hlbvl"atories are equipped to handle thirty
students. prodding a work station fOJ' each student.
Technical (laboratory) courses al'e regularl~' scheduled for
a double period of one,hundred-twentv minutes, five day,' a
week for nine \veeks, making a total of ninet~· hours of instruction, for which two :emester cr dits al e awarded.
There arc se,"en instructors in the department each havingone 01' two specialties in the field of metals.
The okl OJ' traditional COUI'R(' required of freshmen, provided
the student with nine weeks of machine shop instruction.
The Course for Team Teaching
After several departmental meetings it was concluded that
th(' areas mO'it repl'f'sentative of the' metalworking trades were
machine shoIJ, fOllndr~", welding, and sheet metal. The time
available was di\ ided h~' allotting lIillf dUllS for each of the
four I-\hops. and ('ialtt dll!ls for lecturel-\. leaving (Jill du!!. As
each of the four laboratories is equipped to handle thirty stud('nts. plans were I11ml(' to schedule, at the same hour, onehundl'ed-twent~' .students for the new beginning metal:-; cour:-ic.
1
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This cour:,e, hO\\'e\'er, is designed to giye each student nine days
of instruction in each of four area:: machine shop, foundry,
welding, and sheet metal. If a student i,,, assigned to the machine
shop area, he will receive nine (ht~'s of instruction. Then he is
rotated to the foundr.\· for nin(' days. SuLsequentl,\', he is rotated
to welding and sheet metal for nine da~-s in each of th('se areas.
Int('rsp('rsed throughout the course of forty-fh-e (ht~·s are
eight lectures given by the team of teachers, The lectures arc
rotatf'd with each instructor giying two of the general lectures
duri ng the term, These lect ures are ghen to a II freshman sections regardless of the laboraton' section currently attemlect.
Through this procedure the teacher has only two lecture preparations to make, In the traditional method each teacher \\ ould
have to prepare and pr('sent all leettll'es to the cla:s. This would
involve eight lecture,'; to each of fOUl' diffel'ent sections or a
total of thirt~'-two lectul'('s. It is obdous that this approach
releases time for the' teacher and gi\'es him more time to prepare for the teachinj! he does in the labOl'ator~·.
Periodic quizzes are administered during the scheduled lecture periods, A final examination is given at the close of the
term.
Each teacher involved in the team teaching approach is rellldred to attend the group lecture:,. Thf're are three reasons
for requiring the attendance of the team instructors at each
lecture: (1) to answer any questions applicable to his particular area: (2) to eliminate or reduce unnecessary repetition of
material: (;-~) to promote and flll·ther increa~e coordination of
the fou r area,',
Each week the team teachers meet to discu:s an\' problems
that ma~' haYl~ bef'n encountered during the p1'(,\ ious week and
to an1\'l1d, if necessar~·. the g"f'neraJ plan for the following \\'eek,
Experience has re\'ealed that thi:, meeting pnwides an e. cellent
opportllnit~ for the team to discll:'~ the ~tt1dents. their weak
nes:e: and strpngths, If'ading to much bl'ttcr llndt'l'standinj! of
them as indh idllaI~.
Some Conclusions about the Team Teaching Approach

The team of teachers I f'~[l()nsil>Ie for the freshman metab
course at StOllt feel that the ad\"<lT1tages of the plan far outweigh the di:,a(h(lI1tage~: that the COllrse as it is presf'ntly taught
meet." the need:, of the college fre~hman and fulfills those
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purpose. stated by the Curriculum Committee in 1963, as previously cited.
Some of the Clcl\'antages of the team teaching approach are:
1. The student: at Stout State Uni\'ersity prefer the teamteaching approach as compared to the traditional approach of one shop class under one instructor. l =<
2. Freshmen get to know more instructors the first year.
3. Student:-; are taught by a teacher specialized to teach in
a given area.
4. There is more economical use of time on the part of the
teacher a.~ he ha. fewer lecture preparations. The quality
of teaching increa:-;es because of more intensive preparation on the part of the teacher.
5. A wider and more economical use of multi-media devices
can he IJl'ought about in teaching a large group, e.g.
closed-circuit tele\"ision.
6. Since the prima.r~· aim of the freshman course is exploratOl·~·. this approach provides greater exploration.
7. This method much better serves to familiarize the student.' with a much broader area of the metals industry.
8. 'When team teaching and large group instruction are
combined, the potential for expanding the material to be
covered is much greater.
9. Through the cooperative effort of the in -tructors involved
in this approach. there is constant evaluation and upgrading of the course being taught.
10. There is greater utilization of the laboratories. and
freshmen become acquainted with more than one laboratory their first ~·ear.
Some of the disadvantages of this approach as determined
by the team of teacher: are:
1. 'Vhcrc four different instructors are im'olvcd, the final
evaluation of the student does present a problem.
2. I'll uch of the typical material covered in :-;hop work does
not lend itself to large group instruction. Having the
shop facilities at hand helps in some areas of instruction.
The topics for lectures must be of a general nature.
1
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I'royi~ion must be made fm' a room to giye the instruction to a large group. At Stout the in~truction has IJer'n
giyen in the auditorium which is not the best arrangement a~ multi-media de\'ices ha\'e to be brought to and
returned from the auditorium.
4. There needs to be proYi"ion for adnmced placement in
metab fur many students who have completed sufficient
explO1'atol)' COllr~es ill hig-h school.

Summary

The instructors inyolved in the team teaching approach to
teaching- the metab area are ill agreement that it does sen'e
the fJ'eshman course much better than the traditional onelaborator.\· approach. There are problem" in setting up thi" t,\'jJe
of cour...;e, but each time it is taught it becomes more stimulatingto those iJ1\'oh·ed.
The students prefer the approach a~ compared to the traditional one because it acquaints them with more than one
instructor and it gi\'cS them the opportunity to work in more
than one lahoratory,
"'ith large group instruction under the guidance of more
than one instructm', certainly the instruction should be more
meaningful and fruitful to the student.

CHAPTER TEN

Advanced Placement
KE, 'KETH

-T. ERICKSOK
The Basis for the Study

One of the foremo~t re:ponsibilities of education in America i~ to take the student a: it finds him and accomplish whateyer ma.\' be done to meet his particular needs. This is e...;sentially \vhat was propo:ed in a :tud~' conduete!l b~' the Indu~trial
Graphics Department of Stout State College (now Unh'ersity),
supported b,' a grant receiwd from the Wi:con~in State College
Board of Regents. The purpo:e of the research \\ as to determine
whether a program of advanccd placement should he continued
for freshman students \ ho are required to take a basic indu:trial graphics cour:e. The intent of thi: was to proyide qualified
..tudent.' with an opportunit to participate in an enriched.
morc challenging and meaningful experience in industrial
graphic: t drafting). Also. the ..tud: was to de\ elop a procedure
\\ hieh could ~en'e a:-> a basis for a<lnll1ced placenwnt in similar
skill-type courses unique to the fi('ld of industrial pducation.
The theo1',\ of ad\ ,111cpd plae!'ment i. not nl'\\". For ~ ear~,
the College Board Adv<.l11cpd Placement Program has proyided
for such placement in ~ome t\\,plH' sul)jecb. The :->\1I)5ec1;; ha\l'
g('ncrall~' included mathematics, ~dellce, foreign languages, and
English. All\'anced 11laccment program~ with emphasis on acceleration in industrial education are limited, In this stud,\
advallced placement permit;; a student, upon meeting specifk
predetermined standards. tll In' plac('d in an ad\ OllieI'd clIurse
without first completing' the pn~requisitc Im:->ic cours('. Ho\\'e\'er.
it "hould be noted the act lIal clIllege program i.. not completed
in les. time than normal.
1:!
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Advanced placement in industrial graphics i~ ba:ed on the
hypothesis that incoming freshman men with a ,.;trong- background of secondary school drafting in combination with a good
rank in their respective high school classes should have the
opportunity to accelerate their technical program in industrial
graphics. That a beginning cour~'e could be regarded as both
elementary and repetitious for certain student" provides the
basis for advanced placement.
IE-101, Drafting, is a ba~'ic course offered b~' the lndu.-\trial
Graphics Department and required of freshmen majoring- in Industrial Education and Industrial Technology. Students enrolled
in the course are a heterogeneous group in respect to pre\'ious
industrial graphics experience at the secondary ~chool level. This
experience may var~' from none at all to as many as four academic years. This was brought out in an informal :ur\"ey. conducted during the 1961-62 term among fift~'-nine ,.;tudents. Thi"
survey indicated that 24 percent possessed from nine to eighteen
weeks of high school drafting: 2Pi percent had one year of this
training; 13 percent had completed t\\'o to foul' years: and 22
percent had no high school drafting.
Staff members of the Industrial Graphic.:' department who
have taught the basic course concluded that certain students
could advantageously have been allowed to enroll direcU~' in the
second required graphics course without participation in the
first. Supporting rationale for thi' conclusion i~ brien,\' ,.;ummarized as follows:
1. IE-101, Drafting, is a nine week basic cOUJ','e ~imilal' in
structure to a well-organized high school course of one ~'ear
in length.
2. Students in IE-l01 who pos"ess an acceptable gl'ar1hics background are engaged in a repetitious study ,'uitable for beginners,
3. A more homogeneou" grouping will result in an improved
attitude b~' eliminating the nece,.;sity for those ,.;tudents with
little or no graphic,.; training to compete with tho~e who
have a secondan' ~chool background .
..t. The instructional program would benefit by a more comprehen"ive and conscientious effort on the part of the instructor if content is not considered a general review by
those students with past high ,.;chool experience,.; in g-raphics.
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;). A decrea:-;e in the number of required basic graphics section;; \\"otJid release senior instructors for assignment to
advanced course,'.
6. The existence of the program could conceivably upgrade the
quality of instruction on the secondar;\' level because instructors will be awal'e that certain prospective students ma~'
qualify for the advanced placement program.
The Method of Study

The type of research employed ,vas an analysis of complex
casual relationship;' by selected casual comparative and correlation methods, The purpose of employing this method was (1)
to determine casual relationships, and (2) to provide a method
of prediction. The type of control over the situation. the ,'ource
of data, and the approach emplo.\'ed was an uncontrolled directobservation b.\' the cros:-sectional approach,
Dasicall.\'. the procedure employed for the collection of data
follows:
1. The adnlTIced placement testing instrument.' were based
upon the COllrse content of IE-I01, Drafting.
'J
The Acl\'anced Placement Qualifying Examination and the
-:'IIinnesota Paper Form Board (Form -:'IIA) were admini:tereel to a sample of fourth-quarter student.s enrolled in
IE-I01. 1
:L The Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination was scored
and a disCl'imination value for each written test item was
determined; the items remained the same, were revised. or
\\"ere omitted depending- upon the respecth'e individual discrimination \'alue.
-1-. A ntlidity coefficient was determined b~' comparing the
Adnlnced Placement Qualifying Examination scores with
"elected :-;tanda n] measures.
;J.
A reliabilit~, coefficient was determined for the Advanced
Placement Qualif~'ing Examination,
G. Thf' examination:-; were rescored on the basis of the results
of the discrimination index findings.
7. •-\ coefficient of correlation was determined for the relation."hip bet ween the advanced placement qualifying examination
I
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and a combination of the respective high school rank:-; and
number of secondary school units of drafting.
8. The top students of the original sample wcre selccted based
upon their final grades in the IE-IOI COlll'''C.
9. Based upon the ;:;econdary ;:;chool backgrounds of the"e "tudents, predictions regarding future classes were made accordingly.
Several assumption" and limitations were im'olved in thi,.;
stud~·. The:'e assumptions were as follo\\'s:
L The students in the ,:;ample scctions form a true sample of
the classes normall~' enrolled.
2. The final grades earned by all of the students in the sample
"ections \\"ere determined on sound objeeti\'e bases: hellcc,
the studenb from the..,e .sections receiving a final grade of
"g" or better are the top students of the .sections \dth regard to their knowledge and skill of drafting requirrd b~'
IE-10l.
0, The top students of the :-;ample "ections \vould ha\'e qualified
to write the Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination
had their record" been enlluated pre\ious to the selection
of candidates for adnmced placement testing.
T\\'o limitation.' \,"ere recognized in enlluating the .~ampl('
groups, These are:
1. The numher of Inclu"trial Graphics student...; ill the Jinal
:-;ample from which data was drawn for the purpo:-:e of prediction was small.
~. Final grades for the COLlr"e which "erved as a b(-l.~i" for
determining the top le\'el ,:;tudent:-; in the sample> \\'ere issued
by two instructor,; .
.-\ restriction. worth~' of note, is that onl~' regular beginning
freshman men were con"idercd for participation in the stud~'.
Special. transfer. and foreign ,;tudcnts were omitted.
The Sample Study
Original Qualifying Examination

During the fourth quarter of the 1!J61-6:2 term. the IndLl.-;trial Graphic" Department initiated the advanced placen1l'nt
testing program. Thi.s "tep was to cle\'elop a qualifying examination which could be used in a program of advanced placement
fol' incoming frcshmen fol' the 196~-6:1 .\'ear.
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The advanced placement testing instruments were designed
by the Industrial Graphics Department based upon the course
content of IE-IOl, Drafting. The Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination and the :\1innesota Paper Form Board (Form
l\IA) were administered to the students enrolled in IE-101.
Based on the results obtained from these students, the Ad,'anced Placement Qualifying Examination was analyzed for
item discrimination. validit,\,. and reliability. What follows is
(1) a description of the original examination, (2) the procedure
for arridng at each of the above mentioned factors, and (3) a
description of the revised examination.
Xo attempt is made to descrihe the background material
necessar,\' for a thorough understanding of the statistical procedures employed herein. Actual test results have been used
in all procedures followed.
The original Advanced Placement Qualif,\'ing Examination
con. isted of two main :,ections: (1) written and (2) performance. The examination involved 2:i9 total points-119 points
on the written :,ection and 120 points on the performance section.
The written section of the examination was divided into
.'IX different area' of basic graphics:
1. Drafting Instruments, Equipment, and Media
2. Lettering
3. Geometric Constructions
4. Orthographic Projection
5. Pictorial Representation
6. Dimensioning
Each of the:,e areas was analyzed based upon the content offered in IE-lOl, Drafting, and the test questions \vere constructed accordingly.
The performance section of the examination was evaluated
on the ba.'i.' of thirteen criteria, Each criterion was weighted
on the basis of the emphasis placed on that characteristic in
IE-I01. The individual criterion and the weight as:,igned to
each are:
1. Proper Selection and Accuracy of Views (15)
2. Centering Problem in Working Space (5)
:3. Line Weight (10)
4. Representation of Hidden Surfaces (10)

.\d,-anced Placement
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Utilization and Placement of Center Lines (10)
6. Points of Tangenc~' (5)
7. Lettering- (5 )
8. Dimensioning Technique~
A. Arrowheads (5)
B. Relationship of Overall and Intermediate Dimensiom; (5)
C. Relationship of Dimensions to Object and to One
Another (15)
D. Radii and CYlindrical Surfaces (10)
E. 1\Iachine Operations (5)
F. Numeral and Fraction Placement (10)
'I hirty-six students completed both sections of the Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination. The calculation of
the mean and the standard deviation of the written, performance, and total score distributions produced the folio wi ng- resuIts:
Standard Dn'iotioll
.'II ca 1/
77.0:'1
9.95
Written
27.39
7:3.92
Performance
Total
150.95
34.2
D.

These results ,vere employed throughout the preliminary analysis of the original Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination.
Item discrimination refers to a quality possessed uy a test
item enabling it to disting-ui:-h between the good and the poor
students. Severa I method.s of assigning "D" value.s (discrimination values) to individual test items exist. The method employed
in this study was a simplified nomograph method derived by
Lawshe.~

He developed a nomograph whereby "D" values can be
assigned to individual te.st items. The procedure for determining those values nece.s.sary to the identification of the discrimination value for each individual test item i.s as follo\\"s:
1. Arrange the test paper.s in descending- order by .scores.
2. Divide the te~t paper: into two g-roups. an upper and a
lower group.
3. On a chart or table. determine for each student the
items he has marked correetl~'.
- C. H.
('0 ..

lHI"" ..

r.;.l,w~he, Jr.,
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.t. Compute the lwn.:entag-e of each g-roup marking an item
cOl'rf'ctl~'.
Final1~'. locate the two pCl'celltag-e point:, on the right
and left ,;ide:, of the nomograph. connect them with a
. .d raig-ht edge. and identih' the I'c:,ulting "D" value.
Item di,;cl'imination indice,; were determined for all test
item" of the \\Tittcn sedion, The test papPI''' were arranged in
de"cending on!pr and a \isual note wa" made of the dividing
point "ppal'ating the upper and lower group~. A tahle wa" preparf'd \vhich ident i(ied those items \vhich ,,'ere marked correctl~' lJ~' each ,;tu dent. ), t this point. the percen tag-es of each
group marking- each item \\'ere calculated. After a percentag-;'
wa" detel'mined for each g-I'OU p. the two group percen tag-e"
(uP!JPI' and 100vcrJ werc locateel on the nomograph and a "D"
nLlue for each item was a:signed. La\\'she 'uggests that test
itpm,; haYing a "])" value of less than 0.4 should be anal~'zed
and depending- upon the purpose of the particular te,;t item. it
.--hould either remain. be revised. or be omitted.;; An anal.\'I;is
of tho...;e te,;t items which were determined to have had a "D"
ntlue of below 0.4 \\'as conducted. Each of these items. on the
lJ<\si" of whal il \\'as designed to ha\'e measured. was either
revi"ed or omitted. or it remained the 'ame.
The reliability of the original Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination was determined by the anal~' 'is of variance
method emplo.\'ing the Kuder-Richardson technique. The caleula tion of the coefficients of reliability (1') produced the folio\\'ing results:
C(JI flicinlt of Rdiahilit,ll (1')
.730
Written
l'
Performance
l'
Total Exam
l'
.961
The coefficient of l'elialJi!it~· of the total examinatioll ,;ig-nifie ..; a "trong indication that it is internall~' homogeneous and
that the item" are intel'l1all~' con"i,;tent.
The "tati,..;tical Yalidity of the original Advanced Placemenl
Qualifying Examination wa..., delermined by calculating a yalidity coefficient found b~· comparing the orig-inal examination
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total scores with respectiye :.\Iinnesota Paper Form Board
scores. Since the examination wa: designed to be lJa:,ed upon
the content of IE-IOl, the final grades receiYed b.\· the student->
in that course were also employed as a standard of compari,.;on
to determine ·tatistical \"alidity. The Peal',.;on product-moment
method of determining the coefficient of correlation \\"as employed. The calculation of the yalidit.\· coefficients (r Y ) produced
the following result.,:
i'alidit.ll Cuet'jicit lit

rIo

::\Iinnesota Paper Form Board
1'\" .29
Final Grade:
r Y - .6:1
The comparison hetween the total ,.;col'e,.; of the original Ad\"(-lllced Placement Qualifying Examination and respecti\"e :oIinnesota Paper Form Board ,.;co1'e,.; indicates that mechanical aptitude is not neces:,arily an indication of the ahilit.\" to write a
good score on the Adyanced Placement Qualifying Examination.
The compari:,on beh\"een the total score~ of the Ach'anced Placement Qualif\ing Examination and the respecti\"e final grade..;
recei\'ed by :,tudent:, in IE-101 indicat s that a fail' correlation
does exi:t and that the examination mea,.;ures what it wa. de:'igncd to measure. the content of TE-101. It also indicate,.; that
a high score on the examination is generally predicti\"e of ,.;llCce:,s in Indll.·trial Graphics to the extent of the content offered
in IE-10l.
Revised Qualifying Examination

Based upon the results of the anal.\"sis \\hich was conducted
following the as,.;ignmen of item discrimination \"alues. the
original Aclnlnced Placement Qualifying Examination wa~ revised. );0 reyision,.; were made regarding the ba,.;ic :trLlcture of
the examination: howe\"er, the total point;; for the \\Tittell section. dUt> to the omi,.;sion of non-discriminating items. wcrl' n'dllced to IOf). Like\\·ise. in ordcr that equal weight would remain
to be assignpd to each section. the total points of the performance
section \\ere al,.;o ad.iusted tl) lOG points. Because the weighb
as,.;igned to each of the art>a" entlllated in the performance
examination \\ere )"('\"ised. a ne\\" e\'<tluatioll form was COI1,tl'llC'tl'(1. The basic ..;trllc! ure of t he form \\"<lS not changed.
At this point. till' \\Titten sections of the examination paper..;
were I"(',.;cored in accordance wit h the revisions made on tile
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original Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination. However,
the performance section of the examination remained unchanged
for the purpose of statistical calculations since no revision of
content was made. With thi: as a basis. the distribution of the
sum of the student " score' on the rescored written examination
and the original performance examination wa.' determined. The
calculation of the mean and the standard de\Tiation of the written. performance, and the total score distribution: produced the
following results:
Standal'd Deriation
.11call
Written
9.46
66.31
27.:~9
Performance
73.92
Total
34.2
140.42
The reliability of the revised Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination wa. determined by the analysis of variance
method again employing the Kuder-Richardson technique. The
calculation of the coefficient of reliability (1') resulted in the
following:
Coefficient of Reliability (1')
r
.764
Written
r
.973
Performance
r
.962
Total Exam
As was the case of the original examination, the coefficient
uf reliability of the total red. ed Advanced Placement Qualifying
Examina tion signifies a :trong indication of internal homo,1!eneity and consistency among test items.
The statistical validity of the revised examination \Va.' determined by calculating a validity coefficient found by comparing the total score: received v·/ith respective :\linnesota Paper
Form Hoard scores and the final grades received by students
in 1E-101. The Pean;on product-moment method of determining
coefficients of correlation was employed. The calculation of the
ndiclity coefficient (l'v) resulted in the following:
:\1innesota Paper Form Board
Final Grades

Validity Coefficipnt
r v = .06
r v - .70

As a result of the comparison between the revised Advanced
Placement Qualifying Examination and the respective :\linne-
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sota Paper Form Board scores, the indication of a low correlation between these two factors evolved. On the basis of the
results of this study, it can generally be concluded that mechanical aptitude is not predictive of success on the revised examination. However, as a result of the comparison of the revised
examination scores and the respective final grades received in
IE-101, it can generally be concluded that a high score on the
revised Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination is predictive of success in IE-101. Because of this fact, it can further
he concluded that the revised examination is valid since it measures what it was designed to measure, the amount of knov.;Jedge
and skill a person has regarding Industrial Graphics with respect to the content offered in IE-IOl.
The 1962-63 Study
The Basis

Two criteria served as a basis for the selection of incoming
freshmen as participants in the advanced placement program.
These are: (l) final high school rank, and (2) the number of
'econdary school units of drafting. The method of identifying
a cutting point (above \vhich a combination of the two criteria
must fall in order that a person may be eligible to write the
Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination) ha' lJeen determined.
Based upon the results of data collected with respect to
the students enrolled in Industrial Graphics during the fourth
quarter of the 1961-62 term, a relationship between the scores
earned by students on the Advanced Placement Qualifying
Examination and a combination of their respective high school
ranks and number of secondary school units of ctrafting was
determined.~
The coefficient of correlation by the Pearson
product-moment was found to be r - . 7. The comparison indicates that a fair correlation does exist and that a high average
score of a combination of high school rank and number of
secondary. chool units of ctrafting is generally predictive of an
ability to write a good score on the Advanced Placement Qualifying Examination.
4.

The hiv.h sC'hO<J] l"lu)k~ were ('onverte(l to R llil::'rcelltile rank

M'huol rnnk
('on .... er~ion

Rnd

the

numbt=.>l" uf ~ecf.Jndary sC'hool units of

to T -~core~.

(PH), and both the hic-h

[lraftin~

were averag:ed after
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The top :,e\'entepn :,tudents in the sample of thirt~·-:.;jx \"'ere
,.;elected. for obsen'ation. on the basis of their receiving a final
j.!rade of "g" or better in IE-101. An as:umption was made at
this point that these student.' would hc1\-e been eligible to write
the Ad\'cll1ced Placement Qualif~'ing Examination had their
records been e\'aluated previous to the selection of candidate.
for mh'anced placpment testing. Each student':· respective high
school rank and number of units of secondary school drafting
w('re converted to a T-score and averaged, On thig basig, an
i[vcragp T-score of 51 resulted and this score wa: determined
to be. for the purpose of selecting students for advanced placement testing. the cutting point.
The Students
Thp records of all incoming freshman men enrolled for
the regular session of the 1962-63 term at Stout, tate College
\vere entluated. The hig-h ..;choul ranks and the respective numbpI' of sPcolHlary school units of drafting of each student were
averaged by the T-...;core method. Those students whose average
T-...;core. based upon the two criteria. resulted in a 5-l Or over
\\ere selected to participate in adnlllced placement testing in
Industrial Graphics for the 1962-6:3 term. Of 226 freghman
men enrolled for the year beg-inning- ,'eptember. 1962. 78 were
.:elected.
The 7 :-:tudents were il1\'ited to participate in the te"ting
program by means of a letter mailed to the participant. If the
student \\'ished to particil1ate. he was directed to :elect an examination proctor at his fOl'mpr high school. The proctor was recommended to be one of the following: the hig-h school principal
or \'ice-principal. a I,widance counselor. an industrial arts
teClcher. or an acadpmic subject tf'acher. The student was directed to return the name and address of the Jlre-selectpd
proctor and the complete Sf't of examination:. cOllsistinJ!," of the
two-hour written section and the two-hour performance section.
wcre mailed directly to the Pl'OetOI'.
Of the 78 "tudents who wpre invited to participate in the
te...;ting program. a positive re:-.;ponse \\'as receh'eel from 69.
nine having declined to take the examination for per:-.;onal
reasons, Eight failed to respond to the notification mailinJ!,",
" ixt~'-one examinations were mailed to thp pre-:-.;elected proctors.
Two examinations \\'ere not returned and hn) \\'ere received
L

later than the established completion date and were therefore
di"qualified. The fifty-seven completed examination" were ~cored
and raw scores of the three selecth'e criteria were converted to
T-score:. The selective criteria \vere del'ived from the re~ulb
of the written section, the performance .'eetion, and the percentile rank in respective high school graduating classes. The
distribution of total T-scores, which ranged from 188 to IIi).
was studied and a decision was made to select the top twent,\'three students as qualified and thereby authorized to enroll
directly in IE-201 (Design) instead of the basic course, IE-IO!.
The selection of the students was based on a distribution employing a range of five grades (A to F). A total T-~core of
189 to 160 was found to be the range for a grade of either A or B.
The Advanced Course

Ad\"anced placement as it applies to this study refers to a
program wherelJ,\' a student may. upon meeting specific predetermined standards, be placed into an aclntnced course without fir:,t completing the prerequi"ite for that course. The ~tl1dent
will receive no credit for the course which he ha: written off
in order to proceed directly to the advanced cour~e. H,\' this
procedure, the student may apply those credits. which he ha,.;
\vritten off, toward advanced work. Through the advanced
placement program. the actual school program is not completed
in any less than the normal term. Thii; i" the primm',\' difference
between an advanced placement program and an acceleration
program.
IE-201, Design, is a course required of all Industrial Education and Industrial Technolog,\' majol'" at StouL It is second
in a . .;equence of two required cour"e" in gTaphics and is taken
during' the sophomore ,\'ear. Yery little relationship exist~ between the two course~. IE-IOI and IE-201, in terms of content.
In view of the underl,\'ing concept of advanced placement. as
regard~ thi: :tud,\'. no effort wa~ made to identify specific
majors and concentrations planned by qualified students. Therefore. because lE-201 i~ required of all Industrial Education and
Industrial Technology majors. the qualified students were enrolled ill I E-201 during the fre"hman '\'car of 1 !)6~-60.
~ote: Thi>; procedure wa~ again used during the 1!)6:1-6'+
and the 1~61-6!) terms. The procedure serve."; a ..; a lm:;is to
identif,\' additional stu die,; of a follow-up nature a~ ..;oon as
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nece:sary data is compiled regarding the achievement of those
students who qualify for the program, The intent of this report
is to pre 'ent the procedural steps used to de:ign a series of
qualifying- instruments, to determine a method whereby students may be selected to write the qualifying examination, and
to describe the selective process used in identifying students
who qualifv fOl' the program. Xo data on these years are availaule as yet.
The Findings

To determine the possible effect of advanced placement on
sub."equent achievement in advanced drafting- courses, a comparison \vas made between the grades earned in IE-201, Design,
by advanced placement students and those who completed IE-101,
Drafting-, with a grade of "A." Student.' w re those involved in
advanced placement in 1962-68 and those earning- "A" in IE-lOl
Drafting, during 1962-63.
A comparison of the achievement in IE-201, Design, b~' advanced placement students with students who had completed
IE-101, Drafting, with a grade of "A" during 1962-6~ is presented in the tabulation below:
Thl' 11
Adl'al/cl'd P[acPII/Pllf

Grade Point Average*

'flu

l~ Stlldellt,~

Students

N('cpiring "A"
iI/ IE-10l

3.21

3.17

*Based on a point scale, A -

4.

The obvious conclusion is that advanced placement students
do just as well in the second course as do those .,tudents who
complete the uasic course \vith a grade of "A".
The Conclusions

As a result of the preparation of this study and the experience gained in conducting the program for the past three years,
several conclusions have evolved:
1. Advanced placement in industrial graphic,' provides qualified students an opportunity to accelerate their technical
program with a more enriched, challenging, and meaningful
experience in graphics.
2. As the Advanced Placement Program in industrial graphics
become: more and more exten::;ive. secondary school teachers
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of related industrial areas and college per~'onnel will begin
to \\"ork on a more cooperative basis.
3. Working with actvanced groups of students will sene as a
stimulus for college personnel to take steps to high achievement.
1. Advanced placement will tend to eliminate duplication of
studies and waste of time by students and teachers.
5. Students who have been advanced will be g-iven the OPPOl'tunity to schedule more advanced courses.
The Future

Although no extensi\"e follow-up stucties have been conducted, a significant change has been made in the procedure
beginning with those stuctent:::; who qualify for the program
cturing the 1964-65 term. Students accepted for advanced placement in Industrial Graphics will be awarded two semester hours
of credit in IE-101, Drafting, with a grade of "A". This action
is supported by the basic hypothesis formulated while the
initial study wa:, being conducted-that students who qualified
would have achieved at the highe.'t level had they actually taken
the course. The experiences of the College Entrance Examination Board has .'uggested that colleges must rewarct advanced
placement students for their high achievement with as much
genero:,ity as i.s reasonable.
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